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ABSTRACT
The body of research presented here represents an important contribution to 
knowledge in the field of the future of work with particular reference to work 
facilitated by Information and Communications Technology (ICTs). The work 
encompasses a number of levels of analysis: the macro level, the organisational level 
and the workforce level. It has explored previously neglected areas of self- 
employment, and has contributed to understanding of both corporate and self- 
employed telework.
The submission document is organised as follows: following the list of submitted 
work the Introduction explores the background to the research area, and then provides 
a detailed commentary on each piece of submitted work, including clear information 
on the author's contribution to publications which are co-authored. The Conclusion 
outlines how the research has added to the existing body of knowledge in the subject 
fields, and this is followed by a Literature Review which sets the submitted work into 
the broader context of research on telework and the future of work and employment.
SUBMITTED WORK
The submitted work consists of: 
Books:
Work 2000, (with J. Stanworth), Paul Chapman Publishing, 1991, 262 pages.
Telework: The Human Resource Implications, (with J. Stanworth), Institute of 
Personnel Management, 1991, 138 pages.
Self-Employment and Labour Market Restructuring: the Case of Freelance 
Teleworkers in Book Publishing, (with J. Stanworth and D. Purdy), University of 
Westminster Press, 1993, 33 pages.
Working at Home - A Study of Home\vorking and Teleworking, Institute of 
Employment Rights, 1996, 40 pages.
Chapters in books:
'Enterprise 2000: Workbase the Electronic Cottage?' in Paths of Enterprise: The 
Future of the Small Business, (with J, Stanworth), edited by J. Curran and R. 
Blackburn, Routledge Social Analysis, 1991, pp. 34-50.
'Problems of Definition and the Marketing of High-Technology Homework', in 
Towards the Twenty-First Century: The Challenge for Small Business, (with J. 
Stanvvorth), edited by M. Robertson, E. Chell and C. Mason, Nadamal Books. 1992, 
pp. 268-281.
Journal Articles:
'Home Truths about Teleworking', Personnel Management, (with J. Stanworth). 21, 
11, 1989, pp. 48-52.
'Visions of the Future', Personnel Management, (with J. Stanworth), 23, 6, 1991, pp.
'Saved or Damned? The Case of Freelance Teleworkers', European Journal of 
Teleworking, (with J. Stanworth) 1, 4, 1993, pp. 9-15.
Teleworking - The Social Dimension', European Journal of Teleworking, (with J. 
Stanworth), 2, 3, 1994, pp. 4-8.
'The Self-Employed without Employees - Autonomous or Atypical?', Industrial 
Relations Journal, (with J. Stanworth), 26, 3, 1995, pp. 221-229.
'Self-Employment Career Dynamics: The Case of Unemployment Push in UK Book 
Publishing', Work Employment and Society, (with B. Granger and J. Stanworth), 9, 3, 
1995, pp. 499-516.
'Subbing the Night Away: the Increasing use of Freelancers in Book Publishing is not 
Sustainable', New Economy, March 1996, pp. 43-47.
'Telework and Human Resource Management', The Home as an Office, Digest on the 
Colloquium, Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1996/043, pp. 5/1-5/6.
'Ethical Issues of Teleworking', Business Ethics: A European Review, (with C. 
Moon) 6, 1, 1997, pp. 35-45.
'Managing an Externalised Workforce: Freelance Labour Use in the UK Book 
Publishing Industry', Industrial Relations Journal, (with J. Stanworth) 28, 1, 1997, 
pp. 43-55.
'Reluctant Entrepreneurs and their Clients - the Case of Freelances in the British Book 
Publishing Industry', International Small Business Journal, (with J. Stanworth) 16, 1, 
October/December 1997, pp. 58-73.
'Telework and the Information Age', New Technology Work and Employment, 13,1, 
Spring 1998, pp. 51-62.
INTRODUCTION
This submission is based on publications (listed under submitted work) resulting from 
research conducted between 1988 and 1998. During that time, I have held a number 
of full-time and fractional research fellow posts (ranging from 1.0 to 0.2) at 
Westminster University Business School where I was a founder member of the Future 
of Work Research Group formed in 1988. In 1993, I also became a fractional (0.7) 
Senior Lecturer with the University of Greenwich Business School, and was 
subsequently granted a research time allowance as a member of the Employment 
Flexibility Research Group. I have continued research work within both institutions 
and was entered for the 1996 Research Assessment Exercise separately by both 
universities (which was unique in the category), entering four different publications 
with each institution.
For the purposes of clarity in this Introduction the research work is divided into three 
phases, Laying the Foundations; Empirical Work; and from Teleworking to the 
Information Age.
The work has centred around one of the most far-reaching and profound debates in the 
study of employment and in the human resource area: the study of the future labour 
market and employment in the UK and allied issues of continuity and change. Within 
this field, there has been an avalanche of material, some purely speculative and some 
based on empirical research, on new work patterns. The work presented here has 
investigated 'non-standard' forms of work, with telework as the central focus. Non- 
standard work patterns are those which move away from the full-time, co-located, 
master-servant relationship with a contract of indefinite duration on which most of 
UK labour law, welfare and employment protection legislation has been based.
The period of the research (1988-1998) witnessed substantial changes in the UK 
labour market including the continuing decline of the manufacturing sector in terms of 
job numbers and the growth of the service or tertiary sector, along with marked 
increases in self-employment and part-time working. It has also witnessed the 
continuance of the trend towards a reduction in the labour market activity rates of men 
and increasing labour market activity rates amongst women. Fears stemming from the 
globalisation of product markets, the need for more rapid innovation, and increasing 
competition from recently industrialised countries, have influenced the employment 
strategies of many companies, and along with economic recessions and free market 
ideology have influenced employers' labour use decisions. The results have been 
'downsizing', delayering and outsourcing, and an increasingly 'contingent' work 
force (often non-standard in nature), where the existence of jobs is now more closely 
tied to fluctuations in the demand for the firm's products or services, with employees 
less likely to be offered a long-term 'deal' or access to an internal labour market. This 
is having important effects upon attitudes to work, career patterns and the relationship 
between workers and employers.
Much recent theory on labour markets and organisational change, both in the telework 
field and in non-standard work generally, has been based upon the premise that the 
1980s represented a radical break with the past (for example the flexible firm model
of Atkinson and Piore and Sabel's flexible specialisation thesis) rather than the 
continuance of incremental changes, and has tended to ignore or downplay historic 
continuities in labour use. The research has endeavoured to assess and to question the 
reported extent and consequences of changes in the use of the human resource, and to 
evaluate the validity of aspects of these theories.
Telework, defined as work mediated by information and communications 
technologies (ICTs) undertaken away from the employer's location, is the non- 
standard work form which has been a particular focus of the research. The uncertainty 
of the business environment in recent times has tended to affect the way in which 
telework has been operationalised in the UK. Telework is a relatively new 
phenomenon which has been made possible, and increasingly affordable, by the 
revolutionary developments in information and communications technologies from 
the 1970s onwards. The 1970s saw reductions in the cost of computing equipment 
which was matched by rapid improvements in its speed, reliability and capacity. The 
more recent development which is of significance is the integration of computers with 
telecommunications equipment using a common digital code which opens up great 
possibilities, more so now that television itself is becoming digitised. Compression 
allied to digitisation now offers the possibility of transmitting multi-media materials 
in a variety of ways: by optical fibre cables, satellites or digital radio. This 
'information superhighway' will be interactive, with the Internet seen only as its low 
tech precursor.
However, the potential of this technology to uncouple work from temporal and 
locational constraints should not be taken to mean that it will automatically be 
adopted by employers or individuals, since technology alone does not determine the 
outcomes for work and employment. It is mediated by societal, organisational and 
cultural factors which may inhibit as well as drive the growth of telework or lead to 
the development of certain types of telework rather'than others. Some of the literature 
has fallen into the trap of technological determinism, and has also entered the realms 
of speculative futurology, often based on flimsy evidence, with the tendency to predict 
a singular, usually optimistic future for work organisations and workers, rather than 
admit the possibility of more diverse outcomes. The telework, and latterly the 
information age, literature often foresees a Utopian future where reskilled, 
collaborative workers will operate in liberating, high trust environments. This 
overlooks the possibility of continuing gender and status divisions in the work force, 
the possibility of deskilling as well as upskilling outcomes, or the likelihood of the 
exploitation of workers as well as opportunities for liberation, associated with the use 
of information and communications technologies applied to paid work.
Telework is not a unitary category but can take many forms. It links with other forms 
of non-standard work of a more long-standing nature, because it can be organised in a 
variety of ways. Teleworkers may be employed, or outworkers, or independent self- 
employed workers. They may be full-time, part-time or temporary workers. The 
occupations and sectors in which they are found are very disparate. Different forms of 
telework have diverse outcomes for the individuals or occupational groups involved, 
and for work organisations.
Other areas of non-standard work which have been investigated are own-account self- 
employment and reduced hours (part-time and job share) employment. Although 
most of the work has been concerned with issues from the supply-side point of view, 
it has also been complemented by research into employers' rationales for using 
particular work patterns and forms, taking the view that one aspect cannot be fully 
understood without investigating the other. The research has indicated continuity 
with the past as well as change, and has questioned some of the sweeping assumptions 
made in the existing literature regarding homeworkers and the own account self- 
employed. The methodologies used have encompassed both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, and use of case studies has illuminated debates such as the 
dynamics of change in the self-employed population of the UK.
Research Phase One - Laying the Foundations
This phase began with the inception of the Future of Work Research Group in 1988 at 
the London Management Centre (now Westminster Business School) which was 
partly funded through HEFCE. I was involved with two main strands of related 
research during this first phase. One was for a book for the Institute of Personnel 
Management (now the Institute for Personnel and Development) on the development 
of telework in the UK, with reference to the Human Resource Management 
implications of employing teleworkers. This was based on teleworker interviews and 
case study material drawn from two company telework schemes, one in the financial 
services sector and the other in the IT sector, plus extensive secondary research. The 
role of my co-author, John Stanworth, was as an enabler, and his reputation was 
important in negotiating the contract with the publisher. I wrote the entire 
manuscript, with my co-author acting as editor and proof-reader, and also 
negotiating access to the case firms.
Beginning in the late 1980s there had been a growing media interest in the UK in the 
phenomenon of telework which was predicted to transform the way in which work 
was carried out. Utilising information and communications technologies (ICTs), work 
would be 'freed' from the constraints of time and location, and the modernist 
paradigm of the permanent, nine-to-five job on the employer's premises would be 
challenged if not replaced. There were predictions, some no more than poorly- 
informed speculation, that there would be several million teleworkers by the mid 
1990s (for example: 'A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Teleworking', Henley Centre for 
Forecasting, 1988; 'IT Futures - IT Can Work', NEDO, 1987). However, actual cases 
of teleworkers in the UK were hard to find at that time and typically involved very 
small numbers. Research evidence from both the UK and particularly from the USA, 
where teleworking had a longer history, demonstrated that there were problems as 
well as opportunities for employers and employees in adopting this work pattern. 
Accordingly, the Institute of Personnel Management book was designed to provide a 
more realistic assessment of the possibilities of the various forms of teleworking and 
to outline the personnel issues involved in employing teleworkers. It also put forward 
what was considered as current best practice in the employment of teleworkers, 
implicitly adopting a 'soft' or humanistic Human Resource Management approach, 
based on developing a long-term relationship with employees to produce 'resourceful 
humans'. The resulting book was published as:
Telework: The Human Resource Implications, Institute of Personnel Management, 
1991. (with J. Stanworth)
This is attached separately at Appendix I.
The second area of research in which I was involved took the form of research for a 
book on the future of work and employment which looked forward to the millennium. 
This was based on 26 interviews with major British decision-makers and opinion- 
formers which formed Part One, as well as secondary research for the theory chapters 
in Part Two. The book was designed to bring together the thoughts of experienced 
practitioners and opinion-formers from commerce, industry and politics, and to use 
the experience of the recent past to inform the future. The conception of this book 
was that of my co-author, who negotiated the contract and carried out most of 
the interviews. In my supporting role, I carried out interviews with a human 
resource director and the head of a poverty pressure group, and wrote five of the 
'themes and issues' chapters, which were as follows:
Chapter 4. The Future Shape of the Economy
Economic Trends in the 1980s; After Fordism, Production Methods of the Future; 
Regional Trends; Strategies of Fragmentation; Small and Large Firm Einks; Growing 
the Small Firm; Franchising.
Chapter 5. Corporate Cultures
Social Class and Corporate Culture; Japanese Culture; The American Ethos; 
Organizational Structure and Culture; Changing Corporate Culture; Adapting to other 
Cultures; Future Issues.
Chapter 6. Enterprise Culture and Intrapreneurship
The Petit Bourgeoisie; Enterprise Subcultures; Small Business Subculture; 
Intrapreneurship; Ownership; Sponsorship; Funding and Rewards; Holism; The 
Future of Enterprise Culture.
Chapter 7. Exploring Patterns of Work
Recent Interest in Flexibility; Changes in the Flexible Workforce; Implications for 
Management; Working Patterns - the Changing Agenda; Employment Strategies for 
the 1990s; Telework.
Chapter 9. The Management of People in the 1990s
Types of Human Resource Management; From Compliance to Commitment; From 
Collectivism to Individualism; Human Resources or Financial Resources?; The 
Future.
The book was published as:
Work 2000: the Future for Industry, Employment & Society, Paul Chapman 
Publishing, 1991. (With J. Stanworth)
This is attached separately at Appendix II.
The main findings and their implications were presented for a practitioner audience 
as:
'Visions of the Future', an article in Personnel Management, June 1991 (With J. 
Stanworth). This is presented in Appendix VI, marked 1.
An area closely related to teleworking is that of horneworking, and there were several 
current debates in this field. One of these concerned whether or not routine telework, 
such as data entry or word processing, is significantly different to traditional 
manufacturing homework or outwork. A second was whether traditional homework, 
which is often low-paid, unregulated and exploitative, was declining or increasing. 
Hakim, who was very influential at the time in her research role with the Department 
of Employment, in her analysis of national horneworking data ('Homeworking in 
Britain' 1987) had concluded that the traditional vision of the poorly-paid and 
exploited female homeworker was a thing of the past. By including in her analysis 
both dependent and independent workers using their homes as a workplace or a base 
for their activities, the particular employment situation of homeworkers was 
downplayed, even disguised. I developed an alternative typology of home-based 
work to that of Hakim, in order to integrate, but not conflate, telework jobs with 
more traditional occupations carried out at or from home and to clearly identify 
the continuance of gender and status divisions in this work force. This typology 
was recently reproduced with acknowledgment in Juliet Webster's book 'Shaping 
Women's Work: Gender, Employment and Information Technology', illustrating that 
teleworking preserves the sexual division of labour in society (1995: 97).
My research also involved analysing teleworking schemes that existed at the 
time and using them to demonstrate the variety of potential telework forms of 
occupation, contract and employment relationship. It supported the contention of 
Child (in 'Organisations - A Guide to Problems and Practice', Second Edition, 1984) 
that information technology could be operationalised in ways which can upskill jobs 
or alternatively have job-degrading consequences, and that there is an element of 
strategic choice in these decisions. It also called into question the popular notion in 
writings such as those of Handy ('The Future of Work', 1985: The Age of Unreason', 
1989) that teleworkers were a privileged group of managers and professionals. 
Aspects of this work were published firstly for the personnel practitioner audience, 
and secondly as part of a book of readings on the future of small enterprise in Britain 
in the Routledge series on small business. The initial contacts which resulted in 
both of the following publications were made by my co-author, John Stanworth. 
However, I researched and wrote both manuscripts with my co-author acting as 
editor.
'Home Truths about Teleworking', an article in Personnel Management, November 
1989 (With J. Stanworth). This article is presented at Appendix VI, marked 2.
'Enterprise 2000: Workbase the Electronic Cottage?' a chapter in Paths of Enterprise, 
edited by J. Curran and R Blackburn, Routledge, 1991 (With J.Stanworth), 
The book chapter is presented at Appendix V marked 1.
Two further aspects of telework research were developed during this period. One 
analysed problems associated with defining the concept of telework while the other 
traced the historical separation of home from the workplace. The latter explained the 
different relationship between home and work for men and women, and how this 
could impede the acceptance of homebased teleworking, particularly for men. 
Defining telework has been, and still is, a preoccupation in this field, since definitions 
are not watertight, with a number of 'grey' areas on the periphery. A very loose 
definition could include almost anyone in paid work who uses ICTs, whilst a very 
tight definition could exclude all except full-time homebased teleworkers working on- 
line and using sophisticated hardware and software. Also, if self-employed 
teleworkers are excluded from statistics, which is often the case due to the difficulties 
in identifying this grouping, the extent of teleworking appears very minor.
The historical material used traced the separation of home from work since the 
Industrial Revolution, particularly for men, but argued that for women, despite their 
increasing activity in the labour market, the home and domesticity still have a 
defining influence. With the advent of telework, which could bring work for men as 
well as women back into the home, there could be resistance from men because of the 
gendered connotations of 'home' and the negative associations with traditional forms 
of manufacturing homework. The chapter developed from an ISBA conference paper 
co-written with John Stanworth. I wrote the chapter with my co-author acting as 
editor.
'Problems of Definition and the Marketing of High-technology Homework', in 
Towards the 21st Century, edited by M. Robertson, E. Chell and C. Mason, Nadamal 
Books, 1992 (With J. Stanworth).
This is presented at Appendix V, marked 2.
Research Phase Two - Empirical Work
Having previously focused on the issue of telework amongst company employees, this 
second phase consolidated the research into the future of work with a large-scale 
project at the University of Westminster into self-employed teleworkers in the UK 
book-publishing industry. The supply-side characteristics and labour market position 
of freelance proof readers and editors was investigated. The first primary data 
gathering stage consisted of a postal survey of 800 teleworkers who were members of 
the Society of Freelance Editors and Proofreaders (of whom 371 responded) and 40 
follow-up telephone interviews, and was carried out in 1992 and 1993. The response 
rate of just under 50 per cent was very high for a postal questionnaire, and this was
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felt to be due to its distribution along with the Society's newsletter, as well as the 
highly educated occupational group from which the respondents were drawn.
It was found that book publishing freelancers were a homebased, casualised 
workforce and, mainly because of economic factors and restructuring in the industry, 
the use of freelance labour had increased during the 1980s and early 1990s. The level 
of technological sophistication was modest. The advantages of the job were seen as 
time flexibility, a degree of independence and intrinsic job satisfaction. The 
disadvantages were loneliness and isolation, fluctuating earnings and workload, and 
low pay rates. The major routes into freelance work amongst these respondents were 
redundancy and to a lesser extent, family-building. A four-fold typology emerged 
from the data: 'Refugees', who moved to freelancing after redundancy, and who 
would wish to return to in-house work if the opportunity arose: 'Trade-offs' who 
began freelance work because of childcare or caring, and who would also return to in- 
house work if it were available. The third grouping was 'Missionaries' who were pre- 
disposed to telework by, for example, a dislike of organisational life, and fourthly 
'Converts' who were initially pushed into telework, generally through redundancy, 
but through experiencing it came to prefer it to in-house work. The initial contact 
with the Society which provided the database for the survey was John 
Stanworth's, and the idea of investigating self-employed teleworkers was joint 
between myself and John Stanworth. I designed the project, developed the 
questionnaire, and wrote up the first draft of the final project report. Follow-up 
interviews were carried out by Bill Granger, and the project was supervised by 
John Stanworth. This piece of research remains the largest UK survey of self- 
employed teleworkers to date. The supply-side data was published as:
Self-employment and Labour Market Restructuring: the case of freelance teleworkers 
in book publishing. University of Westminster Press, 1993 (With J. Stanworth and D. 
Purdy)
This is attached separately at Appendix III. The press coverage is at Appendix VIII. 
It was featured for a European audience in two articles in a specialist teleworking 
journal which were both co-written:
'Saved or Damned? The Case of Freelance Teleworkers', European Journal of 
Teleworking, 1, 4, 1993 (with J. Stanworth) and
'Teleworking - The Social Dimension', European Journal of Teleworking, 2, 3, 1994 
(With J. Stanworth).
These articles are attached at Appendix VI, marked 3 and 4 respectively.
The data from this research project also formed the basis for two further journal 
articles. The first located the position of book publishing freelancers in relation to a 
continuum of self-employment labour market identities ranging from disguised wage- 
workers to the fully independent entrepreneur. It questioned the assumption contained 
in much of the literature on self-employment that the own account self-employed were 
simply located at an early stage of growth and would ultimately become employers of
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others. It found that the book publishing freelancers were more akin to quasi- 
employees than independent entrepreneurs. Using the evidence it was noted that the 
freelancers were typically heavily dependent upon just one or two publishers for most 
of their work, and that their independence was more illusory than real. These findings 
added to the research evidence for a great deal of 'reluctant entrepreneurship' within 
the self-employed workforce, and helped to explain the only growth area of that 
workforce - the self-employed without employees (see the graph at Appendix IV).
The second article used the data to contribute to the development of theory relating to 
the flows into and out of self-employment during the 1980s and early 1990s. The 
increase in the self-employed work force in the UK since a nadir in the late 1970s, and 
the subsequent ebbs and flows in the national statistics, have been explained as a sign 
of economic vitality with a resurgence of the entrepreneurial spirit, or alternatively as 
a reaction to exclusion from the mainstream labour market during periods of 
economic turbulence or recession. In the early 1990s the characteristic negative 
correlation between self-employment and economic trade cycles was broken, which 
led to much speculation. The models used in the past have been somewhat static, and 
had tended to emphasise the initial rationales for entry into self-employment, 
neglecting the dynamics which may subsequently operate to retain individuals in self- 
employment, or alternatively to lead them to eventually rejoin the mainstream labour 
market. The article argued that there was a need to study the subjective aspects of 
self-employment, and data from the in depth interviews were used to do this, and use 
made of the four-fold typology which had emerged - Refugees, Missionaries, Trade- 
offs and Converts. Both entrepreneurial pull and, rather more commonly, 
unemployment push factors were revealed to be in operation, plus the effects of 
changes in outlook resulting from the experience of self-employment itself. Both 
articles were written in equal collaboration with the co-authors.
The articles were:
'The Self-Employed without Employees - Autonomous or Atypical? 1 , Industrial 
Relations Journal, 26.3, September 1995 (With J. S tan worth) and
'Self-Employment Career Dynamics: The Case of Unemployment Push in UK Book 
Publishing', Work Employment and Society, 9,3, September 1995, (With B. Granger 
and J. Stanworth).
These articles are attached at Appendix VI, marked 5 and 6 respectively.
Aspects of the research relating to the growth of outsourcing and its effects on the 
long-term social reproduction of labour were explored in an article for the journal of 
the economic 'think-tank' the Institute for Public Policy Research. It used the book 
publishing industry case study to argue that an increased use of freelance labour, 
though sustainable in the short-term because the current labour force had benefited 
firstly from earlier in-house training, and secondly because redundancy had created an 
ample supply of freelancers, was likely to result in future labour shortages. The 
increasing use of contingent labour by employers may currently be buffered by an 
abundant supply created within more stable internal labour markets of the 1960s and
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1970s, so that a possible skills crisis is predicted only when these workers retire. This 
article was written on a solo basis:
'Subbing the Night Away: The Increasing Use of Freelancers in Book Publishing is 
not Sustainable', New Economy, March 1996.
This article is presented at Appendix VI, marked 7.
A second phase of the book publishing research followed in 1994, which involved 14 
telephone interviews with commissioning editors from 12 UK publishing houses. This 
investigated the growth of freelance work from the demand side perspective, with 
particular reference to testing out the core-periphery theory of the firm put forward by 
Atkinson in the 1980s, by evaluating the rationales for the increased use of freelance 
labour within the industry. The methods of management control and performance 
evaluation of a remote work force were also investigated. The issue of the managerial 
control of teleworkers, of trust and remote supervision, has been a thread running 
through the telework literature. The fear of loss of control and resistance amongst 
managers has been cited as one of the main reasons for the failure of predictions of the 
exponential growth of telework to materialise.
The results showed that in all the established publishing houses there had been an 
increase in the use of freelancers accompanied by a stasis or reduction in the number 
of in-house staff doing editorial work. New publishers entering the industry had 
employed a lean in-house team, supplemented by a large ring of freelancers from the 
outset, because of the need for cost-minimisation in the face of acute competition in a 
plateaued book market. Management control methods used were primarily those of 
prior acculturation into the norms and values of publishing by means of previous in- 
house experience, and served to bind the freelancers to their client publishers without 
the need to employ them in-house. The control of this particular remote workforce, 
who rarely if ever met face-to-face was relatively unproblematic to the publishers, 
ensuring a satisfactory quality of work whilst reducing costs and shifting the risks of 
intermittent work-flow onto the freelancers. Another significant finding was the 
identification of two further distinct sub-groups within the freelance workforce, 
Regulars and Casuals, the latter experiencing a much more precarious work situation 
than the former, being unlikely to enjoy anything approaching a regular income flow. 
The interviews were carried out by Bill Granger, and the transcriptions were 
analysed and interpreted by myself and John Stanworth in collaboration. The 
results were published as a journal article:
'Managing an Externalised Workforce: Freelance Labour Use in the UK Book 
Publishing Industry', Industrial Relations Journal, 28,1, March 1997 (With J. 
Stanworth).
This article is presented at Appendix VI, marked 8.
The UK book-publishing research was brought together in a final article addressed to 
a different audience - that of international small business academics. This provided an 
opportunity to write up the study as a whole and to link it to research into the self-
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employed, in particular the large segment of the self-employed in the UK who are 
own account workers employing no-one. This grouping is relatively unexplored in 
social science research, despite the fact that around two thirds of all UK self- 
employed fall into this category, and there has been a substantial growth in own 
account self-employment during the 1980s and 1990s, accompanied by a reduction in 
numbers with employees (see Appendix IX). This was written in collaboration 
with John Stanworth and published as:
'Reluctant Entrepreneurs and their Clients - the Case of Self-employed Freelances in 
the British Book Publishing Industry', International Small Business Journal, 16, 1, 
October/December 1997 (with J. Stanworth).
This article is presented at Appendix VI, marked 9.
Research Phase Three - from Teleworking to the Information Age
This phase coincided with a resurgence of interest in telework as part of the predicted 
'information age', due to the slow, but significant, growth in the use of various forms 
of electronically-mediated remote work by UK employers. I was invited to write a 
publication for the Institute of Employment Rights, a labour law 'think tank', on 
homeworking and teleworking. This was to coincide with the 1996 International 
Labour Organization (ILO) Conference when a Convention on Homeworking was 
adopted. The background research involved interviews with trade union officials 
representing sectors and occupations where teleworking was a current issue (the Civil 
Service and its agencies, journalism and media, financial services, information 
technology and telecommunications) and with the TUC, as well as secondary and 
desk research into the history of traditional and 'new' homework.
The publication traced the history of homework or outwork, and found its use in the 
UK to be increasing, with industrial restructuring and technological change leading to 
its use in new areas of work. Telework can also encompass disadvantaged groupings 
as well as the highly paid and qualified (which links into the earlier research into 
homebased work) and the conclusion reached was that there was qualitatively little 
difference between certain types of 'electronic' homework and traditional, usually 
manufacturing, homework. Measures to protect homeworkers and teleworkers were 
outlined, and the views of trade unions who are beginning to represent teleworkers 
were discussed. The findings showed that the unions representing higher status 
workers tended to be more positive about telework, but the picture was more mixed 
amongst unions representing routine staff. Where employers were deskilling work 
and pursuing cost-minimization strategies the unions were often being outflanked. 
The final chapter called for a re-appraisal of labour law to reflect the growth of 'non- 
standard' work forms, such as homework and telework, in the UK, to ensure equal 
rights with the 'standard' work force, in terms of benefits and employment protection. 
This was researched and written by myself, and published in June 1996 as:
Working at Home - a Study of Homeworking and Teleworking, Institute of 
Employment Rights, June 1996.
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This booklet is attached separately at Appendix IV. It was reviewed in the British 
Journal of Industrial Relations in September 1997, and a copy is attached at Appendix 
VIII.
Much of the writing on telework has promoted the positive aspects of remote work, 
(in some cases to sell information technology and communications products) and has 
tended to downplay negative aspects. A paper given to the Institute of Electrical 
Engineers' Colloquium in 1996 put forward a more realistic assessment of how 
telework was being implemented in the UK, and its links to the prescriptions of 
Human Resource Management (HRM). Using current empirical evidence, the paper 
concluded that a cost-minimisation approach rather than a developmental approach 
was more common. Comparing the literature on teleworking to the ideas of Human 
Resource Management, many parallels were identified. Telework fits in with 
employers' interest in the flexibility and adaptability of the workforce, as it offers 
time and location flexibility and can also operate under different forms of contract 
relationship. ICTs can facilitate the development of new organisational forms which 
are more decentralised, delayered and adhocratic, in order to respond to rapid changes 
in the business environment. Teleworkers are often depicted as responsibly 
autonomous and assumed to operate in high trust environments.
The reality of teleworking in practice, however, appeared to be much more mixed, 
with the major emphasis on cost-cutting and a short-termist approach, rather than one 
which treated people as long-term assets. This was explained with reference to the 
external pressures on UK work organisations, in terms of increased competition, low 
levels of economic growth and recurring recessions, as well as the Conservative 
government's policy of deregulating the labour market. Teleworkers' bargaining 
power was important in determining how their work was organised, and the use of 
ICTs was by itself no guarantee of enlightened treatment or job security. It concluded 
that in the current climate, creating resourceful teleworkers was less of a priority than 
deploying people at the lowest possible cost. This was written by myself and 
published as:
'Telework and Human Resource Management' The Home as an Office, Digest on the 
Colloquium at the Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1996/043.
This article is attached at Appendix VI, marked 10.
The weakening of trade union representation and collective bargaining during the 
1980s and 1990s, as well as downsizing and delayering within companies, has led to a 
resurgence of interest in the ethical responsibilities of the human resource function for 
the employees of the organisation (Gli Amici, 1996). An emphasis on profit 
maximisation and benefits for shareholders is beginning to give way to a renewed 
concern for people. A paper for the first UK Conference on Ethical Issues in 
Contemporary HRM at Imperial College discussed the ethical issues arising from the 
use of telework. Using case studies and evidence from the UK, the variable outcomes 
of teleworking were discussed, contrasting the creation of 'limited attachment' with 
that of more long-term and developmental employment relationships. The reasons 
for the prevalence of cost-driven short-termism were outlined, the probable outcomes
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being the inhibition of skills acquisition and a lack of deep commitment to the work 
organisation. The paper set out a Charter for employed teleworkers the general tenets 
of which were that teleworking should not be used to worsen terms and conditions, or 
used as a substitute for childcare, or to weaken trade union representation or to 
casualise the workforce. The issues of electronic surveillance and health and safety 
were also addressed. This was co-written with Christopher Moon and published for 
a European-wide audience as:
'Ethical Issues of Teleworking', Business Ethics: A European Review, 6,1, January 
1997 (With C. Moon).
This article is attached at Appendix VI, marked 11.
An invited paper was given to the 15th Annual Labour Process Conference in 
Edinburgh in March 1997, which presented a theoretical and critical review of the 
'information age' literature, both popular and serious. There has been an enormous 
amount of literature written on this subject, ranging from light newspaper articles, 
through popular futuristic books to (less commonly) serious academic research. Much 
of the output is in the tradition of post-industrialism, foreseeing a future of material 
plenty and job creation where reskilled knowledge workers using ICTs operate in high 
trust, non-confiictual work situations. These predictions were then compared and 
contrasted with evidence from the UK in terms of 'virtual' organisations and various 
forms of telework. The paper also discussed the attractions of the literature for 
managers, as much of the writing is targeted at the managerial and executive market. 
It concluded that the generally optimistic predictions regarding the information age 
are often at variance with the current evidence in terms of the work and employment 
outcomes. This was then submitted to the journal New Technology, Work and 
Employment, and was quickly accepted by the editor, whose letter is attached at 
Appendix VIII. The article was written solo and published as:
'Telework and the Information Age', New Technology Work and Employment, 13,1, 
Spring 1998. This article is attached at Appendix VI, marked 12.
Conference Papers
Twenty related academic conference papers (listed in Appendix VII) have been 
presented to date. One of these papers has been accepted for publication in Gender 
Work and Organization journal subject to minor changes, another is submitted for the 
journal Community, Work and Family, and another two on ethical aspects of the 
research are being expanded into book chapters, due for publication in 1998 and 1999. 
Contributions have been made to the most significant human resource, industrial 
relations and specialist telework conferences in the UK in recent years.
Application of the Research
The research has a number of linkages both with teaching in the two Universities in 
which I work, and to external bodies. I have given guest presentations to 
undergraduate Business Studies students and post-graduate students on business
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courses in both institutions on the future of work, telework, and the information age, 
as well as several Research Seminars, plus a presentation on HRM and the flexible 
workforce to the annual HRM Conference at Westminster University for postgraduate 
Institute of Personnel and Development students in 1997, and on Ethics and 
Flexibility for the same event in 1998.
The telework book in 1991 resulted in a presentation on telework to the IPD National 
Conference in September 1991, and to an IPD Branch in 1992. This and the research 
undertaken for the book 'Work 2000' led to advisory work for the Diverse Production 
TV Company on a series of television programmes on work and employment which 
was broadcast in 1992 (Nine-to-Five). One of the programmes concerned telework, 
and this included footage of myself being interviewed.
Through my research I have also established links with the Manufacturing, Science 
and Finance (MSF) trade union for whom I gave two presentations, on telework in 
1994, and telework and the trade unions in 1997. This has led to a collaborative 
research project, currently under way, in collaboration with the Finance branch of the 
union. It aims to survey the prevalence of, and attitudes towards, various forms of 
'flexible' work (including telework) amongst insurance workers in six companies, and 
to interview Human Resource managers about technical change and its effects upon 
the organisation, job design and the experience of work in the UK insurance industry. 
The questionnaire survey will begin in June 1998.
Through links with the London Borough of Greenwich developed in the Business 
faculty at Greenwich University I carried out a survey into the patterns of work and 
attitudes of 200 reduced hours workers (part-timers and job-sharers) employed by the 
borough, the results of which were presented to the HRM - The Inside Story 
Conference at the Open University in 1996 (see Appendix VII).
Another strand of the telework research, that involving gender and teleworking, 
resulted in an invitation from the Women Returner's Network Annual Conference to 
give a presentation on opportunities for women in the information age in 1996. This 
was further developed and presented to the Gender Work and Organization 
Conference at UMIST in Manchester, January 1998 and has also been submitted for 
publication in the Gender, Work and Organization journal.
I have also been invited to write a chapter on Flexible Work Patterns (with particular 
reference to telework) in a forthcoming book on Ethical Aspects of Human Resource 
Management, edited by Diana Winstanley and Jean Woodall, scheduled for 
publication in late 1998. A draft was submitted to the editors in April 1998.
I became a Fellow of the Royal Society for Arts in April 1998. I have a special 
interest in their on-going project 'Redefining Work', and hope to be able to contribute 
to the RSA's future debates on this issue.
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CONCLUSION
The future of work and the 'virtual society' are currently nationally supported areas of 
research, of continuing concern to academics, managers, human resource practitioners 
and policy makers, and this submission outlines work which has made a significant 
contribution to our understanding of the changing nature of work and employment. 
The body of research presented here represents important contributions to knowledge 
in the field of the future of work with particular reference to work facilitated by ICTs. 
Within this there are advances within three interrelated fields: the impact of 
technological change on work organisations and workers; change and continuity in the 
UK labour market and in employers' labour usage; the situation and attitudes of 
teleworkers, both employed and self-employed.
The work has encompassed a number of levels of analysis, the first being the macro 
level. 'Work 2000' was an analysis of future work and employment in the UK, and 
the latest article on telework and the Information Age returns to this broad level 
debate. The second level is organisational, and the contributions on ethics and 
telework, Human Resource Management and telework, and the case study of the 
management of teleworkers in book publishing illuminate debates on the effects of 
changing work patterns on organisational structure and the employment relationship. 
The third level is that of the workforce, which has been profoundly affected by change 
in recent times, but whose viewpoint has often been neglected. The first phase of the 
book publishing study, and the research on the situation of homeworkers and the self- 
employed without employees in the UK encompass the impact on the individual 
worker.
In particular, the research has opened up important but previously neglected aspects of 
self-employment, firstly the non-growth potential of large parts of the self-employed 
work force, and secondly the dependent nature of some self-employment and the 
precarious nature of the employment relationship involved. More specifically, the 
four-fold typology of labour market transitions from employment to self-employment 
which emerged from the book publishing data has been used subsequently in studies 
of career development, and the typology of homeworkers has also been cited in 
literature on gender and work. The discovery of subgroups within the freelance 
editorial work force, of regulars and casuals, further develops the research on 
externalised, market based employment relationships, which is also discernible in 
other occupations and sectors (see for example Druker, Stanworth and Conway, 
1997).
In terms of teleworking, the research outlined here has contributed to understanding of 
both corporate and self-employed telework, has explored the nature of control 
exercised over a remote work force, and the implications for workers of ICT based 
homework. It has illuminated the flexible firm, core-periphery debate through the 
detailed case study work in book publishing. The findings support the theory in 
terms of a core/periphery division, but conclude that it is not a strategic response. The 
detailed work at firm and sector level on telework has also been complemented by 
contributions at the macro level, both to knowledge about flexible work patterns in the
UK in general, and the implications for work and employment of the transition to the 
information society.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This review of the literature on telework, and the future of work and employment, is 
organised partly on a chronological basis, but also around themes and issues within 
this literature. It surveys mainly, but not exclusively, the UK writings and research, 
and concentrates on the more academic contributions. It will link the submitted 
publications to the debates on the future of work generally and work facilitated by 
telematics or ICTs in particular. There is a huge body of work on this subject, 
including popular, academic and technical contributions, so that the review cannot 
possibly be exhaustive, but hopefully gives a flavour of some of the relevant debates.
Although the subject of computer technology and its impact on work and employment 
was not new in the UK in the 1980s, the bulk of the work had focused on the 
manufacturing sector (for example Buchanan and Boddy, 1983; Winch, 1983; Knights 
et al, 1985) with rather less interest in its application in tertiary services. This was 
because the application of computer technology, though available to services, tended 
to lag behind the take up in the manufacturing sector until the late 1980s. There had 
been some apocalyptic predictions concerning the effects of computers on job 
numbers in the UK economy, which foresaw the widespread application of 
Information Technology (IT) in services leading to widespread job destruction 
(Jenkins and Sherman, 1979). Research in the UK at this time, with a few exceptions 
(for example a chapter in Forester, 1987) tended to focus on the effects of new 
technology on conventional workplaces based on co-location. Telework tended to be 
discussed as a future possibility for the UK in the mid-1980s (Gill, 1985) and the 
tripartite institution NEDO (now abolished) produced some of the early UK 
publications on the implications of 'working by wire', and developed some futuristic 
scenarios in which remote work facilitated by ICTs was predicted to increase. 
Telework was also considered as one solution to the demographic 'time-bomb' which 
was predicted to lead to labour shortages in the early 1990s (for example NEDO, 
1987: NEDC, 1989: NEDO. 1989).
These studies tended to imply that remote work facilitated by ICTs would involve net 
job creation. Handy (1985) in his popular book on the future of work raised some of 
the issues around the possibility of work being freed from the constraints of location 
and time. He cited some of the early UK experiments in telework which were FI 
Group, ICL and Rank Xerox (Judkins et al, 1985) which also formed the basis for 
Kinsman's popular book (1988). Many of the futuristic predictions made at this time 
tended to overestimate the existing amount of telework in the UK, and tended to cite 
the same limited cases. The Personnel Management article (Stanworth and 
Stanworth, 1989) questioned the actual extent of telework at that time and 
highlighted the limited number of cases used to support the argument. By the 
early 1990s the earlier predictions of massive increases in the extent of totally home 
based telework were already being questioned, for example by Wilson (1991), who 
nevertheless predicted a proliferation of workers who no longer spent all their 
working time in the office, instead dividing their time between home and office 
locations.
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Handy's book 'The Future of Work' (1985) also predicted a number of far-reaching 
changes in jobs and work at the end of the twentieth century against a backdrop of 
persistent unemployment, a chaotic, insecure and globalised environment, and rapid 
technical change. The growth of telework as one form of 'flexibility' was forecast. 
Work 2000 (Stanworth and Stanworth, 1991) was partly conceived as an 
alternative to Handy, being more embedded in the experience of mature experts 
and practitioners from varied fields, and more cautious in its expectation of the 
extent of change.
There was also an interest in teleworking from the 'Green' movement where the 
return of work into the home and the local community was seen as a force for 
improving the quality of life, following on from the work of Toffler in the US, (1981) 
provided it was used in an eco-friendly way (Robertson, 1985). The seeds of the 
development of telecottages (local centres providing the community with access to 
computer and telecommunications equipment, information services and work) in the 
UK and the interest in the rural aspect of teleworking can be traced back to these 
writings on the 'good life', which inspired the founding of Ownbase, an association 
for people running home-based businesses, and was one of the influences on the 
Telecottage Association (TCA). The access to telecommunications in rural areas for 
remote working as well as other forms of economic activity was surveyed by the 
Rural Development Commission (RDC, 1989) at the time that they and British 
Telecom were sponsoring the beginnings of the telecottage movement. They 
considered that the rural deficit in access to telecommunications could hinder future 
rural economic development and regeneration. Telework was considered to be one 
way of revitalising rural areas, and since that time we have seen the development of 
over 150 telecottages in rural villages and towns, but whether telematics has had a 
discernible effect on rural job creation or regeneration has been questioned (Gillespie 
etal, 1995:Huws, 1997).
Huws' pamphlet for the Low Pay Unit (1984) on new technology homework can be 
considered in the context of the continuing work on traditional homework and 
outwork, as well as being part of the early UK literature on telework. It surveyed 
routine clerical homeworkers, mostly women using computer technology, whose 
employment relationship was considered to be generally exploitative, similar to that 
of traditional homeworkers. Hakim's survey (1987) of homework in the UK, by 
contrast, played down the class, gender, and status divisions in the home-based 
workforce. The debate on this aspect of telework was developed in the Personnel 
Management article (Stanworth and Stanworth, 1989) and in the chapter in 
'Paths of Enterprise' (Stanworth and Stanworth, 1991). The later overview of 
the research on homework and telework, plus primary survey data from trade 
unions and the TUC, also argued that workforce segmentation in terms of 
gender and occupational status was as salient as was technology in explaining the 
differences in outcomes for work and employment (Stanworth, 1996).
Huws' survey also began the research work on gender, homework and telework in the 
UK which had parallels in the United States (for example Olson 1989: Olson and 
Primps 1984: Christensen, 1987: Kraut 1989). It was the first of a number of surveys 
in the UK of the effects of telework on women, on gender roles, family and
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domesticity (for example Haddon and Silverstone, 1993: Fothergill, 1994: Phizacklea 
and Wolkowitz, 1995: Huws et al, 1996). Generally this research found that telework 
in the home had little effect on the segregation of sex roles, with women still mainly 
responsible for domestic chores and child rearing. Women in high status and shortage 
occupations were most satisfied with their work pattern. Occupations where women 
predominated were often used as a high skill, low cost workforce, and this was also 
one of the findings of the freelance book publishing study (Stanworth et al, 1993: 
Stanworth and Stanworth 1995; 1997a; 1997b). Latterly, the debates have widened 
from an emphasis on home based work using ICTs to analyses of the impact of 
telematics more generally on women's work and employment. An overview of the 
future UK labour market in the 'information age' and the opportunities and threats for 
women was the subject of a recent conference paper (Stanworth, 1998) which is 
currently submitted for publication.
A UK conference in 1988 sponsored by British Telecom and the Henley Future of 
Work Forum attracted much media attention, and began a phase of high profile 
marketing of the concept of teleworking in the UK both by commercial interests in the 
telecommunications industry and by succeeding UK governments. The results of a 
survey undertaken for the conference (Henley Centre for Forecasting, 1988) found 
that a high proportion of UK employees were positively disposed towards the idea of 
telework in the home. A similar survey of employees as well as managers in 
commerce and industry in several European States (Huws et al, 1990) also concluded 
that the UK had a relatively high potential level of acceptance of ICT facilitated 
flexible work patterns. In the same book an estimate of the amount of telework in the 
UK was ascertained by surveying the existing case material, and again the same cases 
previously cited by Kinsman (1988), with some additions, reappeared. Typically all 
of these involved modest numbers.
The 1988 Conference also triggered interest in telework by employing organisations, 
in particular in the financial services sector and in local government. The Thatcher 
administrations in the 1980s also encouraged employers to develop flexible labour 
deployment, and telework was one of the working patterns advocated. Guides to 
teleworking for managers and employers were published by the government and the 
telecomms industry after this time (for example Employment Department Group, 
1993; BT, 1993). The Institute of Personnel Management (now the Institute of 
Personnel and Development - IPD) commissioned a book to promulgate best 
practice in teleworking for employers in the UK (Stanworth and Stanworth, 
1991) which is still cited in the second edition of the Telecottage Association's 
Handbook (TCA, 1998) as comprehensive and useful to both managers and 
teleworkers. In 1993 another guide wras published by a BT technology specialist and 
two telework consultants (Gray et al, 1993) for a similar market which explained in 
layman's terms how the technology could be used by work organisations.
It was not until 1993 that a reliable estimate of the extent of telework in the UK first 
became available. The national survey for the Employment Department (1993) by 
Huws found that six per cent of UK employers were using telework, and a further 
seven per cent were considering introducing it. Huws' definition was quite narrow, 
excluding the self-employed, and specifying that 50 per cent or more of the
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respondents' time had to be spent performing home based work. Undoubtedly if a 
looser definition had been used, a larger number of teleworkers would have been 
identified. A great deal has been written on the subject of the definition of telework 
(Huws, 1989: Stanworth, 1991: Gillespie et al, 1995) particularly as to whether 
workers in branch offices should be included as teleworkers. With time, the 
definition has tended to become looser and broader, for example the TCA now define 
it as :
"...working at a distance from those who pay you, either at home, on the road, 
or at a locally based centre. Teleworkers use email, phone and fax to keep in 
touch with their employers or customers." (1998, p. 1)
As with the research on gender and telework, the focus has also moved from direct 
employment and home based telework to a broader analysis of the impact of ICTs on 
work and employment (Huws, 1995), as part of the shift to the 'information age'. 
The article for New Technology, Work and Employment is a contribution to this 
debate (Stanworth, 1998). Exclusively home based work has predominated in 
quantitative survey work for understandable reasons, being easily identifiable, but it 
also appears to be the work pattern which has failed to materialise to the extent 
predicted. It was only in 1997 that questions on the extent of telework were 
incorporated in the national quarterly Labour Force Survey (LFS). This has found 
that there are just under a million teleworkers in the UK (70 per cent of whom are 
males) who worked at least one day at home during the survey week using computers 
and telecommunications equipment to enable them to do so (The Teleworker, Jan-Feb 
1998). The inclusion of these questions will enable trends in this form of telework to 
be tracked. Interestingly, it is a somewhat higher figure than the previous national 
finding, representing about 2 per cent of the national work force compared to 0.5 per 
cent in Huws' survey (1993). How much this is due to a real increase, and how much 
to the wider definition adopted in the LFS is a moot point.
The European Union, through its institutions, and by a series of teleworking and 
information society initiatives has made a distinctive contribution to the literature on 
telework and the future of work. In 1986 as part of the FAST programme Holti and 
Stern discussed the possibility of using telework and ICTs to transform work and 
employment in Europe. The Bangemann Report (1994) and the Working Parties 
arising from it, as well as Directorate General V and Directorate General XIII, 
generally take an optimistic view that telework in its various forms will assist regional 
development in Europe and will create jobs, especially when the telecommunications 
infrastructure in Europe is fully open to fair competition and the costs of electronic 
communication fall even further. The literature reflects the social partnership, 
consensual standpoint of the European Union, in contrast to the US literature which 
tends to take a neo-liberal, free market stance. The contrasting models of the 
information age and the implications for public policy were discussed in a conference 
paper given to the second international workshop on telework (Stanworth, 1997). The 
UK appears to be neither fully in tune with the social dimension of the European 
Union nor completely wedded to US ideology, and this seems to be as true of the 
'New' Labour government as it was of previous Conservative administrations. 
Despite the promise of the benefits of telework highlighted in the European literature
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(for example de Martino and Wirth, 1990, Bangemann, 1994), European legislation to 
prevent the exploitative aspects of telework and homework has not been ruled out 
(People Management, 1997). Most recently the Institute of Employment Studies - 
IES (partly funded by DGV) published guidelines on good practice in implementing 
telework, to encourage enlightened policies in the use of work patterns which are 
freed by the technology from the constraints of location and time (Huws et al, 1997).
The possibility of worker exploitation in telework has been a preoccupation of the 
trade union movement both in Europe and the UK. Telework offers the possibility of 
moving work to cheaper labour areas within the UK and also internationally and 
globally (ILO, 1990: Bibby, 1996: Horner and Day, 1986). It also makes 
representation of workers more difficult since it fragments and isolates workers 
(BIFU, 1993: 1996). Employers have in some cases used telework to worsen 
terms and conditions of work, but there are also examples of comprehensive 
collective agreements on teleworking which are successful in protecting the 
workers covered (Stanworth, 1996). The lack of worker 'voice' in self-employed 
telework is also a continuing theme, as well as other aspects which follow from the 
individualisation of the employment relationship, such as the issue of the reproduction 
of skills. This was an issue arising from the survey of self-employed telework in 
the book-publishing industry (Stanworth, 1996).
The overwhelmingly positive predictions in the literature on telework must be 
tempered by these findings. To understand why employers in the 1980s and 1990s 
have tended to operationalise telework by cutting costs and increasing control, rather 
than using a strategic, developmental, soft Human Resource Management (HRJVI) 
approach can partly be explained by examining the context within which this has 
taken place. Economic uncertainty, and competitive pressures have led 
employers to search for short-termist work force 'flexibility' rather than 
concentrating on a longer term approach to labour deployment (Stanworth, 
1996). The shift in the power balance between employers and workers has led to a 
renewal of interest in ethics and HRJVI. The role of the personnel function in resolving 
ethical dilemmas, especially in workplaces without union representation, has become 
a live issue. The ethical dilemmas of telework were discussed and developed in 
Moon and Stanworth (1997).
Telework's association with the concept of employment flexibility goes back to 1986, 
when the IPM published a book outlining various forms of flexible work patterns 
including telework (Curson, 1986). Teleworking offers benefits to employers such as 
increased productivity, numerical flexibility in labour supply to cover peaks and 
troughs of demand, the facilitation of outsourcing and savings on office overheads. It 
can also be used to improve customer service (Wilson, 1991). It can offer mutual 
benefits to employer and employee by reductions in commuting, and greater 
autonomy in the organisation of work in terms of time and location (Gillespie et al, 
1995). There was evidence for the development of core and peripheral labour 
usage (Atkinson, 1984; Hakim, 1990) in the book publishing sector (Stanworth 
and Stanworth, 1997) with editorial departments becoming leaner, and making 
use of a larger pool of freelancers.
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Huws (1996) identified two main models of telework, the 'opportunities for 
flexibility' model and the 'exploitation' model. The former is usually associated with 
teleworkers with high occupational status, and the latter is mainly applicable to 
routine back office teleworkers. A number of research studies in the 1990s broadly 
support this dualistic typology (for example Fothergill, 1997: Huws, 1995: Phizacklea 
and Wolkowitz, 1995). There is also some evidence for a third 'hybrid' model 
where teleworkers of relatively high occupational status (often women) have 
poorer terms and conditions than their office based counterparts, and this 
applies to the book publishing respondents (Stanworth et al, 1993: Stanworth 
and Stanworth, 1995 and 1997) as well as some home based software engineers. 
The debate continues as to whether telework is fundamentally benign, or is a disguise 
for increasing casualisation and insecurity in the employment relationship. Clearly 
there is a degree of strategic choice in how technology is used in different work 
settings (McLoughlin and Clark, 1993) and the impact on occupational groupings 
varies. The situation is a dynamic one, with new forms and patterns of work 
continuing to emerge. Technical change continues to accelerate, as does the rate of 
change in organisational structures.
The organisation structure associated with telework and the future information society 
is the 'virtual' organisation, which is one stage on from the downsized, restructured, 
divisionalised organization which has become common in the 1990s. Much of the 
popular literature (for example Negroponte, 1995: Grenier and Metes, 1995: Tapscott, 
1995: Birchall and Lyons, 1995) outlines versions of this concept. Though there is no 
one agreed definition, the organisation generally lacks structure of any kind, and 
consists of people collaborating on short-term projects on a temporary basis, using 
ICTs. Typically the organizations are innovative and the work cerebral, involving 
'symbolic analysis' of information (Reich, 1990). There is a similar debate in the 
academic literature as to what constitutes 'virtuality' (Jackson and van der Wielen, 
1998) but there is some agreement that organizations are likely to become more 
elusive (Huws et al, 1990) and may create Wealth but not employment, resulting in 
jobless growth (Stanworth, 1998). Some of the commentators (for example Barnatt, 
1996 and Negroponte, 1995) foresee that as a result of the growth of virtuality 
coupled with economic volatility, self-employment will be the dominant work form, 
and firm's labour markets will increasingly be externalised. The effects of increased 
externalisation in editorial departments in book publishing were discussed by 
Stanworth and Stanworth (1997).
The occupational profile of the future labour market resulting from technological 
change is an important area of speculation and dissension. The idea of the 
'information age' derives from the predominance of 'information' work in the 
economy, and is one vision of the service economy of the post-industrial age (Bell, 
1973, 1979: Nilles, 1993). There is a possible paradox in that, although it is predicted 
to increase in the short-term, knowledge work may not be the most common type of 
work in the future, though it may well be the source of wealth creation (Crouch, 1997: 
van den Besselar, 1997). The main job creation may be in personal service 
occupations (Lovering, 1990: Reich, 1990) required to satisfy the wants of the affluent 
elite of knowledge workers, and these jobs may be similar to the low-paid and low-
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skilled service work of today, which is performed mainly by women, within the 
contingent workforce (Stanworth, unpublished conference paper, 1998).
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APPENDIX V
1.
2 Enterprise 2000
Workbase the electronic cottage?
John Stamvorth and Celici Stamvorth
INTRODUCTION
Home as a workbase is already familiar to several million people in 
Britain. In addition to many of the 'sweated' occupations traditionally 
associated with 'homeworking', around two-thirds of Britain's self- 
employed are one-person businesses operating mostly from home.
Technological changes and demographic trends are now leading to 
predictions that by the year 2000, a new army of millions of people 
currently working in large organizations will become home-based, 
computer-linked 'teleworkers', experiencing conditions akin to those 
experienced already by the many independently self-employed and widely 
recognized as requiring 'small business skills' (Toffler, 1981; CBI, 1988; 
Henley Centre for Forecasting, 1988). In some cases their legal status 
will actually be self-employed though in others it will be hybrid.
The argument that computer networks with modem and mainframe 
links could make the modern office largely redundant may be viewed 
as part of a wider phenomenon of large company divestment. Similarly, 
it is a method of embracing the concept of entrepreneurship in the service 
of needs for corporate restructuring. In place of the traditional employee, 
workers could increasingly start to resemble entrepreneurs 'tele- 
commuting' from the 'electronic cottage r ofthe twenty-first century and 
requiring substantial psychological and attitudinal changes.
The move to 'homeworking', whether or not it is accompanied by 
the use of microchip technology, is also associated with debates on the 
'casualization' of the labour force (Child, 1988; Dale, 1986). The 
reported growth of 'distancing' (Atkinson and Meager 1986), or the 
'subcontracted' organization (Handy. 1985), may mean that the individual 
homeworker will have to bear increasing risks in attempts to achieve 
a secure income flow (Child, 1984).
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Working at home
Routine clerical 
Sewers and machinists 
Typing and secretarial 
Assembling and packing
as base
total 
Note: 
Figure 2.1 A typology of home-based work 
Source: Hakim, 1987.
TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY OF HOME-BASED WORK
The definition adopted by Hakim (1987) of home-based work includes 
self-employed as well as employees, and those who work from home 
as a base as well as those working actually at home (see Figure 2.1). 
By using this very broad definition, a range of different contractual 
relationships and labour market situations are embraced as well as a 
diverse range of pay and remuneration (Alien and Wolkowitz, 1987). 
This tends both to dilute and to hide the particular situation and problems 
of the 'traditional' homeworker or outworker. It also includes an 
enormous diversity of employment positions, subsumed under the 
self-employed label, which need to be separated. These range from the 
truly freelance professional, who enjoys a relatively high degree of 
control and autonomy over the nature ot the product or service provided 
(Alien and Wolkowitz, 1987), through to the sole trader, subcontractor, 
outworker and labour-only subcontractor. The two latter positions 
are typified by low levels of control, autonomy and ownership of
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No 
Figure 2.2: A typology of home-based workers 
Source of occupations: Hakim, 1987.
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the means of production. A study by Mason et cil. (1988) of self- 
employment in Southampton claims that 26 per cent were in fact 
'quasi-employees'.
Using Hakim's occupational examples, a five-fold typology of home- 
based workers can he constructed (Figure 2.2). This attempts to separate 
out meaningful categories of workers who share similar levels of control 
and autonomy, employment status, social esteem and occupational 
structure.
The first category in Figure 2.2, the 'freelances', is composed of tradi- 
tionally home-based workers (authors, artists and musicians) as well 
as certain 'newer' occupations (computer programmers and systems 
analysts, management consultants, etc.) and professionals (architects 
and accountants). This group usually work on their own account in 
relatively high status occupations: there is no formal career structure, 
but progress may come through peer group and public recognition. They 
share a high degree of control over the product or service they provide, 
and its marketing, and could be described as the elite of the home-based 
workforce.
Freelance professionals, often with scarce, transferable skills, are 
likely to enjoy the advantages claimed by some to flow to everyone who 
experiences 'flexible' status in the labour market: that is, varied, 
satisfying, well-paid careers, largely organized on their own terms (Atkin- 
son and Meager, 1986). But it should be noted that they are a small 
minority of the home-based workforce, as well as being only a tiny 
fraction of the 'peripheral' army of workers, of whom most are in low- 
status, low-paid, relatively insecure jobs.
The second category in Figure 2.2 represents a long-established part 
ot the workforce, usually men working from home as a base. Typical 
examples are insurance salesmen and sales representatives, who are 
usually remunerated on a salary plus commission basis. The distinctive 
attribute of this group is that they are directly employed and have 
well-established career structures. They are very likely to spend their 
entire career working from home (Hakim, 1987), unlike many 'tradi- 
lional' homeworkers, who eventually return to on-site employment 
of some kind.
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The third category in Figure 2.2 is again mainly male, working on their 
own account with multiple clients. Most of their working time is spent 
away from home. Some of this group are part of the 65 per cent of the 
'small business" sector (Curran and Burrows. 1988) who arc sole traders 
and are of particular interest because they are mainly people without 
separate premises, at the primary stage of self-employment. The evidence 
suggests that most of these enterprises will remain one-person businesses 
(Curran and Burrows. 1988) but that there will be a proportion amongst 
them who will progress to become 'owner-managers', at which stage 
they may also cease to be home based and have separate premises.
This group also includes self-employed subcontractors and many 
labour-only subcontractors, particularly in the building and decorating 
trades. A study by Marsh, Heady and Matheson (1981) of the con- 
struction industry concluded that there is a sharp division between labour- 
only subcontractors and self-employed construction workers who work 
directly for the public and take responsibility for all aspects of a job. 
sometimes 'employing' the former on a contract basis. Thus, for many 
men. as well as women home-based workers, there is little to distinguish 
the labour process of employees and self-employed (Dale, 1986).
In terms of the implications of different employment statuses, it could 
be argued that this category should itself be subdivided.
The fourth category is distinctive because members work in their own 
homes, often with multiple clients, and the services they offer are of 
a distinctly personal nature, such as private tutoring, dressmaking and 
childminding.
Childminders have sometimes been excluded from definitions of 
home-workers because 'their problems are rather different from those 
of homeworkers' (Bisset and Huws, 1984: 4). T)ut it is arguable that 
they share with other groups in the personal services category the wear 
and tear on their domestic premises, personal relationships with clients 
and 'carecriessness'. Another shared feature of this predominantly female 
grouping is that many would be currently constrained in their occupational 
choice by their responsibilities for bringing up young children. Many 
subsequently return to 'on-site', direct employment.
This group would also fall into the category of self employed in official 
statistics, although few, if any, would have employees or invest substan- 
tial amounts of capital. They are closer to 'sole-traders' than 'freelances'.
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The last category, with the lowest work status, is 'traditional home- 
workers' and, paradoxically, includes small numbers doing 'new' 
homework jobs or 'teleworking'. This grouping is distinctive because 
of its particular relationship with employers (Alien and Wolkowitz, 
1987). Many are paid piece-rates. They also share the tendency 
to be paid less than equivalent 'on-site' workers doing similar tasks 
and because they are nominally self-employed and work intermit- 
tently and part time, they tend not to be covered by employment 
protection legislatioaJChus this group have few, if any, of the advan- 
tages of employee status, with no evidence of the advantages of self- 
employment either (Hakim, 1984).
The best-known occupations associated with 'traditional' homework- 
ing are in the manufacturing sector, but white-collar and service sector 
homeworking jobs are on the increase, according to official figures 
(Hakim, 1987). However, many homeworkers may be left out of official 
statistics, so that actual numbers may be much higher (Pugh, 1984). 
They are likely to be underrepresented because they are so 'casualized' 
and have such ambiguous status that they do not see themselves 
as part of the workforce (Cragg and Dawson, 1981). Also in some 
cases, under-reporting is due to fear of DSS disclosure. Claims of a 
decline in manufacturing homework have been disputed by Alien and 
Wolkowitz (1987).
This grouping shares with the 'personal services' category the 
tendency to be predominantly female. Many are constrained by domestic 
responsibilities into the homeworking workforce and trade flexibility 
for pay (Hakim, 1987). They may later return to on-site working, 
sometimes doing similar work, but often in an entirely different 
occupation.
Despite the predictions that more than four million people will be 
'teleworking' by 1995 (Henley Centre for Forecasting, 1988), the 
literature on existing schemes in the UK tends to focus heavily on just 
lour examples: Rank-Xerox, International Computers Limited (ICL), 
Fl pic, and the Department of Trade and Industry Remote Work Units 
Project for Disabled Workers (Kinsman, 1987; Dale, 1986; Shirley, 
1987; Huws, 1984; Judkins etal., 1985). These examples between them 
employ only around 1,500 people. There appear to be other small-scale 
experiments in companies such as Texaco UK (Bailyn, 1988), but
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generally, rhetoric appears to be running tar ahead of reality in this 
field.
The purpose of this chapter is not to describe existing experiments 
in detail, since this has been done very adequately elsewhere (Kinsman, 
1987). It will instead consider them in terms of the earlier typology of 
home-based workers (Figure 2.2), and examine whether the initial degree 
of autonomy and status position ot the workgroups involved is a more 
accurate indicator of the effect of the 'new' technology upon them rather 
than any intrinsic characteristics of technical innovation per se (Child, 
1986).
Child also tentatively links any moves to homeworking with the 
tendency for homeworkers to become self-employed subcontractors. He 
hypothesizes that the trend may lead to further growth of the 'peripheral' 
labour market, with homeworkers having to bear the risk for themselves 
of achieving a secure future income flow. These new self-employed sub- 
contractors may have either primary or secondary labour market standing. 
That is. they may have skills and attributes which enjoy a high market 
value outside the employing firm (primary) or may have firm-specific 
skills, and be therefore tied (however tenuously in terms of employment 
status) to their existing organization (secondary). The examples of 
existing schemes will also be examined to investigate this hypothesis.
This much-researched 'networking' scheme involved 60-70 'networkers', 
and was implemented during the recession of the early 1980s when Rank 
Xerox was fighting for survival. The firm had been 'targeted' by Japanese 
competition and it was decided to slim down the operation in order to 
cut costs (Hornby, 1988).
The 'networkers' involved were all middle or senior managers in 
the fields of marketing, finance, personnel, management services and 
corporate affairs (Judkins et at., 1985), and .a_smaJJLgroup of five women 
used the scheme as a 'career-break' mechanism. Therefore the group, 
as employees, would have generally enjoyed considerable autonomy and 
control in the workplace, as well as high occupational status. Rank Xerox 
is also described as 'aggressively entrepreneurial' - one might rather 
say 'intrapreneurial' with employees virtually running their own semi- 
autonomous businesses and referring to colleagues as 'internal' customers 
and 'suppliers' (Kinsman, 1987). Thus the organizational culture 
heightens the importance of independence and risk-taking.
'New' technology, in this case, was used to establish the 'networkers' 
as 'freelance homeworkers, on the initiative, and with the financial
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support, of their former employer' (Dale, 1986). Each individual formed 
a limited company and, for a period of 1-3 years until full independence 
was established, was cushioned by a contract with Rank Xenix for up 
lo half the expected turnover of the fledgling company. As well as this. 
Rank Xerox provided its networkers with office furniture and micro- 
electronic equipment at a reduced price, and provided counselling 
facilities in 'small business 1 skills.
This group could therefore be categorized as 'freelances', since they 
own their means of production, invest more than 'non-trivial' amounts 
of capital (Hakim,^987) and experience a high degree of autonomy 
over the work process (Dale, 1986). They also appear to be successful- 
ly making the transition from 'self-employed' to small business owner- 
managers because their companies now themselves employ about 150 
people between them.
In this case involving high-level specialists able to secure work on 
their own account, contracting has shifted the networkers from the 
internal to the external labour market, while retaining a primary market 
standing (Child, 1988).
The home-based Contract Programming Service (CPS) of ICL was started 
in 1969 as a 'career-break' scheme 'to permit women with scarce 
computer skills to continue to serve the company part time and to keep 
up their skills and involvement with work' (Bailyn, 1988). The group 
are still predominantly female with a great deal (average fifteen years) 
of previous on-site experience with the company. Although CPS has 
become a semi-autonomous subsidiary of ICL, the homeworkers are 
directly employed, enjoy similar fringe benefits to on-site workers 
and use (but do not own) ICL equipment. Most work part time, are 
hourly paid and, if there should be no work, are retained with payment 
for sixteen hours per month (Kinsman, 1987). Thus, certain elements 
of their employment contracts differentiate them from their on-site 
counterparts.
Bailyn (1988) reports in her survey of CPS workers that the 
homeworking group 'are grateful to be allowed to work and to keep 
up their skills'. They are well aware that the computer market is very 
volatile and that, if they leave, it is extremely difficult to "catch up' 
again. On the other hand, it is also to the employer's advantage to retain 
such valuable skills. The relationship could be characterized as 
'symbiotic'.
In the case of the CPS group, 'new' technology was always an integral
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part of the workgroup's occupation within the computer industry. In 
terms of the move to homeworking. it has retained these workers on 
an employment contract, with secondary market standing. Their skills 
and experience are closely linked with their employing organization, 
and they form a flexible and dependable labour supply in a rapidly 
changing market.
Therefore the CPS homeworkers are closer in character to the 'tradi- 
tional homeworker' than to the 'freelance' category although, as direct 
employees, they enjoy fringe benefits and employment protection superior 
to the bulk of outworkers. They have a labour market advantage over 
most outworkers in that they offer relatively scarce skills in a highly 
paid sector of the labour market.
3 'FF 
FI is a UK computer software house, employing about 750 'panel 
members' or homeworkers, who are predominantly women (93 per cent) 
(Shirley, 1987) with domestic responsibilities. The organization has a 
management hierarchy, most of whom are salaried employees, but the 
77 per cent who are homeworkers are part time and nominally self- 
employed, subcontracted to FI, and therefore do not receive employee- 
type benefits such as sick pay, holiday pay or superannuation. 
Homeworkers must have at least four years' prior experience of the work 
in question, be prepared to work at least twenty hours a week, and be 
available to visit clients' premises.
'Panel members' are hourly paid, and paid a lower rate for travel 
time. Their work is closely monitored: each project is split up into time 
segments, and progress is monitored at each stage. Detailed produc- 
tivity measures are kept, including monitoring of client visits and time 
spent 'on-line' using a computer. As with the ICL scheme, working 
with computers is an integral part of FI jobs. Their nominally self- 
employed status, subcontracted wholly to FI, puts them into the exter- 
nal labour market, providing the company with a flexible, part-time 
labour force. The fact that they are subcontracted to FI means they have 
secondary standing, and are not truly freelance, unlike the Rank Xerox 
'networkers'.
Although FI 'panel members' are better paid than the bulk of 
homeworkers, in terms of their relationship with their employer, 
they can be most accurately classed among 'traditional homeworkers'.
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This scheme was set up in 1982 by the DTI. The first phase ran 
until 1984 and the second phase until 1986 (Kinsman, 1987). Ninety- 
five work units involving disabled people were set up over the two phases. 
DTI and the European Social Fund provide funding for equipment and 
consultancy. The jobs had to provide normal conditions of service, 
require no less than twenty hours' work a week and have long-term 
prospects and pay in line with similar on-site jobs. Since 1987 the scheme 
has been run by the Disablement Advisory Service.
The scheme involves teleworking with the employees linked, by 
modem and telephone, to a central point. It involves training inputs both 
from the employing organization and from the Manpower Services 
Commission (now the Employment Department Group) and most of the 
participants are still working. The least successful were individuals set 
up as self-employed. Evaluation of the scheme indicated that employers 
were willing to take part in the scheme, given funding incentives 
and the back-up of government agencies. It could be argued that such 
work for the disabled would not have been created without such 
a scheme.
In this case the homeworking project has been aimed at a specific 
group of workers who, because of a lack of physical mobility, are in 
a relatively weak market situation. It has been used to give them direct 
employment (internal labour market) with secondary status. It is ques- 
tionable whether this scheme, with its special aims and resources, could 
be directly compared with the other examples, which are more exposed 
to the exigencies of the open market.
The field force of Texaco UK comprises sales representatives and 
professionals covering the fields of surveying, property buying and 
selling, and construction. Pilot projects giving the sales force head-office- 
linked home computers, and transforming the professionals into 
homeworkers, were studied by Bailyn (1988).
The sales group had already been operating in 'output mode'. 
That is, they were judged by their output and not subject to direct 
surveillance over time or mode of working. One effect of the intro- 
duction of a computer link-up was to make it possible for superiors 
to time computer usage. This gave sales representatives a feeling of rather 
less autonomy in their work patterns than previously.
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A second reported effect was to give representatives fuller access 
to information on which price and credit decisions could be made. Poten- 
tially this could make it possible to delegate more authority to them to 
make decisions (job enrichment).
The professional groups' move to homeworking proved less satis- 
factory, in that they felt more burdened by extra clerical duties 
after the move to 'telecommuting'. However, they also reported a 
greater freedom to organize their own time, which they felt was an 
advantage.
In both the Texaco experiments, the developments retained the 
workgroups in the firm's internal labour market. In this case, so far 
at least, the move to homeworking for the professionals, and to telework- 
ing amongst the salesmen, has not led the employer to redefine the 
workgroups as self-employed subcontractors or 'quasi-employees' 
(Curran and Burrows, 1988).
A table summarizing aspects of the five examples of homeworking 
involving the use of micro-electronic technology is presented in 
Figure 2.3. What is clear is that the employers' motivation for using 
IT and homeworking is very varied. Information technology can 
obviously be operationalized in many different ways, sometimes with 
outcomes which enrich jobs and sometimes with job-degrading conse- 
quences.
For women homeworkers with domestic commitments, it is this life- 
cycle constraint which appears more salient in explaining their current 
market situation than their qualifications, previous on-site experience 
or IT skills. Their overriding need for flexibility leads them to take 
homeworking jobs, sometimes with lower pay and lesser fringe benefits 
than on-site workers.
Homeworking, of itself, using these limited examples, does not appear 
to have a determining effect on the employment status of the groups 
involved. Figure 2.3 shows that they can be retained as direct employees, 
or become nominally self-employed subcontractors ('quasi-employees') 
or, alternatively, launched as potential stand-alone small business 
owner-managers.
The salient characteristics of outwork are the purchase of labour in 
discrete and variable amounts; payment related directly to output; and
Fii;urc 2.3 Summary of homeworking/telecommuting examples in the UK
Source. Adapted from Kinsman, 1987, p. 68.
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an absence of direct supervision. Outwork is generally used to avoid 
the overhead costs associated with direct employment, and to exploit 
sources of low-paid labour.
In terms of future growth patterns in homeworking in general, and 
teleworking in particular, the economy will inevitably continue to produce 
occupations with these characteristics and enable employers to increase 
workforce flexibility whilst minimi/ing costs.
'New' technology will itself create opportunities for employers to 
create new forms of homeworking by 'disintegrating' the work process 
(lor example in the printing and publishing industry). If computer hard- 
ware continues to become available at lower cost in the future, its home 
use by routine clerical or technical workers could soon become an 
economic proposition.
The supply of workers for homeworking is often associated only with 
unskilled labour, but in fact this is misleading. Employers often use 
carefully selected ex-employees as homeworkers, relying on their firm- 
specific skills. Workers undertake outwork for various reasons, 
sometimes because it is the only work available, or as an alternative 
to part-time work, or they are disabled, retired, engaged in child 
care or caring for dependent relatives. They have relatively poor 
opportunities in the wage-labour market, and are more likely to aim 
for 'target' earnings than for high recompense for their labour (Rubery 
and Wilkinson, 1981).
As long as such a labour supply exists, there are opportunities for 
homeworking. The demographic 'cliff of the 1990s, may affect this 
reserve homeworking army. The shortage of young people entering the 
labour market may lead employers to provide new opportunities for 
women workers with young children to remain in 'core' on-site employ- 
ment (McRae, 1988). Alternatively, they may seek to recruit and retain 
women on home-based, career-break schemes, some of which may 
involve teleworking. There may also be more newly retired potential 
homeworkers as the population ages, which could provide an alternative^ 
employment source.
Homeworking and teleworking may well have very different outcomes 
for the higher level managerial or professional worker, compared to 
the routine clerical or technical worker. Much confusion has been created 
by writers not clearly differentiating between these two types of employee 
(Bailyn, 1988).
However, there is evidence that, even within the 'service class' of
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higher managerial and professional occupations, some groups may 
experience advantages in terms of the control they have over 'new' 
technology and what kind of homeworker they become. The presence 
of uncertainty, high social standing, non-routine aspects within a 
job, or a direct relationship with clients/external parties, reduces 
the likelihood of 'new' technology being used to substitute for their 
labour (Child, 1986). Groups of workers in such occupations might 
be more likely to be transformed into 'freelance' teleworkers or, 
if they are employed as 'homeworking employees', may have greater 
discretion and autonomy as a result of operationalizing microchip 
technology.
For clerical and technical occupations, which already embody a 
considerable routine element, the move to teleworking might be more 
likely to transform them into traditional homeworkers or outworkers, 
who are nominally self-employed subcontractors to their employers 
(quasi-employees), and become part of the secondary or peripheral 
workforce. Or 'new' technology might tend to be used to reduce the 
autonomy and independence of the job, and to monitor performance 
more closely.
Teleworking, as one type of distance working, needs a different type 
of managerial control. There is a shift from managing input (i.e. 
controlling methods of working) to managing output (i.e. judgement 
by results) (Bailyn, 1988). Even with high-status employees, the freeing 
of work from traditional locational and time constraints seems to pose 
a difficult problem for managers and supervisors. They often wish to 
continue to control the hours their subordinates work, rather than give 
them autonomy over their own time and thus fully exploit the potential 
flexibility of teleworking. As with job-enrichment, one group's enlarged 
area of freedom frequently means a corresponding reduction of control 
for another.
Rothwell (1987) believes that the slow development of teleworking 
may stem as much from managers' fears and lack ol flexibility as Irom 
the shortcomings of the technical infrastructure. Delegational skills arc 
needed when managing distance workers. This requires an ability to 
trust an individual to complete a task after jointly agreeing the tasks 
or objectives to be met and methods to be used. New skills lor drawing 
up these 'internal contracts' need to he developed.
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In our research interviews with a sample of ten home-based workers, 
we encountered problems associated with organizing one's own time, 
separating work from domestic pressures, and feelings of isolation. In 
just the same way. teleworkers need personal competences to cope with 
independent working, so they need not only technical skills and 
knowledge, but also the ability to 'self-start', use small business skills, 
and cope with isolation. Extroverts with high affiliation needs may, for 
example, be unsuitable to become teleworkers or self-employed con- 
sultants (Rothwell, 1987).
For organizations to take advantage of the opportunities that distance- 
working provides, such as retaining or recruiting people with scarce 
skills, managers need to consider training and developing teleworkers 
as carefully as on-site workers (Rothwell, 1987). This tends to contrast 
with the manager's current perception of distance workers as a means 
of avoiding expenditure in this area.
Although studies show that many occupations are suitable for adapta- 
tion to teleworking (e.g. Henley Centre for Forecasting, 1988), the fact 
remains that employees generally resist the home move. They believe 
that they will be marginalized from important aspects of the work 
organization. There are legitimate fears that being home based will result 
in exclusion from the organization's career ladder and isolation from 
the social and political life of the workplace. Home-based work of all 
kinds has a low social standing because of its associations with low- 
paid, unskilled occupations, and quasi-employee status, where many 
advantages of employee status are lost, and the individual homeworker 
is obliged to share the risks of fluctuating demand for the goods or 
services provided.
Managers may therefore face probleiTTTTiTrfnTroducing teleworking 
schemes, particularly amongst high status employees, unless they take 
steps to recruit the right individuals, train and develop them and pro- 
vide good communication channels, initiate regular meetings and other 
schemes to prevent isolation from the organizational culture. For high 
status employees, teleworking may not be a cheap or easy option and 
this probably explains why it is still a relatively rare and novel work 
arrangement (Hakim. 1987).
For this group, instead of kill-time teleworking, mixtures of on-site 
and distance-working will probably continue to grow in popularity.
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Teleworking is already an addition to some executives' working week, 
for example financial analysts and software maintenance engineers 
(Shirley, 1987), or teleworking and office work could be part of a mixed- 
location contract.
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Although the concept of telework has aroused a great deal of interest 
amongst academics and management commentators amongst others, 
there are considerable problems of definition. The more efforts are 
made to pin down the concept, the more elusive it becomes. So far a 
water-tight definition has eluded academics despite endless attempts. 
There are problems in pinpointing the boundaries between telework 
and more conventional work patterns.,As Huws argues:
"In common speech there does appear to be some consensus of opinion 
on what it means. The belief is that information technology has made 
it possible to decentralise many types of work involving the electronic
processing of information, and telework is simply the term used to 
describe workers who have been dispersed in tbis way. It is only when 
one attempts to collect empirical data on telework, so that its 
development can be quantified and future trends extrapolated, that 
this consensus dissolves. As soon as we try to count the numbers of 
teleworkers or locate the industries in wbich they are situated, it 
becomes clear that we have no stable or concrete definition of what we 
mean by the term (Huws et al, 1990: 1.).
Some writers have tried to avoid the ambiguities and problems of 
definition by limiting discussion to home-based workers (Brocklehurst, 
1989). This would limit the definition to the 'archetypal' telehomewor- 
ker, or 'electronic cottager', often self-employed, working at long 
distance from the client/employer, using data links. Brocklehurst 
discusses new technology homeworking which he defines as:
"the supply of work to be performed mainly in domestic premises 
which requires using a personal computer and which offers the 
highest degree of flexibility to the employer (Brocklehurst, 1989: 5).
Defining telework as a particular kind of homeworking is not without 
its problems. By concentrating on work at home, remote work in 
satellite offices, or in telecottages or neighbourhood centres is 
excluded. Also, does "mainly in domestic premises" limit the definition 
to those who spend more than 50 per cent of their working time at 
home? After all, there are many workers who combine work on-site at 
the office with work at home, or who spend some of their time working 
in clients' premises (IT specialists for example). Also excluded from 
this definition would be itinerant workers such as company represen- 
tatives using mobile computers.
The International Labour Office (1990) feels that the term telework 
has been going through an evolutionary process, which has extended 
its original meaning of electronic homework to include more complex 
forms:
"Now telework is used to refer to a variety of flexi-place arrangements 
with different combinations of work in central offices, at customer 
sites, in satellite centres or at home" (ILO 1990:4).A definition in 
terms of computer usage is also problematic. Many home-based 
self-employed workers use a computer to help run their business as do 
many people employed on a contract of service (some journalists for
example) but this factor of itself is perhaps not sufficient to call them 
teleworkers:
" ... the simple fact of working from a home-base and using 
information technology is not a good enough basis from which to 
construct a definition of telework which is likely to be useful for 
analytical purposes" (Huws 1990:5).
Perhaps a more fruitful avenue is to define teleworkers as those using 
remote computers with links to an office mainframe and/or to other 
computers in some kind of network. Brocklehurst comments: "Strictly, 
the terms teleworking or telecommuting should only be applied where 
there is a link with other computers" (1990:33). But again, this 
definition would have to include all organisations with branch 
structures linked by public or private data networks, which would 
include banks, building societies, large retail chains and so on, which 
would clearly create a category so large as to be meaningless. Huws 
suggests drawing a distinction on the basis of the size of these remote 
operations:
"At one end of the spectrum are the huge, unwieldy regional offices of 
State organisations, or national or transnational corporations, at the 
other are small, suburban word-processing pools or individual agents. 
The latter seem closer to what most people seem to mean by telework, 
but where ... should the line be drawn? And could it be anything but 
arbitrary?" (Huws et al 1990:6)
A different distinction is drawn by the ILO (1990) who define two 
main types of telework. The first is telework performed in or near the 
workers' home: the second is telework performed in a "business- 
determined location", which would include satellite offices in suburbs, 
distant regions and offshore. This distinction again highlights the 
relative size of the operation, but also the fact that the former 
category represents a much greater change in lifestyle and working 
conditions for the individual teleworker. However, the latter category 
makes no attempt to distinguish the boundary between what 
constitutes a teleworked satellite office and a computer-linked branch 
office of a company, except in terms of the strategy of the organisation 
involved. "This form of telework is primarily aimed at cost reductions 
or better servicing of the market" (ILO 1990:4).
Thus, should the definition be limited to satellite offices which have
been set up to access more favourable labour markets, rather than to 
serve local consumers? This would restrict the term to remote offices 
doing back-office functions in suburbs, or Regions with higher 
unemployment, or offshore set-ups in Eire, for example, which perform 
mainly data-processing functions for American companies. Perhaps 
some combination of size and strategy criteria might be more fruitful.
Also, should the definition of teleworker be restricted to those who use 
sophisticated telecommunications links to communicate data? This 
would exclude workers who make extensive use of computers in their 
work but who communicate data by, for example, posting disks to 
clients or employers rather than via a modem, usually because it is 
cheaper to do so. Huws et al attempt to take this into account:
"It is work which relies primarily, or to a large extent, on the use of 
electronic equipment, the results of which work are communicated 
remotely to the employer or contractor. The remote communications 
link 
(Huws et al 1990:10). 
(our emphasis)
Another possible variable is the contractual relationship with the 
client/employer: "The search for flexibility in contractual relationships 
with employees has undoubtedly contributed to the development of 
what is commonly thought of as telework" (Huws et al 1990:69). The 
development of information technology allows the possibility of 
disintegrating the work process, and this is one factor which has led to 
an increase in the sub-contraction of a wide range of services (Curran 
1986, Mattera 1985). However, does this trend mean that the 
definition of a teleworker should necessarily be restricted to those who 
are self-employed or"quasi-employees" (nominally self-employed sub- 
contractors)?
The quest for flexibility, or cost-cutting was one important factor 
which led to the growth of self-employed teleworking during and after 
the recession of the early 1980s. More recently, however, the 
motivation amongst employers for initiating telework schemes is often 
to recruit and retain scarce skills, in the areas of management, 
technical and professional skills in particular. This grouping is usually 
employed on a normal contract of employment, and often works partly 
at home and partly on-site. Relatively low-skilled teleworkers, 
data-processors, word-processing staff and book-keepers are much
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more likely to be self-employed or quasi employees.
Therefore telework does not determine the type of employment 
contract. Flexibility of location and time, which telework permits, can 
be operationalised equally well under various forms of contractual 
relationships. The relative strength of the labour market position of 
the manager or specialist compared to the back-office clerical worker 
is more salient in explaining the differences in the terms and 
conditions of these two groups than their use of information 
technology at a distance.
Huws et al outline a definition of telework based on three variables: 
the location of work; the use of electronic equipment; and the existence 
of a communications link with the employer or contractor:
"We define telework as work the location of which is independent of 
the location of the employer or contractor and can be changed 
according to the wishes of the individual teleworker and/or the 
organisation for which he or she is working. Tt is work which relies 
primarily or to a large extent on the use of electronic equipment, the 
results of which are communicated remotely to the employer or 
contractor. The remote communications link need not be a direct 
telecommunications link but could include the use of mail or courier 
services" (Huws et al 1990:10).
The ILO definition also brings together three concepts: organisation, 
location and technology, because they feel that remote work and use of 
information technology imply organisational changes:
" .... it seems appropriate to define telework as: a form of work in 
which (a) work is performed in a location remote from central offices 
or production facilities, thus separating the worker from personal 
contact with co-workers there; and (b) new technology enables this 
separation by facilitating communication" (ILO 1990:4)
Brandt (1983) presents a network of possible combinations of flexible 
work arrangements and work-coordination (FIGURE I), which he feels 
are feasible using information technology. They range from the 
employee on a normal contract of service working in a central office 
location, to the other extreme of the home-based entrepreneur, and 
demonstrates that, in between, there are a multiplicity of possible 
arrangements. This network uses two dimensions, and does not 
include consideration of differences in the use and sophistication of
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information technology.
FIGURE 2 includes a larger number of dimensions involved in the 
definition of telework. Although tcleworkers are grouped into 3 main 
types: hybrid, teleworker or telehomeworker, it is possible that some 
individuals may have more varied 'profiles' as indicated by their 
positions along the various dimensions.
The various definitions discussed demonstrate that boundary lines 
between the teleworker and the conventional on-site employee on the 
one hand and the teleworker and the independent self-employed 
person on the other are inevitably somewhat blurred.
The ideal of the separation of home and paid employment probably 
reached its high point in the 1920s and 1930s, when a considerable 
stigma attached to married women working outside the home, both in 
the middle and the working-classes, especially in the South-East of 
England. Married women in employment at that time were considered 
deviants, shaming their husbands and demonstrating that their 
husbands and children were not properly looked after:
'The development of new, cheap forms of transport, coupled with the 
growth of new council or privately-built estates at the edge of the 
major towns and cities, intensified the physical separation of home (for 
women) and work (for men): women worked at home in housing 
estates and suburbs: men were employed elsewhere" (Pahl, 1984: 74).
To trace the development of how this separation of the concept of 
'home' from 'work' in the formal economy developed, and the place 
within this of paid work within the home, a start can be made with 
studies of the eighteenth century. The evidence shows that working 
families at that time used a variety of strategies in order to make a 
living, and regular full-time employment was not the norm:
"Broadly speaking, most members of an 18th century "labouring" 
household worked. Furthermore, they worked largely - but by no 
means exclusively - at home, pursuing a variety of tasks on an 
intermittent basis. Some of this work, for some households would have 
been waged work" (Brocklehurst, 1989: 11).
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In the 18th century, factories did not yet exist (Malcolmson, 1988) and 
did not become the predominant place of work in a majority of 
industries until the end of the 19th century (Chamhers, 19(il). The 
household was therefore the main production unit, with domestic 
manufacture and small-scale farming existing side-by-side. Paid work 
outside the home was often intermittent or 1 seasonal, much as casual 
rural agricultural labour is today.
Malcolmson (1988: 59) emphasises that the family economy was an 
enterprise in which all members shared: "The family economy was not 
normally centred around a single breadwinner: rather it was assumed 
that the family's sustenance would depend on the productive 
contribution of all its members, each of whom helped to sustain the 
whole". Women and children were involved in the work of the 
household, both as wage-earners and unwaged workers. There is very 
little research evidence about the position of women at this time 
(Berg,1988). Some commentators see the 18th century as an age of 
equality between the sexes: it may well have been much more equal 
than it was a century later, with the coming of the factory system, and 
the gradual removal of women from waged work.
The idea of the 'home' as something separate from the world of work 
began only fairly recently. It is first noted amongst the 17th Century 
Dutch bourgeois and spread into England during the 18th century:
"By this time bourgeois homes were no longer a place of trade and 
employed work (other than domestic servants). Instead they became 
places of leisure: reading novels and indoor games became popular: 
past times such as billiards, embroidery, cards, dances and admiration 
of the garden all became widespread for the first time" (Brocklehurst, 
1989: 12-13).
The idea of the home, as a sanctuary away from the depredations of 
industry and commerce, was developed during the Victoria era. 
Privacy and domesticity were the two great discoveries of the 
'bourgeois' age. For the new middle-class gentleman of the late 
nineteenth century, the home was a retreat from the world's realities, 
and a contrast to its alienation:
"A cult grew up around the idea of the home as a private world where 
virtues flourished, defined and promoted in numerous books, maga-
zines and pamphlets on household management. Women were 
exhorted to construct oases of aesthetic, ethical and physical well- 
being for their menfolk to return to at night" (Design Museum 
'Housework' reference hook).
Besides the 'moral' considerations, there were very practical reasons 
why those who were ahle, separated work from home life. Homework 
in Victorian times was often extremely unpleasant, and a mark of the 
disreputable. Those who ran the philanthropic housing estates 
designed for the 'respectable' working-classes would not tolerate the 
'taking-in' of work, and this was a common reason for instant eviction. 
Homework was therefore concentrated in the meanest areas of the 
cities:
"It was the mark of the slum-dweller to work from home. That work 
would cover anything from laundering clothes in the open sewers 
which still passed for rivers, to the dishonourable professions of 
bone-boiling, manure-making, soap-manufacture, refuse-gathering and 
the training of fighting dogs. Like the slums themselves, proximity to 
work was avoided by those who could afford to. It was therefore a sign 
of wealth and respectability to live as far away from your work as 
possible (Marshall and Wilcox, 1986).
The development of railways and horse-drawn buses to bring the 
workers in from the newly developed suburbs, created the first 
generation of commuters. The image of woman as housekeeper, man 
as breadwinner, took root, at this stage amongst the middle classes.
The cocooning of wives and daughters was a mark of men aspiring to 
economic and social success. In contrast, working-class women had 
always 'taken-in' work of various kinds and continued to do so, as well 
as spear-heading the development of an industrial workforce towards 
the end of the nineteenth century (Pahl, 1984).
The growth of urban and suburban areas, and the movement of paid 
work out of the home and into factories was not a uniform process, but 
tended to be fragmentary and subject to regional and sectoral 
differences:
"Putting-out to homeworkers continued to be the dominant form of 
work organisation in many industries well into the 19th century. 
Indeed, early industrialisation often led to an expansion of small-scale 
outwork industries" (Brocklehurst 1989: 13).
Where the factory system was well-established, whole families would 
he employed. This was true of the cotton industry in the IhWOs and 
1840s (Pollard, 197H) and also the Kast Midlands hosiery industry in 
the late 19th century (Hradley, 19HH).
During the 19th century, legislation began to he passed which 
gradually excluded hoth children and women from waged labour 
(Oakley, 1977). The child in the household, from being an integral part 
of its economic structure, gradually took on the role of dependent, and 
with compulsory schooling legislation came a steep decline of children 
in the lahour force. ()akley highlights the parallel development of the 
ideology that womens' role was exclusively that of housewife and 
child-rearer:
"At this time, the case for restricting women to unpaid work within 
the home hegan to he argued publicly ... Female employment was 
condemned on moral grounds, on grounds of damage to physical 
health, on grounds of neglect of home and family, and lastly on the 
grounds that it contravened the "natural" division of labour between 
the sexes." (Oakley 1977:45)
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The ideal of the domestic sphere as the exclusive place of the woman 
did not trickle down to the working classes until the end of the 19th 
century, and is reflected in the figures for women employed at this 
time. During this century, the two World Wars led to dramatic 
increases in womens' participation in the labour-force, although the 
numbers fell dramatically after the end of each war, when women 
were exhorted to return to the domestic sphere, and all the support 
systems such as creches were rapidly removed. Even though, since the 
1950s, women's participation rates in the formal economy have risen 
steadily, currently representing over 40 per cent of the labour force, 
the home and domesticity are still seen as womens' defining role:
"Through modern definitions of the role of housewife and the role of 
mother, industrialisation has meant the restriction of the role of 
woman-housewife to the home. The restriction is psychological more 
than physical. Today's housewife can and does leave the four walls of 
home for factory, office, school, hospital or shop, but her world is 
permanently divided from the world of the man." (Oakley 1977:59)
The strength of this paradigm is demonstrated firstly in the way that
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social scientists during this century have concentrated upon full-time 
male occupations outside the home, and secondly, in the almost total 
invisibility of homework from the First World War, until its 
'rediscovery' in the 1970s. Alien and Wolkowit/ (1987) feel that there 
is no evidence to suggest that homeworking during this period was 
any less common. Brocklehurst (1989) considers that even feminist 
literature has ignored homework and instead has emphasised work 
outside the home as a tactic of liberation from domestic life, and when 
considering the home situation, has tended to stress the informal or 
unpaid aspects of womens' work. Homework, therefore has tended to 
be ignored because it brings together the two concepts of home and 
work:
"The term evokes "cognitive dissonance" (Festinger 1957) which is best 
resolved for most by not using or thinking about the concept. 
"Homework" docs not fit in with the definitions of applied economics, 
of industrial sociology, the world of the full-time 9 to 5, finite working 
day. Rather, homework becomes marginalised - or even something 
exotic to be periodically uncovered by journalists." (Brocklehurst 
1989:16)
Where homework cannot be ignored it can be defined as unimportant 
in another sense: seen as economically marginal both in terms of 
household income and the economy generally. This is rejected by Alien 
and Wolkowitz who suggest a more accurate view of the sexual 
division of labour:
"Not a division between male breadwinners and economically- 
dependent housewives, but a division between womens' need to fit 
paid work into the laborious, caring unpaid work of looking after their 
households, and mens' relative freedom in this respect." (Alien and 
Wolkowitz 1987:86)
The need to create a new image of home-based work results from the 
recent realisation that the combination of computer technology 
products and the telecommunications infrastructure makes it possible 
for many technical, managerial and professional functions to be 
carried out in the "home-office", and these are predominantly male 
groupings, enjoying relatively high economic status. Thus "homework" 
needed a completely revamped image to distance it from its 
"traditional" counterpart.
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THE NEW IMAGE
One element in the re-creation of homework has been its re-lahelling 
(Alien and Wolkowitz 1987). Post-industrial homeworking is now 
known as teleworking or telecommuting which are terms which 
emphasise its high tech connotations and distance it as far as possible 
from the 'sweated labour' image of traditional homework. Its clean, 
safe aspects are highlighted, which carefully contrasts it with its 
Victorian counterpart, and with 'dirty' manufacturing industry.
Perhaps the most heavily-marketed aspect of teleworking is its links 
with the 'countrysideT Romantic, Arcadian rural cottages figure 
strongly in the advertising, reflecting the key tradition of anti- 
urbanism and the romance of the countryside in the English culture 
(Thrift 1989). It matters not at all that the future teleworker may live 
in a suburban semi or urban flat; the dream of the cottage in the 
country is sufficiently potent to overcome the reality:
"We are living through a time when the tradition of countryside 
images has reached a crescendo of feeling. The increase in rural 
conservation societies is one indication of this, as is the growth of 
folk-life museums. A further indication is the increase in readership of 
countryside related magazines" (Thrift, 1989: 26-27).
Brocklehurst (1989) suggests that post-industrial writers are using 
rhetorical techniques to sell new technology homework. To ensure that 
a concept is perceived favourably by others, the concept is linked to 
another which already has favourable connotations:
"The image of the electronic cottage, where new technology homework 
becomes associated with a village world of cottages, evokes a sense of 
"small is beautiful", domestic rural bliss in sharp contrast to the world 
of urban smokestacks. A golden past, conveniently beyond the reach of 
living memory, is thus equated with a golden future to come" 
(Brocklehurst, 1989: 62).
With telework, the favourable rural image can then be coupled with 
information technology products. The personal computer, fax machine 
and mobile telephone arc all essentially 'masculine' products, which 
have a futuristic 'space-age' connotation.
The advertising of high-tech hardware is linked with upwardly 
socially-mobile males, business success and an international jetsetting
lifestyle. The ability to communicate worldwide without leaving the 
comfort of the (preferably rural) hearth is considered even better than 
actual travel:
"The post-industrial home already includes an office equipped with a 
personal computer, telephone answering machine and fax transmitter: 
there is no imperative to go outside to work. Its inhabitants are linked 
to strangers, colleagues and friends throughout the world, so that 
public and private spheres are re-united" (Design Museum 'House- 
work' reference book).
In this optimistic scenario, the home as workplace offers the freedom 
of self-regulated fulfilling work, and re-integrates work and personal 
life. In fact, it neatly closes a historic circle by shifting work from 
office back to the 'electronic cottage'. A return to work at home also 
fitted into the philosophy of the Thatcher administration with its 
emphasis on 'the family' and its de-emphasis on collectivities and the 
concept of society itself. A privatised lifestyle is a central plank of this 
ethos. The peace and tranquillity of the home in post-industrial 
writing is also reminiscent of how it was perceived by the bourgeois 
classes in Victorian times:
"Working with new, clean technology in the "comfort" of one's own 
home allows individuals to escape from public anarchy - from the 
influence of "undemocratic" trade unions and the increase in crime 
and vandalism committed in public places" (Brocklehurst, 1989: 64).
Despite the carefully-constructed new image of liberating, high-status, 
high-tech, homework, there is some evidence that moving jobs from 
office to home is resisted by some men (sec Bailyn, 1988). Partly this 
is due to legitimate fears about being marginalised from promotion 
paths, and losing the psychological supports of the workplace. It can 
also be explained by the continuing strength of the image of homework 
as a predominantly female, low-status and economically unimportant 
form of work, and the persistence of the belief that the domestic 
sphere, the world of'home' and 'family' is essentially a woman's place.
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1A new book to be published this month recounts the views of 
many of the great and good from different walks of life on the future 
of work as we know it. Celia and John Stanworth, the book's authors, 
explain what messages it holds for personnel practitioners
i HE YEARS leading up to the end of a een- 
- in this case, a millenium - are 
(Sound to be characterised by introspec- 
tion and speculation about the world being lost 
and what might come after. Few observers of 
the dynamics of the increasingly global world of 
business can be in any doubt as to either the 
pace of change or the scale of investment 
required in human resources if Britain is to 
remain in contention as a major world economy. 
In a recent study by the Future of Work 
Research Group at the Polytechnic of Central 
London, in-depth interviews were conducted 
with three groups of uniquely placed business 
people, policy-makers and opinion-leaders to 
yield a broad-based view of the essential links 
between Britain's past, present and future. 
These groups were:
Past masters - representatives of the gener- 
ation (hat emerged in 1945 to face the (ask of 
tran^jurming a war-time economy to meet, the 
chal^Pges of a new era of peace and recon- 
struction. Interviewees included Lord (Jim) 
Callaghan, Sir Charles Villiers, Lord Ezra, Lord 
Roardman and Lord (Len) Murray.
A special interest group, including representa- 
tives of radical activist views and values across 
the political spectrum from Baroness Lockwood 
and Norman Willis to Bernard Jtiby (small firms 
spokesman) and Graham Mather (Institute of 
Economic Affairs).
A practitioners group, made up of people hold- 
ing strategic managerial positions, including Sir 
Leonard Peach (IBM), Eric Caines (NHS), Peter
John Stanworth is director of the Future of Work 
Research Group at, the London Management Centre, 
Polytechnic of Central London. Celia Stanworth is a 
member of the Future of Work Research Group and a 
visiting lecturer at the management centre.
Their book, Work 2000 - the future for industry, 
will be published by Paul Chapman Publishing this 
month.
Morgan (Institute of Directors), Jerry White 
(chief executive of Hackney Council) and Pro- 
fessor Andrew Thompson (dean of the Open 
University Business School).
The aim was to address the topic of the future 
of work in a practical way, stripped of the 
romanticism and exaggerated predictions of 
'paradigm shifts' which have characterised 
much previous work in this area.
Lord Ezra
The force of history, however, weighs heavily 
on the present and Britain, in particular, is often 
seen as a society where tradition, established 
institutions and long-cherished ways of doing 
things go a long way towards explaining our 
relative social and political stability compared 
to other European and non-European countries.
Our interviewees generally felt that Britain 
had been tired, insular and complacent at the 
end of the Second World War. In the face of full 
order books, we put immediate production 
needs ahead of all else to the neglect of invest- 
ment and modernisation. Meanwhile, our com- 
petitors in Germany, the rest of Europe and 
Japan rebuilt and modernised their industries.
Probably the first serious attempt to begin to 
get to grips with our structural problems came 
at the time of the Wilson Government in the 
1960s with the setting-up of the Industrial 
Reorganisation Corporation (IRC) under 
Charles Villiers. Victories were won, but not 
without considerable bloodshed. For instance, 
the National Coal Board asked the IRC for help 
in rationalising its suppliers of mining machin- 
ery from 20 plus down to two or three to reduce 
its need for massive holdings of spares. Success
While its competitors concentrated on rebuilding and modernising their industries in the post-war 
period, Britain concentrated on immediate production needs
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was only achieved against violent objections 
from small supplier companies when (he NCB 
refused to buy from recalcitrant companies.
Villiers puts many of Britain's underlying 
industrial problems down to the drive towards 
adversarial individualism In our traditional anglo 
Saxon culture: "Economic individualism creates 
problems. In Britain everyone wants to go their 
own way. We need stronger institutions to counter 
our cultural tendency to centrifugally fly away 
from the middle and dissipate our efforts."
Given the magnitude of some of the obstacles 
facing planned change, Britain opted in the 
IHMOs for a policy of economic Darwinism and 
the 'Enterprise Culture'. Feelings on the effects 
of iheThatchergove.rnmcntsof the IQRHs varied 
quite considerably among our sample, albeit 
against a background of agreement on two main 
issues. First, it was generally agreed that pre 
viously insurmountable problems of overstaf 
fing and demarcation had l)een swept away and 
that, overall, there had been substantial gains In 
productivity.
Secondly, it was generally felt that there had 
been little, if any, planned provision for the 
casualties. Improvements in productivity had 
often been achieved by 'killing off the weakest, 
by contraction rather than expansion, with no 
plans to replace lost productive capacity, other 
than a suggestion that redundant workers set 
up their own small firms.
There was a widespread feeling that the 
massive loss of manufacturing capacity in the 
early 1980s was a serious discouragement to 
long term investment. Ucrck Ezra, an oulsland 
ing post war manager whose performance as 
chairman of the National Coal Board eclipsed 
even the achievements of his predecessor Sir 
Alf Rolxms, comments: "Politicians were mes 
meriscd by candy floss style service industries 
and felt that Uieir growth would fill the gap left 
by manufacturing. They were wrong - we are 
still quite dependent u;)on manufacturing and 
now have inadequate capacity...
"We have seen attitude changes to a degree 
and that, is fine, but all we were offered in the 
IHMds in the name of enterprise culture was 
merely a call to arms; government, failed to sup 
ply the weapons - an industrial infrastructure 
including trans|)ort, (mining and research. 
What we lack in Britain now is not quality man 
agcmcnt hut a coherent |x;licy framework 
within which to operate."
Other adverse effects were fe.lt to Ite the 
expansion of a social 'undc.rclass', likely to lead 
to future strains in society. Chris Pond, director 
of the l/ow Pay Unit, comments: "People want to 
live in a fair society, not where there is private 
affluence and public squalor. Marked inequality 
is inefficient, economically but also leads to 
social disorder."
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Sir Charles Villiers
Brian Wright, director1 of the London Enter 
prise Agency, while not disagreeing basically 
with Ezra, does feel that people are now taking 
more responsibility for their own lives and that 
an awareness of business methods and efficient 
ways of doing things is on the increase:"... We 
have sown the seed of enterprise, but it could 
yet be blown away".
Practically all our interviewees sounded 
alarm bells on the issue of education and train 
ing: "a chronic problem which needs to be 
tackled as a matter of considerably urgency". 
Many considered it a historic misfortune of 
gigantic proportions that the winding-down of 
the regulatory training structure (training 
boards) in the early 1980s coincided with a 
severe recession which presented companies 
with massive pressures to jettison long term 
investment plans - training included. Germany, 
Japan, France and South Korea were specifi- 
cally cited as possible role models for Britain 
here, though it was felt that, in the final ana- 
lysis, a particularly British solution would have 
to be found.
To quote Len Murray: "I don't believe that you 
can simply transplant a national or business 
culture from one location to another - from 
Japan to Britain for instance - not attitudes and 
whole philosophies. But reflecting on the
Peter Morgan
experience and successes of other countries 
leads you to think about opportunities in your 
own culture."
Jim Callaghan feels: "We have a good popula- 
tion - especially if they were properly educated, 
trained and motivated . . . the market will not 
invest sufficiently to cover our training needs". 
Andrew Thomson, dean of the Open University 
Business School (the biggest in Europe, in terms 
of student numbers), feels that, having failed to 
use North Sea oil revenues to rebuild our indus- 
trial base during the 1980s, the overall scale of 
investment now required for industrial training 
is so large that "there is no way in which govern- 
ment can pull out".
Even Peter Morgan of the Institute of Direc 
tors, normally a .strong exponent of free 
markets, sees our current training problems 
as being so profound and deep rooted as to war 
rant legislative action rather than a simple 
reliance on market forces: "It is clear that the 
time has come for boardrooms to stop seeing 
training as a cost and to start seeing it as an 
investment. We will not overcome the huge 
handicap of a low skilled workforce without 
enlightened direction from the boardroom.
"Frankly, I do not think a vohmtaiy scheme 
would succeed because current bad practice is 
too deeply ingrained. There is a beggarmy- 
neighbour attitude in all but the best com- 
panies. To the extent that enlightened com
Lord Ezra
panics already have excellent training schemes, 
a legislative framework would present no 
burden."
The fault here does not, however, lie entirely 
with employers. One of our interviewees, 
Baroness Lockwood, former and first ever chair 
man of the Equal Opportunities Commission, 
had recently participated in a House of Umls 
Select Committee examining the issue of train 
ing in competitor economics. She commented: 
"Education and training needs to be a major 
issue in this country in the coming years. The 
Koreans are setting themselves the task of get- 
ting 80 per cent of their relevant age group into 
university by the year 2000.
"Not only will employers' attitudes need to 
change but also those of employees. There is 
often little or no clamour for further education 
and training in Britain of the sort that many of 
our competitors see. We need nothing short of a 
revolution here - a cultural shift in attitudes. If 
we don't get this, then I'm afraid we are on our 
way to becoming a Third World economy."
While there was a large measure! of agree- 
ment that we tend to educate too few people 
and that the education and training of the Brit- 
ish workforce terminates too early, views were 
starkly polarised on our efficiency in identifying 
our most educable resources - the degree of 
meritocracy now operating in our society. Given 
that we now have an 'early school-leaver' Prime 
Minister committed publicly to a classless 
society, this is of particular interest. It was veiy 
noticeable that those interviewees with the 
greatest experience of social mobility were
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generally the most sceptical as to both 
its fairness and its efficiency. For others, 
evidence of a movement towards merito- 
cracy lies all around us - as shown, for 
instance, by the willingness of aristo- 
crats to 'earn' even when able to live off 
an invested income. 
The most salient point to emerge from the 
comments on social mobility was that they 
related almost exclusively to progression from 
the middle class, with little or no social aware- 
ness of the working classes. But those who, like 
Callaghan, had emerged from this social stra- 
tum to occupy a high position in society saw the 
transition process as an inherently risky and 
difficult one.
When invited to identify areas of society 
where traditional social barriers were still 
apparent, the Civil Sendee was singled out. 
John Garrett, Member of Parliament and ex- 
management consultant, worked on the Fulton 
Committee on the Civil Service in 1966-68 and 
subsequently wrote a book called Managing 
the Civil Service. He feels that the Fulton Com 
mittee, which set out to overcome what critics
Nick Cowan
saw as an inbred and amateurish system at the 
higher levels, had relatively little influence.
Garrett claims that we still have a higher Civil 
Sen-ice which gives primacy and promotion, 
esteem and preferment to a cadre of white, 
male, Oxbridge graduates who have no famil- 
iarity with quantitative management skills. Per- 
manent secretaries, he points out, come from an 
even more exclusive social group today than 
they did in the year 1900. He also claims that 
many businesses have 'aped' the Civil 
Service.
One well-known civil servant Eric 
Caines, director of personnel in the 
NHS, expressed some surprise at the 
extent of his own success in the Civil 
Service but feels he has now reached 
the peak of his career, since"... the next 
level is based very much on social class 
and background".
In a similar vein, Nick Cowan says: "I 
am a member of the Civil Service Final 
Selection Panel, and it is still heavily 
influenced by where you went to school and col- 
lege. Though people try to be a bit broader- 
minded these days, not much has really 
changed. We have a long, long way to go before
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"The British have not
developed a philosophy
of continuous change."
Sir Leonard Peach
we become a meritocracy and we won't be really 
effective as an economy until we get there!'
Two other issues underlying the effectiveness 
of our use of available talent are gender and 
race. On the first, Baroness Lockwood and Char- 
lotte Chambers (until recently 
management development execu 
tive with Thorn EMI) felt that sub- 
stantial improvements have come 
about. Charlotte Chambers says: 
"There is still something of a glass 
ceiling for women but, compared 
to 20 years ago, the change is
K:ing and still improving!' ckwood feels, however, that 
it is still largely women from 
middle-class backgrounds that 
have the education and self-con-
mounted by making better use of women in the 
workforce and by devising ways of reversing 
ageism.
Several of our interviewees pointed to the 
irony of people often retiring early at a time when 
levels of health and life-expectancy are rising. 
Derek Ezra said: "We must learn to retain older 
people without impinging on the promotion pros- 
pects of younger people. Too many people are 
being pensioned off' between 50 and 60.
"We must widen the net of employable 
people. So as not to stifle the prospects of 
younger people, we must learn to use older 
people in new roles - more in advisory and con 
sultancy activities. Anyway, working keeps you 
alive longer than strolling around golf courses" 
Mews on membership of the European Com- 
munity and the introduction of the single market 
were unanimously favourable, 
albeit tinged with a touch of 
anxiety and resignation. Tough 
competition is anticipated in the 
years following 1992, extending to 
the year 2000 and beyond.
In the longer term, however, 
interviewees felt that Britain will 
be better equipped to face global 
competition as part of a united 
European economy. At the same 
time, some felt that some British 
businesses saw the single market
fidence to gain from the campaign for greater 
sex equality:"... a woman on the shopfloor just 
trying to get promoted to supervisor usually 
finds that men get appointed and women con 
tinue to do the chores".
Brian Wright, director of the London Enter 
prise Agency, was alerted to the problem of 
inner-city race relations during his years of col- 
laboration with the now defunct Inner London 
Education Authority. He says: "An issue ticking 
away, particularly in the inner cities, is race 
relations. We have got nowhere near1 tackling 
this. Businesses must get into recruiting ethnic 
minorities in large numbers. We have got to get 
to grips with this problem before it slips out of 
our grasp!'
The much debated issue of the 'demographic 
cliff" promoted surprisingly few anxieties 
among those we interviewed. It was felt that 
the issue of skills shortages could only be 
addressed by a far-reaching programme of train 
ing, and this would require political will. But the 
issue of the demographic cliff could be sur-
Charlotte Chambers
largely as a one-way opportunity and under-rated 
the effects of inward competition from our Euro 
pean partners.
The most salient point to emerge from the 
comments un social mobility was that they 
related almost exclusively to progression from 
the middle class, with little or no social aware- 
ness of the working classes.
In terms of working practices, many felt that 
developments in information technology will 
spread service functions to remote slalious on a 
large scale (teleworking) and thai there will be 
further impetus to the development of Hat 
organisation structures because of new technol- 
ogy. ICI, BP and other major conglomerates like 
llanson and BTR were cited as already having 
minute head office staffs compared to what 
they had had in the past.
In conclusion, there was fairly general agree- 
ment among our interviewees that the next 
decade will be both difficult and crucial. People 
like Derek Ezra and Jim Callaghan were 
emphatic that Britain still boasts substantial
human potential and can recover from its cur- 
rent weak position, given the light strategies. 
These will need to be based essentially on a 
mixture of collaborative, ideology-free strategic 
planning, at both state and individual enter- 
prise level, allied with the contingency-style 
pragmatism, which is a hallmark of more suc- 
cessful economies.
Sir Leonard Peach, IBM's director of person 
nel and corporate affairs, pointed to the fact 
that companies like IBM are able to keep their 
staff turnover rates down to levels typical of 
Japan and Germany, "recognising that human 
assets are the most vital part of the enterprise". 
High levels of staff stability are essential in 
transforming training from a cost to an invest 
ment.
However, Peach pointed to an underlying 
problem of fragmentation and inertia in Britain: 
"The British have not developed a philosophy of 
continuous change - an early market lead 
(building on our inventiveness) plus a full order 
book has led to a decision to sit back and lose 
that lead. The Japanese are different, they are 
not great innovators but are great developers - 
they continuously develop their products by 
incremental improvements.
"Also, we need good specialists at the top 
levels who can work in teams - the personnel 
function included. All too often we witness a 
battleground and swings of influence between a 
domination by engineers, then accountants and 
then marketeers."
On a final note, Peach pointed to a number of 
key human resource issues which businesses 
will have to face over the next decades and in 
which human resource managers will have a 
role to play. The first is developing higher staff 
retention rates comparable to those more typi- 
cally found in German and Japanese busi- 
nesses.
Peach's second point is the need to improve 
organisational career structures for scientists 
and engineers to assist both with recruitment 
into those professions and also to stop staff 
moving out of them for more money and better 
career prospects in other specialisms.
Thirdly, he says, companies must develop a 
philosophy of continuous change in line with 
the Japanese model, rather than sitting back on 
a full order book. And finally, Peach stresses the 
importance of improving levels of specialist 
collaboration within businesses. We need good 
specialists who can work in teams to avoid 
destabilising swings of influence between 
specialisms.
In this context, the growth of general man- 
agement teaching on IPM courses should enable 
personnel managers of the future both to func- 
tion more flexibly and to gain credibility as 
general managers as well as specialists, O
Professor John Stanworth
and Celia Stanworth 
Home truths 
about teleworking
Technology-aided home-based work has emerged as a recent focus of 
interest, largely as a result of futuristic predictions that a substantial 
proportion of the workforce will soon be 'teleworking' from the 
'electronic cottage' of the year 2000. John and Celia Stanworth argue 
that such predictions are grossly exaggerated but that, equally, the 
problems associated with teleworking are grossly understated
The Henley Centre for Forecasting has projected that over four million people could become 'teleworkers' by the middle of the 1990s. If this becomes reality, it is reasonable to predict that by the year 2000 
as many as one-third of the entire workforce could be 
back where they were 200 years ago in the early days 
of the industrial revolution   working from home as 
part of a cottage industry.
What is being predicted is hardly a modest change. 
Indeed, what steam power and the first industrial 
revolution did to transform societies in a most 
profound manner at an earlier point in our history is 
a measure of the scale of change currently being 
predicted when the full power and consequences of 
electronic technology (the second industrial 
revolution or 'Third wave') take effect.
If we believe the literature, today's factories and 
warehouses could stand largely empty as relies of a 
bygone age. The transport crisis now facing London 
and many other large cities could be transformed 
into one of under-use. Energy and environmental
crises resulting from the destructive effects of our 
current reliance on the car could disappear. 
Employees could come increasingly to resemble 
entrepreneurs rather than traditional employees, 
requiring substantial psychological and attitudinal 
changes on the part of personnel managers, who 
might well themselves operate as freelance, home- 
based consultants.
However, the rhetoric of teleworking appears to be 
far ahead of the reality. Indeed, we might ask why it 
is that a new and, as yet, relatively untested form of 
work attracts almost endless attention and 
discussion.
The paradox is that, although the infrastructure 
has existed for a number of years, the current
Over two million people are
working at home and/or from
home, but only a tiny fraction
are currently teleworkers
estimate of 'teleworkers' is around the 2,000 mark. 
We believe that the predictions currently being 
made are dangerously exaggerated and the 
problems of implementation greatly understated. In 
a nutshell, teleworking is only the latest in a long line 
of managerial fashions, sold to the many but, in 
reality, worn by the few. It remains a "rare and 
relatively novel work arrangement". 2
For at least part of the explanation we need look no 
further than the interest which novelty itself 
promotes. During the 1960s similar interest 
surrounded a modest number of equally novel 
experiments in the field of job restructuring. On that 
occasion the interest lay  during a sustained period 
of full employment   in retaining staff loyalty by 
adding job satisfaction to the rewards package. Job 
enrichment, job enlargement, job rotation and 
consultative leadership styles attracted a great deal 
of attention, and gained a respectability which gave 
them normative status. Yet, in reality, we had little 
more than a handful of well-publicised experiments.
The similarity does not end there. It is interesting 
that experiments in the field of job enrichment were 
often curtailed because supervisors and middle 
managers became concerned about their own job 
security and loss of control over the work process. 
The increased autonomy and discretionary powers
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granted to groups of employees often meant a 
reduction of power (or even job losses) for their 
superiors.
The failure of such innovations as telephone 
conferencing to live up to anything approaching 
their projected potential, and the two whole decades 
taken for a modest technological breakthrough such 
as the facsimile machine to gain widespread use, 
should act as sharp reminders of the often differing 
timescales and magnitudes of possibility and reality.
The most likely direction of future developments is 
not full-scale full-time networking but the steady 
adaptation of new technology to organisational 
needs involving a growth of multi-locational con- 
tracts. Teleworking will, in all probability, constitute 
a growing element in some managers' jobs and may 
be adopted more widely as an alternative 'career- 
break' for women managers and professionals, in 
order to retain them as 'core' employees,
The changes will be slower than has often been 
forecast but at the same time more varied and more 
complex, and thus for the personnel function no less 
challenging.
Personnel specialists considering the future need 
first to be acquainted with the current situation. On 
occasions, statistics relating to teleworkers 
specifically and homeworkers generally are confused 
and used interchangeably. Indeed, there are 
estimated to be over two million people working at 
home and/or from home, but only a tiny fraction of 
these are currently teleworkers, Homeworkers 
generally can best be broken down into the following 
five categories:
1 Corporate itinerants
Usually male and work from home. Typical 
examples are insurance salesmen and sales 
representatives who are usually rewarded on a salary 
plus commission basis. Though directly employed as 
part of a well-established career structure, they may 
spend an entire career working from home.
2 Freelances
Usually work on their own account in relatively high- 
status occupations and include authors, artists and 
musicians, some professionals (architects and 
accountants), plus certain of the 'newer' occupations 
(computer programmers, systems analysts, 
management consultants etc).
3 Traditional homeworkers
Usually female, such as machinists, punch- 
operators, assemblers, packers etc. These are 
typically found in manufacturing industry and 
increasingly in routine clerical tasks. They usually 
work for a single 'client', and only a minority have 
direct employee status.
4 Self-employed itinerants
Usually male and work on their own with a multiple- 
client base. Examples include builders and 
decorators, photographers, taxi-drivers, driving 
instructors and gardeners. Most of their working 
time is actually spent away from the homebase. 
Practically two-thirds of our three million stock of 
self-employed in Britain are one-person businesss, 
many working from home, and should be placed in 
this category.
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5 Personal services/own account workers
Predominantly female, eg private tutors, child- 
minders and dressmakers. A 'careerless' occupation 
but on a multi-client basis.
The projected army of 'electronic cottage" workers 
of the future would be spread across several of 
the above categories. What Toffler calls 'low- 
abstraction' office work (typing, keying and 
retrieving data, invoice preparation etc)3 might best 
fit under the heading, paradoxically, of 'traditional' 
homework. However, higher-status jobs involving 
higher levels of abstraction and conceptualisation 
would fit into the 'corporate itinerant' and 'freelance' 
categories,
Current examples
The most frequently cited examples to date of 
teleworking schemes are those currently operated by 
Rank-Xerox, International Computers Ltd (ICL), 
F International, the DTI's remote work units 
project for disabled workers and Texaco.
Perhaps the best-known of all, 
this currently involves around 70 'networkers'. It 
was implemented as part of a slimming-down phase 
during the recession of the early 1980s, when Rank 
Xerox was virtually fighting for its life, having been 
'targeted' by Japanese competition. The networkers 
involved are all middle or senior managers in the 
fields of marketing, finance, personnel, management 
services and corporate affairs. Most are men, but the 
group includes a small number of women who are 
using the scheme as a career break.
The networkers have been established as freelance 
new-technology homeworkers. Each individual 
forms a limited company and, for a period of one to 
three years until full independence is established, is 
cushioned by a contract with Rank Xerox for up to 
half of the expected turnover of the fledgling 
company. The parent company also helps with 
micro-electronic and other equipment plus counsel- 
ling and 'small business' skills,
started its contract programming service (CPS) 
in 1969 as a career-break scheme to permit women 
with scarce computer skills to continue to serve the 
company part-time, as well as to keep their skills up- 
to-date in a fast-moving field. CPS has become a 
semi-autonomous subsidiary of ICL. Its home- 
workers had an average of around 15 years on-site 
service each before joining the scheme and enjoy 
similar fringe benefits to on-site workers, though 
most work part-time and are hourly paid.
(FI-'F 1 stands for freelance) is a 
UK computer software house employing around 
1,000 'panel members' or homeworkers who are 
mostly women with domestic responsibilities and 
are nominally self-employed and sub-contracted to 
FI. They do not receive employee-type benefits, 
must have at least four years prior experience of the 
work in question and must work at least 20 hours 
each week. They are hourly paid and must be 
available to visit clients' premises.
This scheme was set up 
in 1984 with DTI and European Social Fund backing 
for equipment and consultancy. In co-operation with 
employers, it set up 95 work units involving disabled 
people linked by modem and telephone to their 
employing organisations.
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The scheme involves training inputs both from 
employing organisations and the MSC (now the 
Training Agency), Most of the participants are still 
working   the least successful participants were 
those who were set up as self-employed. Evaluation 
of the scheme indicated that employers were willing 
to take part in the scheme given funding incentives 
and the back-up of government agencies,
The field force of Texaco consists of 
sales representatives and professionals covering the 
fields of surveying, property buying and selling and 
construction. Pilot projects have been undertaken 
giving the sales people computers and transforming 
the professionals into homeworkers.
The sales group were already operating in 'output 
mode', ie they were judged by their output and not 
subject to direct surveillance over time and mode of 
working. However, once salespeople were given 
home-based computers linked to head office, super- 
visors were able to monitor computer activity, thus 
giving the salespeople a feeling of less, rather than 
more, autonomy.
second reported effect was to give fuller access 
mation on which price and credit decisions 
could be made. Potentially this makes it possible to 
delegate more authority to them to become involved 
in such decisions (job enrichment), but to date this 
has not happened.
The professional groups' move to homeworking 
proved less satisfactory, in that they felt more
The rhetoric of teleworking
appears to be far ahead
of the reality
burdened by extra clerical duties after the move to 
'teleworking'. However, they reported greater free- 
dom to organise their time, which they felt was an 
advantage. So far neither of these two groups of 
Texaco employees has been redefined as self- 
Joyed.
The problems
Teleworking, as one type of distance working, 
requires a change to a more open type of managerial 
control. There needs to be a shift from managing 
input (controlling methods of working) to managing 
output (ie judgment by results). The freeing of work 
from traditional locational and time constraints 
appears to pose a difficult problem for managers and 
supervisors to come to terms with. They often wish 
to continue to control hours of work rather than 
grant autonomy to homeworkers over their time and 
thus fully exploit the potential flexibility of 
telecommuting.
In an earlier article in Personnel Management, 
Sheila Rothwell put forward the view that the slow 
development of teleworking may well stem as much 
from managers' fears and inflexibility as from 
shortcomings in the technical infrastructure.4 
Delegational skills are needed when managing 
'distance* workers, and this requires an ability to 
trust an individual to complete a task after jointly 
agreeing objectives and methods.
Teleworkers themselves need not only technical 
skills and knowledge but also psychological 
preparation   the inculcation of attitudes, values
Type
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and strategies facilitating the ability to 'self-start', 
to use 'small business' skills and cope with isolation. 
Also, this process needs to be ongoing.
For their part, managers need 'socialising* into a 
new set of role relationships. Just as large organ- 
isations attempting to franchise a business chain 
network out to independent franchisees often 
encounter massive difficulties due to their 'top down' 
approach, so will the bulk of conventionally trained 
managers when dealing with teleworkers.
Attitudinal changes are required, then, on both 
sides, and the role of the personnel function could be 
critical here. In our own interviews with home-based 
workers we encountered examples of personal 
anxiety, time management problems, particularly
involving the separation of work from domestic 
pressures, and feelings of isolation.
Respondents in our own sample of homeworker 
interviews frequently found their large-firm clients 
mistrustful. Some felt under pressure to take on 
separate office space so as to look 'professional'. In 
one instance, a graphic designer working almost 
exclusively for large firms had actually taken on 
premises, though he continued to actually work 
almost totally from home: "Managers from large 
firms often envy you and don't see how you can 
discipline yourself to work from home, whereas, in 
fact, the problem is often the exact opposite . . . 
because no one blows a whistle at 5pm, you carry on 
working till all hours."
There are legitimate fears that being home-based 
will result in exclusion from the organisation's 
career-ladder and isolation from the social and 
political life of the workplace. Home-based work of 
all kinds has also had a low standing because of its 
association with low-paid unskilled occupations and, 
at best, 'quasi-employment' status. Such prejudices 
take time to overcome.
Any personnel manager considering the merits of 
teleworking would be well advised to consider the 
following checklist:
  Carry out a realistic in-depth evaluation of tele- 
work schemes (including a pilot scheme) before 
implementation,
  Decide whether teleworkers should be retained on 
a contract basis, as nominally self-employed sub- 
contractors, or as stand-alone freelances.
  Cost the scheme realistically and decide whether 
computer hardware is to be leased, sold or loaned to 
toleworkers.
  'Sell' the scheme to staff in order to overcome 
prejudices, especially among high-status employees.
  Select teleworkers with care so as to avoid 
choosing people with high affiliation needs tele- 
workers need to he able to cope with social isolation.
  Provide training in time-management and small 
business skills. This should be ongoing rather than 
confined to the induction stage.
  Provide teleworkers with good communication 
channels and regular face-to-face meetings in order 
to avoid feelings of marginalisation from the host 
organisation; there are lessons to be learned from 
franchise organisations here.
  Tackle problems of promotion and appraisal for 
teleworkers by setting up special career structures if
necessary.
  Train managers who will be interacting with tele- 
workers to control output rather than attempting to 
control the work process itself.
  Plan for the long term   your early teleworkers 
may well be recruited from among existing on-site 
personnel. Will this continue as a basis for recruit- 
ment or will you recruit from among those without 
on-site service? If the latter holds, some alternative 
form of induction will be required.
Although many occupations contain elements 
suitable for adaptation to teleworking, the fact 
remains that both managers and employees are 
currently resistant, and progress will almost 
certainly take place at a substantially slower rate 
than is currently being forecast. In addition to 
reservations on the part of management, employees 
believe they will be marginalised from important 
aspects of the on-site work organisation.
Managers may therefore face problems in 
introducing telework schemes, particularly among 
high-status employees, unless they take steps to 
recruit the right staff, train and develop them and 
provide good communication channels, regular 
meetings and other ways of preventing isolation 
from the organisational culture. For high-status 
employees, telework will not be a cheap or easy 
option, and this, coupled with the fact that it will be 
many years before a comprehensive cable 'national 
grid' is in place, probably explains the current status 
of teleworking as a relatively rare and novel work 
arrangement. Converting large-company employees 
into home-based satellite operations requires careful 
preparation, training and resourcing. Many 
organisations may find that, if they carry out a 
realistic evaluation of the costs and benefits of 
' teleworking', the result will be a decision to continue 
as a predominantly 'on-site' operation.
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SAVED OR 
DAMNED?
TELEWORKERS
Publishing in the 
1980s

Job satisfaction
Most Liked Aspects of Teleworking
"/ value the ability to work when it suits 
me." (Freelance Editor)
"I like the flexibility in use of time." 
[Freelance Copy Editor)
"It gives me freedom to travel and 
schedule my own time. For instance, I can
Volume 1 l\l e 4 11
85%
17%
work on weekends and take off the days 
during the week." [Copy Editor and 
Proofreader)
"/ enjoy being my own boss... and decid- 
ing how and where the business is going. " 
(Editor]
"... the excitement of managing my own 
business and taking on new projects." 
(Editor)
"... no boss, no subordinates: total 
responsibility for my own output. " (Editor 
and Proofreader)
"...freedom from ritualised manage- 
ment tasks: no requirement to share and 
express corporate attitudes." (Technical 
Writer)
12
"/ get intellectual stimulation from 
working on a wide variety of books." (In- 
dexer)
"... the feeling that the books I edit are 
improved by more work (or at least less 
bad !). " (Book Editor)
"I use my mind... without compromising 
my role as a mother." (Copy Editor and 
Proofreader)
"... the skills required match my abil- 
ities almost exactly. " (Editor and 
Proofreader)
European Journal of Teleworking
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Types of 
Teleworkers
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Advice to others
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TELEWORKING - THE SOCIAL DIMENSION
Personal Characteristics Required to be a Teleworker
Figure 1 - What Personal Characteristics 
Do You Need To Be A Teleworker ?
Ability to organise your own time
Self-discipline
Abiity to cope with isolation
Abiity to self-start
Abiity to separate work and home life
A good telephone manner
A low need for social contact
Abiity to develop rapport with new people
Abiity to combine work and leisure life
Teleworking - The Social Dimension, Celia and John Stanworth, 1994
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Obtaining Clients
Figure 3 - Approaches Used to Obtain Clients
Impersonal approaches
TOTAL 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%
TOTAL 50.0% 17.5% 10.0% 20.0% 100.0% (10.0%)
Visiting Clients
TOTAL 100.0%
Managing Relationships
Fulfilling Potential
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The self-employed without 
employees autonomous or
atypical?
Celia and John Stanworth
The 1980s and early 1990s have witnessed a substantial growth in the 
self-employed component of the national labour-force. Of these, 
around two-thirds are one-person businesses without employees. This 
article identifies an occupational grouping which occupies a position 
at the extreme point on a continuum of small business independence, 
virtually indistinguishable from that of employees.
The self-employed without employees are 
a relatively under-researched part of the 
workforce involved in small-scale enterprise 
in Britain. Whereas a good deal of research 
has taken place at the autonomous end of 
the small business spectrum, especially in 
terms of small firm formation, growth and 
development[l], reasons for the use of the 
self-employed without employees by 
employers, and the formers' own reasons 
Kpr being self-employed, are neglected areas 
oi research.
The ideal-typical model of self-employ- 
ment, where there is ownership of the means 
of production and a high degree of self- 
direction and autonomy in the process of 
work, has tended to dominate the literature. 
The small business owner either employing 
others[2] or using unpaid family labour[3]
DJohn Stanworth is Director of the Future of Work 
Research Group at the London Management Centre, 
University of Westminster. Celia Stanworth is a 
Fractional Researcher at the same Centre and Senior 
Lecturer in HRM and IR at Greenwich University 
Business School.
has been accepted as the archetype. More- 
over, these are predominantly men who 
have, up until recently, been the major focus 
of interest.
The 1980s witnessed a substantial growth 
in the self-employed component of the 
national labour-force, as high as 52% in the 
period 1981-91[4]. Of these, around two- 
thirds are one-person businesses. In fact, the 
proportion of one-person businesses within 
the self-employed population during this 
period grew from 61% in 1981 to 69% in 
1990[5]. Amongst the female self-employed 
population, the proportion without 
employees is even higher at 72%[6]. These 
trends cast doubt on the assumption that the 
'ideal-typical' model represents the largest 
grouping involved in small-scale 
enterprise[7]. There appear to be large num- 
bers who both lack ownership of the means 
of production and also experience very lim- 
ited autonomy and independence. The latter 
include homeworkers, outworkers and free- 
lances as well as home-based teleworkers[8j.
It has also been assumed in the literature 
that the self-employed without employees
1995, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF, UK and 238 Main St., Cambridge, MA 02142, USA.
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are typically progressing through an early 
stage of growth, en route to eventually 
becoming small business owners in charge 
of a workforce[9]. This has neglected the 
possibility that, for a large number, there is 
little or no likelihood of such progression, 
and the job-creation potential of the self- 
employed has been over-estimated[10].
Although the field of small-scale enterprise 
as a whole is still male dominated, there has 
been a substantial growth in the numbers of 
women becoming self-employed. Expla- 
nations for the recent increase in female 
self-employment have included the growth 
in divorce rates and the need for women to 
establish an independent incomefll], the 
'glass ceiling effect' whereby women per- 
ceive barriers to progression in corporate 
hierarchies and move into self-employment 
as a strategy to enhance their careers[12], 
and the need to get back into professional 
employment after child-rearing[13].
The foregoing discussion lends support to 
Hakim's conception of self-employment as 
a continuum of positions ranging from the 
genuinely independent small business 
through to other forms which are virtually 
indistinguishable from employment[14]. 
Dale believes it likely that a significant 
proportion of those now moving into self- 
employment may be doing little more than 
moving into a more casualised form of 
employment[15].
Casualisation involves a movement in the 
direction of insecure, short-term and irregu- 
lar work, generally associated with the flex- 
ible, peripheral, non-standard or 'atypical' 
workforce[16]. A number of different cate- 
gories are subsumed within this, including 
part-time, temporary, short-term contract 
and self-employed workers. The terms upon 
which these workers sell their labour differ to 
a greater or lesser extent from the traditional 
typical, full-time, employed workforce[17]. 
There is no doubt that this 'atypical' work- 
force has grown since the early 1980s both 
in the UK and in Europe[18].
In terms of the self-employed without 
employees, one explanation for the swelling 
of their ranks is the contracting-out of ser- 
vices, or externalisation by employers, where 
commercial contracts have replaced employ- 
ment contracts, particularly during the 
1980s[19]. Externalisation may involve con- 
tracting-out to large or small companies[20], 
but may also involve employers substituting 
the self-employed without employees for
'in-house' employees.
McGregor and Sproull investigated 
reasons for employers' use of the self- 
employed without employees[21]. Dominant 
amongst these were the provision of special- 
ist skills, the matching of manning levels to 
peaks in demand, and the reduction of 
various employment costs. A fourth reason 
cited was to accommodate workers' own 
preferences for being self-employed. They 
speculated that:
It is likely that the advantages of this status art 
becoming more widely appreciated and some 
workers are 'voluntarily' opting for self-employ- 
ment, as distinct from being propelled into it 
due to redundancy and the difficulty of achieving 
alternative employment.[22]
At the heart of this 'push-pull' debate lies 
the issue of the motivations of individuals 
entering the self-employed workforce, and 
whether they are predominantly 'pushed' 
by exclusion from the mainstream labour 
market[23], or 'pulled' by the attractions of 
autonomy, self-direction and freedom from 
external supervision[24], which the status is 
perceived to provide[25].
The research described in this article 
attempted to investigate these issues with 
an empirical study of self-employed editors, 
proof-readers and indexers in the UK book- 
publishing industry. The main research 
question was: where on the continuum of 
self-employment does this grouping lie? 
How much autonomy and independence do 
they have, or perceive themselves as having, 
and what likelihood is there that they will 
subsequently grow into small businesses! 
What are the publishers' motivations for 
using freelances, and have the latter been 
pushed out of conventional employment, or 
pulled by the ideology of self-employment? 
What are the implications of casualisation 
for the publishers, and for the freelances 
themselves?
The first phase of the research study was 
conducted using a self-administered ques- 
tionnaire mailed out to a sample of freelances 
during the summer of 1992. This represented 
the total membership of the Society of Free- 
lance Editors and Proofreaders (SFEP). A 
response rate of close on 50% was achieved, 
371 of a possible 800.
The second phase of the research was« 
programme of forty in-depth tape-recorded
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follow-up interviews conducted in early 
1993: The sample was selected randomly 
from all those respondents who had earlier 
signalled agreement to be contacted and was 
checked to ensure that it reflected the gender 
and geographical distributions of the postal 
respondents.
The UK book publishing industry forms part 
of a wider mass media, with which it shares 
a number of important economic character- 
istics. The most important is that it is based 
on the production of 'prototypes' or book 
titles, developed by creative labour, princi- 
pally authors, which are protected by a 
marketable copyright. Additionally, while 
each individual book title faces a very uncer- 
tain market, there are potentially high econ- 
fcnies of scale from reproduction (printing), 
m general terms, the fixed costs of producing 
a book account for a third to a half of the 
total production costs[26j. Most of these costs 
do not recur if the book is reprinted without 
major revision.
These characteristics encourage book pub- 
lishers to adopt certain distinctive strategies. 
For example, to take advantage of the very 
low marginal costs of reproduction, book 
publishers seek large primary markets and 
adopt strategies of publishing a single title 
in different formats, for example hardback, 
paperback or newspaper serialisation. Pub- 
lishers spread the risk of each book title 
production by developing a range of titles. 
Typically. 20°o of titles account tor S0°o of 
revenue[27j. To minimise tne imnai cos: or 
Reducing each title, publishers may in some 
cases seek additional income through sec- 
ondary outlets for the same content, for 
example film and television, or may adopt 
cost-cutting labour use strategies.
As with other sections of the media, the 
UK book publishing industry has undergone 
a process of substantial restructuring over 
the past decade. This process reflects the 
changing strategic responses to a number 
of technological developments, the restruc- 
turing of other media sectors, and recurring 
recession. The broad picture is one of indus- 
trial concentration, internationalisation, 
more new products (with most having short 
print runs and sales lives), and the increasing 
use of subcontraction and self-employed 
home-based workers.
Associated with the concentration of own- 
ership of the industry has been a shift away 
from literary towards financial business 
goals. Bureaucratic decision-making has 
eased out close personal working relation- 
ships, and financial and marketing concerns 
now take preference. These changes have 
had major implications for publishing staff, 
with waves of redundancies during the 1980s 
in particular. A concentration on cost-cutting 
has meant that jobs with low task interde- 
pendency, that use relatively inexpensive 
equipment, and are cerebral rather than 
manual in nature, such as the proof-readers 
and editors in the survey, are increasingly 
being externalised. Occupations such as 
these are potentially suitable for teleworking 
(work undertaken remotely, using computer 
and telecommunications technology)[28].
The degree to which freelances in the survey 
experienced autonomy and independence in 
their work was investigated through the 
collection of data on client-publisher 
relationships, respondents' own percep- 
tions, the degree of support given by the 
publishers to the freelances, and ownership 
of the means of production.
Although respondents' legal and economic 
status as self-employed would suggest that 
they could freely contract with a range of 
different clients, the reality was rather differ- 
ent. Typically, respondents were heavily 
reliant upon a single client, sometimes their 
former employer, for over half their work, 
and upon two clients for over S0°o. Figure 
i presents aata rrom 345 usable responses. 
This typically heavy dependence upon one 
or two clients makes them vulnerable to 
changes in the job demands of these clients, 
and to changes of in-house personnel  
particularly commissioning editors. It also 
weakened their bargaining position and left 
them little scope for independent growth 
and development.
This pattern of close relationships with a 
very small number of clients occurred with 
a regularity which suggests at least a measure 
of mutual benefit. After all, there are strong 
mutual diseconomies associated with every 
piece of work going out to tender and being 
decided on price alone. The respondents 
reported that the publishers had, in effect, 
'A' and 'B' lists of proof-readers and editors, 
and the latter sought opportunities to move
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from disadvantaged to privileged sectors of 
their job-market. It could be said that the 
self-employed in this situation were trying 
to minimise exposure to the full competitive 
conditions of the market by:
. . . the seeking of specialist niches and processes 
of exclusion (for example through building up a 
reputation and engaging in mutual 
recommendation) . . . which results in labour 
market segmentation[29).
However, this process was only successful 
for a minority elite of the freelances, parti- 
cularly those who could offer some scarce 
specialist skill, or those who had a full 
'apprenticeship' in the industry through 
working in-house for a number of years. 
The disadvantaged tended to be those who 
had entered the occupation without such 
a background, who lacked the appropriate 
skills and contacts. There are few barriers 
to entry to the occupation, but many 
instances of freelances able to get little or 
no work[30].
In terms of self-perception of autonomy, 
the respondents felt that they experienced 
at least a limited measure of independence, 
expressed primarily as freedom from inter- 
ference. This was mentioned by 166 of the 
freelances as an advantage of their work 
situation. The second most popular reply 
was "being your own boss". A typical
response was:
[I have] ... no boss, no subordinates: total 
responsibility for my own output.
Many of them referred to their one-person 
operation as 'a business':
I enjoy being my own boss . . . and deciding 
how and where the business is going.
The responses show that the freelances felt 
more autonomous than in-house employees, 
but in reality their independence of action 
was very limited. Paradoxically, if they were 
working on more than one project at a time, 
they had to create the illusion that they were 
working exclusively for one client alone:
I suppose I encourage every client to think they 
are my only client. They tend to assume I have 
no-one else and I don't like them to think that 
I've got other work on the go.
Every single client thinks they're the most 
important star in your astronomy and you've got 
to pretend that they are. You always have to give 
the impression that their job is the one you are 
working on this minute.
It would appear that they had adopted the 
'ideology of enterprise', in the absence of 
most of its accepted trappings. The auto- 
nomy of most respondents was mainly mani- 
fest as a removal of direct supervision, some 
limited control over working hours and the 
spatial arrangement of work.
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There was also a sub-group of respon- 
dents, around 10%, who were even less 
discernible from wage-workers. Their pub- 
lishers provided training, paid for equip- 
ment and helped with running costs, despite 
the fact that they were nominally self- 
employed. These freelances had an even 
closer 'special relationship' with their pub- 
lishers, and were virtually indistinguishable 
from employees.
The classic definition of the self-employed 
includes the ownership of the means of 
production. This can vary from the invest- 
ment of considerable capital, through to very 
modest outlays such as the sewing machine 
of the clothing machinist or the toolkit of the 
self-employed artisan[31]. The capitalisation 
of the survey respondents involved a fairly 
modest outlay for a home workstation 
including the costs of a computer, answer- 
phone and printer as well as a telephone, 
|/ith only a minority owning more sophisti- 
cated equipment, such as a facsimile 
machine or modem.
Self-employment and short-term contracts 
for discrete pieces of work mean that the 
risks of obtaining a constant income-flow 
are moved from the publishing house onto 
the individual. Many of the respondents 
experienced 'feast or famine' flows of work, 
and found it difficult to even out these 
trends.
Hourly rates experienced by the total 
^embership sample varied very consider- 
ably between £3 and £35 per hour at the 
extremes but bunched heavily around 
£8.50-£10.00. Although the National Union 
of Journalists (NUJ) sets a minimum free- 
lance rate of £11.50 per hour, publishers 
usually did not pay this. The SFEP also 
publishes recommended pay rates, but these 
too are often not observed. The fact is that 
pay rates for most freelancers involved in 
book publishing are determined by the lab- 
our market which, given the over-supply of 
labour, are set in practice by employers. For 
most individual freelancers, the reality is 
one of accepting the publishers' pay rate or 
losing the work to someone else. Neither 
the NUJ or the SFEP has been able to foster 
sufficient solidarity amongst freelancers to
maintain any generally observed minimum 
rates of pay.
Whilst, at first glance, hourly rates 
approaching £10 per hour may appear quite 
reasonable for 'homeworkers', it needs to 
be remembered that the sample were highly- 
qualified, with 82% having some sort of 
higher educational qualification, 27% a post- 
graduate degree, and 8% with PhDs (Figure 
2).
Also, it was rare for freelances to receive 
any direct contribution from publisher-cli- 
ents for the provision of paid holidays, sick 
leave, or retirement. The only exceptions 
were the rare occasions where teleworkers 
were working in-house on a part-time 
employee basis. Whilst the majority of 
respondents made contributions to a per- 
sonal pension, only very few had taken out 
any sickness or accident insurance. Figure 
3 shows the spread of respondents' working 
hours. Thirty-nine per cent worked less than 
30 hours per week and over 70% worked
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less than 40 hours a week. In some cases, a 
decision was made to limit working hours 
in order to combine work with domestic 
duties such as childcare. In other cases, 
shortage of work and lack of continuity 
was a causal factor. Workloads were often 
insufficient due to an over-supply of free- 
lancers in relation to the work available. 
This situation was exacerbated by the short- 
term nature of the work and its irregularity 
and urgency which produced gaps in the 
freelancers' work schedule and, at the same 
time, limited their ability to hold 'stocks' of 
work to cover these gaps.
Also, working at home on a freelance basis 
is extremely intense. There are no 'paid 
breaks' to sit through meetings, discuss 
matters (business or social) with colleagues 
or simply to look out of the window. The 
work billed to clients is strictly for work 
undertaken sitting at a desk or computer. 
Many exclude even visits to toilets, time 
spent answering the telephone plus the tak- 
ing of occasional refreshments, from their 
charge sheets.
Not surprisingly, many of the in-depth
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sheer intensity of their work, some saving 
that they could not physically cope with 
more work even if it were to become avail- 
able. Thus, what might constitute 35 hours 
of work in an in-house situation appeared 
to condense down to little more than 25 
hours of freelancing, usually resulting in a 
monthly income of around £1,000 and an 
annual income of around £12,000. In fact, 
some respondents remarked that they did, 
or would have to, work very hard in order 
to earn an income of £12,000 per annum. 
Many freelances also complained of slow 
payment by their publishers, a problem they 
share with many small businesses(32J. One 
arrangement involved payment only when 
the book was published, although this was 
an extreme case.
Of our 40 in-depth interviewees, only half 
(20 out of 40) received a 'living income'. Of 
those that did not, nearly half (9 out of 20) 
relied on their spouse's income to manage 
financially, whilst the remainder relied on 
income mainly from secondary jobs, pen- 
sions, social security benefits and legacies.
Another impact of casualisation was the 
isolation of working at home, with little or 
no face-to-face interaction with publishers or 
colleagues. More than half the respondents 
worked entirely at home and, for the rest,
contact with publishers was irregular, once 
or twice a month or less being typical. 
Homeworking and teleworking also inhibit 
the development of collectivities, and even 
where these exist, makes successful collective 
pressure on employers extremely difficult, 
and in part explains the problems which this 
group experience in ensuring satisfactory 
payment levels. In addition the respondents, 
like many of the self-employed generally, 
are forced to compete with one another for 
work[33j and, allied with a lack of infor- 
mation networks, this results in depression 
of pay.
The SFEP was formed principally to over- 
come feelings of isolation and to provide 
an information and training network for 
members. It has also recently begun to 
embark upon a process of professionalisation 
in order to raise the status of the occupation. 
Strategies here include restrictions on entry, 
and instituting differential levels of member- 
ship.
The effect of casualisation on 
publishers
Tne extemansation of editing and proof- 
reading offers publishers considerable cost- 
savings, focusing around an ability to closely 
match the supply and demand for labour, 
and to access specialist skills only needed 
intermittently on a short-term basis. This is 
increasingly important in publishing 
because of the relatively high front-end costs 
of book production, and increased compe- 
tition within the industry. It also circum- 
vents many overhead costs of employment, 
including the costs of providing office space, 
training and equipment provision. The self- 
employed share none of the employment 
protection provisions of the directly 
employed, and the risks of obtaining a suf- 
ficient flow of work and income were pushed 
onto the freelances.
There are, however, disadvantages to pub- 
lishers from this kind of working, stemming 
from a lower degree of control over the 
labour process. It is often difficult for them 
to ensure the quality of the work[34], and 
this explains why freelances with a prior 
proven track record in-house, who were 
a known quantity, had a labour market 
advantage in obtaining work.
Because the work of proof-readers and 
editors is undertaken remotely, managing 
editors are primarily controlling work by
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output, but are less able to control how work 
is-done. This requires a different set of skills 
from that of conventional on-site super- 
vision.
The social reproduction of labour in this 
occupation will also become an increasingly 
important issue. If externalisation remains 
common in the industry, fewer and fewer 
workers will be able to build up in-house 
experience and contacts, and the number of 
fully-skilled editors and proof-readers will 
diminish. This will exacerbate the difficulties 
that publishers already report in ensuring 
an adequate quality standard. To some 
extent the Society has begun taking over 
this function by providing training work- 
shops for members, but whether this is yet 
an adequate substitute is questionable.
The in-depth interview data illustrated that 
most respondents entered freelancing not as 
a first-choice work option, but as a result of 
industry mergers, relocations and redun- 
dancies (termed 'refugees'), or a need to 
combine work and non-work, for example 
child-rearing (termed 'trade-offs'). Only a 
small minority took up freelance work 
through having a prior positive orientation 
to it (termed 'missionaries').
The largest single group identified 
amongst our in-depth interview sample was 
the 'refugees'. The most common reason for 
taking refuge in this kind of freelance work 
was through redundancy, usually from jobs 
in the publishing industry. These refugees 
would take up employment again in the 
Industry if it were offered, although most 
thought this unlikely. They would generally 
not encourage others into freelancing. A 
typical comment was:
I wouldn't have taken the step (into going 
freelance) had I not been forced into it ... If a 
job came along now, I would be very tempted. 
The advantages of teleworking are fairly obvious 
but you only become aware of the disadvantages 
after a period of time.
The 'trade-off group often went into free- 
lance work because of a need to combine 
work and childcare, but often now find 
the route back into in-house employment 
barred. One said:
I went freelance in order to combine work with 
having a baby . . . When my children are older,
1 would like to return to being an employee, but 
more and more publishers are using freelances 
and the demand is low for ageing copy-editors.
Combining work with bringing up a family 
was also a reason given by a minority for 
entering freelance work without having been 
employed in publishing previously. The 
consequence was that they became the most 
disadvantaged of our respondents, and often 
had no work at all.
A further grouping, made up of respon- 
dents with a prior positive attitude to free- 
lance work we termed 'missionaries'. These 
were a small minority of respondents who 
had typically become dissatisfied with 
aspects of employment in publishing. For 
example:
I became disillusioned in employment. I didn't 
like the pressure of working under the new 
publishing regimes . . . being forced to shoot 
down authors I had worked closely with ... I 
wouldn't take an employee job now under any 
imaginable circumstances.
I wasn't happy with working in a big hierarchical 
organisation and 1 could afford to take the risk 
of working from home with the back-up of my 
spouse's income ... I would only go back into 
employment if I got an offer from a small, local 
publishing company and liked the people.
The research reported here strongly supports 
the conclusion that freelances in publishing 
are essentially casualised employees, rather 
than independent self-employed. They have 
few of the advantages of being employed 
but neither do they enjoy the accepted 
advantages of being self-employed[35]. In 
objective terms, they are 'disguised wage 
labour', with very limited autonomy and 
freedom. Their position is very little different 
from that of employees, except that they do 
not enjoy the legislative safeguards which 
accrue to employees. They are usually highly 
dependent on just one or two client pub- 
lishers, are forced to compete with each 
other, and lack the structural solidarity 
necessary to secure NUJ rates of pay.
These freelances are also unlikely to grow 
their businesses. They typically employ no 
one, own little or no capital, and have no 
capacity to extract surplus value and accumu- 
late capital. Most experience poorer pay and 
conditions than equivalent employees, and 
experience a degree of alienation (from work 
colleagues and completed products). For
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these workers, publishing capital extracts 
surplus value through external market 
relations, rather than through internal hier- 
archical relations they have with their 
employees.
Most of the freelances became self- 
employed as a result of a process of substitut- 
ing commercial contracts for employment 
contracts[36], rather than emergent 
entrepreneurship, so that the 'push' factor 
in the growth of self-employment is a more 
powerful explanation than the 'pull' factor.
The current situation in the book-pub- 
lishing industry, characterised by intense 
competition, globalisation and commer- 
cialisation, suggests that the balance of 
power lies with the employers, to bid down 
wages and dictate terms and conditions. In 
addition, the recession has created an excess 
of supply over demand. It would seem, 
therefore, that for the foreseeable future, 
this grouping will remain a disadvantaged 
segment of the labour market in the industry.
All the indications are that 'non-standard' 
workers will continue to be a growing feature 
of the UK labour market[37]. The public 
policy implications of this are that casualised 
employment is here to stay, and must be 
viewed as an increasingly common work 
position in the late twentieth century.
A question for the future will be whether 
measures will develop that might ameliorate 
the shortcomings of life in the externalised 
workforce; or whether the weak bargaining 
position of atomised, self-employed free- 
lances, the lack of social protection and non- 
availability of employment rights for this 
group, and the threats to the social repro- 
duction of labour, will persist[38].
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Abstract: The recent revival of self-employment in the UK and other advanced 
industrialised economies has been viewed contrastingly as an indication of eco- 
nomic vitality and, alternatively, as a form of labour market deficiency. These 
different perceptions rest essentially on two opposing processes of entry into 
self-employment - 'entrepreneurial pull' and 'unemployment push'. The research 
reported here, into freelancing in book publishing, reveals patterns of entry into 
self-employment which reflect the presence of both these processes, plus additional 
configurations and changes over time. The respondents, being predominantly 
female, were ultra-typical of those who swelled the self-employed workforce during 
the 1980s, when the number of female self-employed without employees doubled 
in the period 1981-93.
Bill Granger, John Stanworth and Celia Stanworth
The role of the self-employed in the economy has been the subject of 
considerable international political and research interest in recent years. 
This has been associated with an observed halt in the long-term decline 
of the self-employed in most advanced industrialised countries, which in 
some cases, most notably the UK, has since been reversed (OECD 1986; 
Bogenhold and Staber 1991; Staber and Bogenhold 1993).
Much of the early interest was prompted by a view that the self-employed 
played an important role in economic development, through the en- 
couragement of innovation, job generation and wealth creation. More 
) recently, however, the perception of the resurgence of the self-employed as 
a measure of positive economic development has been challenged by 
research linking the growth of self-employment to the employment policies 
of large firms and the condition of the labour market during periods of 
recession (Storey and Johnson 1987; Bogenhold and Staber 1991; Rainbird 
1991; Johnson 1991). The central thrust of this view is that the recent 
upsurge in self-employment has more to do with the cyclical 'push' effect
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of unemployment, which limits labour market opportunities, than with any 
historical revival of the 'pull' effect of certain 'entrepreneurial' ambitions.
The 'unemployment push' hypothesis has two important implications. 
Firstly, any rise in self-employment resulting from 'unemployment push' 
cannot automatically be taken as a measure of macro-economic vitality. At 
best, it would be a measure of increased labour market flexibility. Secondly, 
it would follow that any government policies and resources intended to 
promote self-employment and small business formation would miss their 
target if they failed to acknowledge the limited 'entrepreneurial' ambitions 
of the entrants.
As it stands, however, this argument is incomplete. For it cannot, of 
course, simply be assumed that a reversal of the main determinants of some 
category of self-employment will have the same effect on self- 
employment In the case of inflows resulting from 'unemployment 
push', the question of whether or not the shift from a business recession 
(and its impact on the labour market, a decline in 'good quality' 
jobs) to a business recovery situation (and an increase in 'good quality' 
vacancies) will lead to an exodus from self-employment back into direct 
employment, may depend, amongst other things, on the experience of 
self-employment itself.
The problem is, as Bogenhold and Staber put it:
Unemployment may be an important condition motivating a change in employ- 
ment status, but the mere existence of a condition says nothing about an 
individual's ability to accomplish change, nor does it explain why some 
individuals remain in the new status, while others leave it quickly. (1993: 469)
In other words, the personal factors which motivate entry into self- 
employment, such as the desire for the best alternative income when facing 
the prospect of redundancy, are not necessarily the same as those which 
motivate retention in self-employment or exit from it.
To test this proposition requires two levels of analysis. As Bogenhold and 
Staber have recognised (1993: 469), we need not only quantitative analyses 
of mobility flows for particular categories of self-employed, such as 'un-| 
employment push' entrants, but also more qualitative analyses of 
individuals realise their mobility between different labour market states. 
For Bogenhold and Staber, the way forward is for researchers to:
build explicitly dynamic models of self-employment . . . designed to capture the 
transitory nature of self-employment, exploring the transitions between distinct 
labour market states, which are embedded in a dynamic context of social and 
economic circumstances.
They go on to suggest that,
The analysis of self-employment as episodic events requires dynamic data 
which capture the individual's experience at any point in his or her career. 
(1993:471).
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In this article we are primarily concerned with one of the four categories 
of self-employed distinguished by Scase and Goffee (1980: 23-24) namely, 
those who work for themselves and formally employ no labour. This is 
typically the largest group of self-employed persons, accounting for some 
two-thirds of the self-employed in Britain and most of the dramatic growth 
which occurred in this sector during the 1980s (Hakim 1989: 286-288).
Although the field of small-scale enterprise is still male-dominated, there 
has been a large increase in the numbers of self-employed women in recent 
years (Watkins and Watkins 1984). In addition to the effects of 'ex- 
ternalisation', involving large companies contracting-out work, often to 
smaller businesses (Atkinson and Meager 1986; ACAS 1988), the 'glass 
ceiling effect' has been suggested as a cause whereby women perceive 
barriers to progression in corporate hierarchies and move into self- 
employment as a strategy to enhance career success (Meager 1991).
In their analysis of the decline and rise of self-employment, Bogenhold 
and Staber offer a distinction of the self-employed based on two 'opposing 
"logics" or recruitment channels into self-employment', one based on a 
'logic' of autonomy and the other on a 'logic' of economic necessity. These 
recruitment channels, which correspond respectively to the hypotheses of 
'entrepreneurial pull' and 'unemployment push', can be viewed as the two 
extremes of a continuum of'combinations of opportunities and constraints 
motivating individuals to "become their own boss" '. Bogenhold and 
Staber go on to develop a model of entry into self-employment which, in 
effect, combines labour market movements between the primary and 
secondary segments of direct and self-employed labour markets with a 
dichotomous 'push'-'pull' motivational theory.
At the same time, the exploration of transitions between direct employ- 
ment and self-employment, requires to be informed by data which can deal 
with both movements into and out of self-employment over time. Our own 
research suggests that such a research agenda calls for a more sensitive 
approach than one based simply on a two-fold 'push'-'pull' typology of 
labour market behaviour.
The UK book publishing industry forms part of a wider mass media, with 
which it shares a number of important economic characteristics. The basic 
economics of book publishing are based on the production of 'prototypes' 
(book tides), developed by creative labour (principally authors), which are 
protected by a marketable copyright. Additionally, while each individual 
book title faces a very uncertain market, it has potentially high economies 
of scale from reproduction (printing). 
As with other sectors of the media, the UK book publishing industry has
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undergone a process of substantial restructuring over the past twenty years. 
This process reflects the changing strategic responses of new and existing 
publishers to a number of important developments in the technology of 
publishing, the restructuring of other media sectors, and recurring periods 
of recession. The broad picture is one of industrial concentration, inter- 
nationalisation, higher volumes of new products (book titles) - with most 
having shorter print runs and sales lives, but only a few achieving mega 
print runs and income from secondary media markets - and the increasing 
use of subcontractors and temporary self-employed home-based workers.
The freedom to publish, and comparatively low entry costs, have tradi- 
tionally encouraged many small book publishing businesses and, until 
twenty years ago, the industry included many small firms and family-owned 
publishing businesses. However, by the mid-1980s, a process of mergers 
and acquisitions had transformed this broadly-based structure into one in 
which a small number of large international groups controlled over half 
the home market (Clark 1988: 8).
Associated with this concentration of the book publishing industry has 
been the introduction of more professional business managements and a 
shift away from 'literary' towards 'financial' business goals. These changes 
have had major implications for the work environment of in-house staff. 
Bureaucratic decision-making has eased out close personal working 
relationships, and financial and marketing concerns have taken precedence 
over creative literary matters.
The social organisation of producing a single book title requires the 
collaboration of a number of specialist skills - editing, illustrating, design- 
ing, indexing, typesetting, proof-reading, printing. Many of these specialists 
(for example, desk/copy editors, proof-readers, illustrators, indexers) use 
little or no expensive equipment and undertake short-cycle tasks (of a 
cerebral rather than manual nature), involving low task interdependency. 
As such, their jobs are potentially suitable for freelance working at home 
(Stanworth and Stanworth 1991: 17-21). While freelancing is not new in 
publishing, the major changes that have occurred in the structure of 
publishing ownership and markets, together with the effects of the reces- 
sion, have encouraged its growth in recent years (Clark 1988: 8/155; 
Bennett 1992; Feather 1993; Owen 1993: 9).
The initial phase of this study of freelance home-based teleworkers in 
UK book publishing was carried out in 1992-93, based on a postal 
questionnaire survey of the full membership (then 800 members) of 
the Society of Freelance Editors and Proof-readers (SFEP) (Stanworth, 
Stanworth and Purdy 1993). A self-administered, semi-structured
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questionnaire was mailed by SFEP as an insertion accompanying their 
regular SFEP This strategy was adopted at the suggestion of the 
Society and had the benefit of carrying SFEP endorsement, reinforced with 
an explanation of the project carried in the accompanying newsletter itself. 
The only disadvantage to this approach was the loss of opportunity to 
undertake a follow-up mailing of non-respondents. However, in the event, 
a response rate of close to fifty per cent (371) was achieved at a single 
mailing.
The second stage was an in-depth telephone interview survey of a 
representative sub-sample of forty respondents. This sample was selected 
randomly from all those respondents who had signalled agreement to be 
contacted and provided their addresses and telephone numbers in their 
original questionnaire responses. This random sample of forty respondents 
was checked for representativeness against the 371 mailed questionnaire 
respondents on variables including gender and geographical location. The 
telephone interviews were tape-recorded and added extra depth to our 
retrospective exploration of respondents' careers and present experiences 
of freelance working.
From postmarks on returning envelopes and addresses provided by res- 
pondents who chose to give them on their completed questionnaires, it was 
possible to map their geographical distribution. There was a significant 
clustering in the Greater London area and around both Oxford and 
Cambridge, with smaller clusters around Reading, Brighton and 
Edinburgh. Isolated rural respondents were in a minority. The clusters 
broadly corresponded to the locations of publishing houses. This could be 
interpreted as indicating that respondents were deliberately locating them- 
selves near to client firms in order to facilitate ease of access but, more 
likely, that they had been close geographically when employed previously 
in-house, and had not relocated since becoming freelance.
Although our study focused first and foremost on the issue of self- 
employment, plus (initially at least) technology, it soon became obvious that 
our sample was largely female (around 75 per cent) and very well educated, 
as indicated in Figure 1. This shows the sample to be highly qualified, with 
82 per cent having some sort of higher educational qualification, 27 per cent 
a post-graduate degree, and eight per cent with a Ph.D.
The book publishing industry has traditionally attracted female graduates 
with degrees in the humanities (especially English literature), willing to 
work for relatively poor rates of pay (Franklin 1993: 111) and to undertake 
initially fairly menial work with an emphasis on keyboard skills - tradi- 
tionally, typing (Clarke 1988: 152).
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Figure 1 Highest Qualification by Gender of Respondents
Sub-sample
Figure 2 Age of Respondents
15%
The age distribution of the sample (Figure 2) shows the largest single 
grouping occurring in the 40-49 range and seventy per cent being between 
the ages of thirty and 49. This probably reflects the SFEP's membership 
profile quite accurately but not necessarily the profile of all similar workers
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Figure 3 Dependent Children by Gender of Respondents
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in the industry. The majority of respondents were either married or living 
with a partner (68 per cent), twenty per cent were single and twelve per 
cent divorced, widowed or separated. Sixty-one percent reported having 
no dependent children, though Figure 3 shows that women were more 
likely than men to have dependent children. The low figures here appeared 
to reflect the fact that many respondents were past the age when they were 
likely to have young children. This means that homeworking, in order to 
accommodate childcare responsibilities, was currently a factor for only a 
minority of our respondents. This is not to say, however, that the original 
reason for opting to work at home for some of the others had not been in 
order to combine work with childrearing.
The great majority of respondents (around eighty per cent) had acquired 
their initial training and experience from working as in-house publishing 
employees. For those making a direct entry into freelancing from jobs 
outside publishing, nearly all had brought with them knowledge and skills 
loosely related to publishing (such as librarianship or journalism) or drawn 
from specialist fields (for example, science and technology) related to 
specialist book markets. Building up a stock of human capital in some 
aspect of publishing or a related field was clearly an important prerequisite 
to successful freelancing in this sector.
Work-related factors were given as the main reason for making an initial
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move into freelancing for around two-thirds of our sample, with redun- 
dancy being the principal antecedent in over half of these cases. The 
remainder of the sample gave home-related reasons, raising a family being 
the most common. Few respondents appeared to quit an employee job in 
the absence of some circumstantial pressures.
The initial move into freelancing was the start of the current episode of 
self-employment for nearly all respondents, although a few had one or more 
episodes of prior self-employment interspersed with periods of direct 
employment. Over half of our respondents had been self-employed for just 
five years or less. Just under a third had been self-employed for over ten 
years and a small minority for over twenty years.
If labour market transitions between states of direct employment and 
self-employment are to be understood in terms of the career dynamics of 
individuals, then we need firstly to identify the principal self-employed 
career types of those who move into/out of self-employment. The current 
research identified four major self-employed career types, wide enough to 
embrace the entire sample. These were 'refugees', 'missionaries', 'trade-offs' 
and 'converts'.
First was what we termed the who most clearly fit the case of 
'unemployment push'. This type takes a direct employment job on first 
entering the labour market, where initial training and experience is gained. 
A strong attachment is developed to their job in employment but, as the 
business cycle moves into recession, the 'refugee' is faced with redundancy 
and unemployment. The option of self-employment is taken up but the 
'refugee' would return to a job as an employee if and when one became 
available.
'Refugees' were the largest sub-group amongst our sample (approxi- 
mately 45 per cent at the time of entry into self-employment) with males 
notably over-represented considering the gender composition of the sample 
as a whole. One of our respondents in this category had spent some fifteen 
years working as an employee in publishing before he was made redundant 
in 1990, when, as he put it:
The publishing market was at the start of an enormous contraction and has 
been contracting ever since. I was unemployed with no other work likely in the 
way of a permanent job. It was a case of either change my occupation 
altogether or go into business as a freelancer. And as I wanted to stay in 
publishing, I decided I'd become a freelancer. But there are few attractions to 
freelance work. I would far rather go into an office every day. Whatever the 
atmosphere in the office, it beats sitting at home staring at the same print of a 
Picasso, five days a week, plus living at the same address. I do not wish to be a 
freelance teleworker and would take any editorial job offered in publishing.
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One of our female respondent 'refugees' said:
I decided to go freelance three years ago (after being made redundant) but I'm 
strongly considering at the end of this year seeking in-house employment once 
again. I don't want to be forever stuck behind a computer. I know people who 
have been driven insane by this kind of work. I want a career, which means 
getting back in-house.
Yet another said:
I went abroad with my husband for two years. When I returned, my publisher 
had been taken over and moved ... so I started freelancing through contacts I 
had. I would [now] like to get back in-house because freelance work doesn't 
suit me. I don't like the isolation. I miss person-to-person contact and I miss 
the administrative parts of the job. I don't actually like sitting and copy-editing 
and proof-reading.
In this labour market position the 'refugee' experiences incongruency, since 
primary attachment is still to the rewards associated with a job in direct 
employment. Thus, if and when recovery finally comes to the industry, the 
'refugee' will attempt to seize upon opportunities to return to direct 
employment and the cycle becomes complete.
The opposing situation of 'entrepreneurial pull' is represented by the 
' type. Here, there can be more than one interpretation. The 
most straight-forward is the hypothesis, based upon economic oppor- 
tunism, that more of these people enter self-employment during periods 
of high or growing economic activity (Meager 1992: 89). This hypothesis 
requires that such self-employment entrants will have acquired some prior 
'entrepreneurial' ideology (by virtue of, say, their family background or 
some previous experience of self employment).
Bogenhold and Staber's 'logic of autonomy', on the other hand, describes 
people who have reached a high status position in employment, where they 
have acquired 'a high degree of "cultural capital" ': 'Their decision to 
become [self-employed] is motivated mainly by a desire for self-direction 
in the labour process'. This variation implies that the fulfilment of these 
expectations of autonomy can no longer be maintained in a 'stifling or 
otherwise unsatisfactory work situation' (1991: 226).
Again this 'missionary' type quits employment for self-employment. 
Whether an earlier situation of expectation-reward congruency is de- 
stabilised by changing work expectations (arising, perhaps, from changes 
in an individual's position in the life cycle) or changes in the structure of 
the work itself (due to, say, organisational changes), or both, must remain 
empirically open. This second interpretation of the 'missionary' places 
greater emphasis on human capital investment, life cycle transitions and
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organisation change, than on a prior 'entrepreneurial' ideology and eco- 
nomic activity.
Our interview survey found only a small minority of respondents (less 
than twenty per cent) who actually quit a job as an employee (for other 
than non-work reasons) when they initially went freelance, and whose entry 
channel into self-employment might therefore be considered that of a 
'missionary'. For 'missionary' respondents the reason for going was ex- 
pressed as a combination of an of some aspect of working 
self-employed and a of the work they were currently doing, rather 
than some perception of a market opportunity for an independent business. 
In the words of one of our female respondents who resigned from an 
in-house publishing job, it was a case that:
I had got to the stage where I was promoted to senior editor . . . and 
increasingly my whole time was spent taking messages, fielding panics, doing all 
the administration, without doing what I really wanted to do, which was sitting 
with the author ... or with a typescript and just quietly editing, proof reading, 
and doing whatever was necessary ... I really had not thought about it [going 
freelance] earlier. It was only when it became increasingly apparent that the 
type of work I was being expected to do in an office was not what I wanted to 
do that I thought, "how can I do what I want to do?"
The expectations-rewards incongruency here appears to have arisen from 
changes brought about by the process of selection for promotion. One 
might reasonably speculate that had this respondent not been required to 
take on managerial responsibilities, then he/she would not have gone 
freelance. One conclusion we would draw from cases like this is that 
organisational management plays a key role in destroying (or maintaining) 
expectations-rewards congruency in direct employment, thereby encourag- 
ing (or discouraging) moves into self-employment.
One of our male 'missionary' respondents spoke of the changing culture 
in UK book publishing:
I became disillusioned. I didn't like the pressure of working under the new 
breed of publishing regimes. I found I was having to 'shoot down' respected 
authors I had worked with for years. At that stage I went freelance - I already i 
had contacts who had given me freelance work in the past.
Another of our female respondents said:
I took voluntary redundancy in 1991. I think I might not have taken the step 
for a while if the redundancy hadn't come up. At the same time I wanted to. I 
think it was the threat of financial insecurity that put me off more than anything 
else. In a way I had been waiting for a chance to go and try something different 
and that was it. I don't like working in an office at all really. I find it quite 
painful.
A common feature of both the 'refugee' and 'missionary' types is that their 
primary life expectations relate to some form of economic activity, whether 
these be best satisfied in direct employment or self-employment. However, 
our research suggests a further common self-employed career type, the
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'trade off, involving episodes of self-employment, in each of which the 
individual's attachment to work is changed by some non-work factor.
The 'trade off takes a break from direct employment in order to accom- 
modate the constraints of some non-work priority which may or may not 
be permanent (for example, to bring up a family, look after a dependant 
or cope with personal ill-health). Self-employment that enables work to be 
done at home, and/or at times which fit in with non-work activities, offers 
the 'trade off an alternative to a complete career break. This type is often 
consciously trading job security for flexibility in terms of the spatial and 
temporal organisation of work. If the non-work factor is temporary, they 
may return, or wish to return to work as an employee at some stage in the 
future.
'Trade offs' were the second largest sub-sample among our in-depth 
interviewees, totalling nearly one-third of respondents at the time of entry 
into self-employment. Women were disproportionately over-represented 
amongst this type. The following statements illustrate situations typical of 
this sub-sample with child rearing, locality and health entering into the 
decision-making calculus:
I went freelance in order to combine work with having a baby. When my 
children are older, I would like to return to being an employee but more and 
more publishers are now using freelancers and the demand is low for ageing 
copy-editors.
A male respondent said:
I was made redundant from a job in publishing. We live in a village and we 
didn't want to move. There's not much work down in the West Country in 
publishing, so it seemed sensible to try freelancing, rather than move up 
country and search for work.
Yet another respondent stressed the combined influences of family and 
life-cycle position:
I started a family and went part-time freelancing. I would want to get back into 
employment now if I were younger but, as a freelancer, you can go on working 
after the age of 65, which I see as an advantage.
For another female respondent, health was the crucial issue:
I originally went out on my own influenced by own poor health and the future 
prospect of not being able to travel to work. I like my work as it is now - it has 
bonuses for me.
A final type, the 'convert', was of particular interest in our study. It was 
hypothesised that this type might provide the key to understanding the
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apparent paradox of individuals who, having initially seen self-employment 
as only a stop-gap strategy, later show little interest in returning to a job 
as an employee. Thus 'converts' were hypothesised as undergoing an 'ideo- 
logical conversion' where, in effect, 'unemployment push' becomes 'ideo- 
logical pull'. They finally made up just over one-quarter of the entire 
sample, having been recruited fairly equally from previous membership of 
the 'refugee' and 'trade off' types.
Interestingly, almost all of our 'converts' had at least some prior self- 
employment interest before being made redundant and making their initial 
entry into self-employment. Around half of them had actually gained some 
prior part-time experience of self-employment whilst working in-house, it 
being a common practice in publishing to offer occasional jobs to in-house 
employees to work at home on a freelance basis. Whether or not the prior 
interest in self-employment in each of these cases developed out of this 
part-time self-employed work is not clear, but the following examples 
provide some insights into the decision-making process:
I originally took a decision [to go freelance] to stay close to my spouse's job 
and family but it would take a lot to induce me to take an employee job in 
publishing now. (female respondent, formerly a 'trade off type)
I was initially a university lecturer/researcher and took time off to start a family. 
I wouldn't give up freelance work now to join a publisher in-house - I don't 
want to have to do administration, answer telephones, butter up authors, etc. 
(female respondent, formerly a 'trade off type)
I would only go back to working in a publishing house if I found it impossible 
to get freelance work, because I have come to like this type of work. I wouldn't 
be very happy going back to being an employee now. (female respondent, 
formerly a 'refugee' type)
My publisher went bust and so I went freelance but nothing, nothing would 
induce me back into a publishing house now. (male respondent, formerly a 
'refugee' type)
The 'converts' were all examples of a changing attachment to self- 
employment. The case below provides a different example of changing 
attachments to work over two episodes of self-employment. This female 
respondent was made redundant from two different publishing companies 
in five months due to re-location. The first redundancy led to a briei 
episode of self-employment and a return to a job in employment - a career 
history typical of a 'refugee'. The second redundancy was followed by the 
present episode of self-employment, to which, after only two years, the 
respondent feels strongly attached - making this a 'convert' type. The 
only circumstances that would make this respondent interested in direct 
employment would be: 'If I found it impossible to get any freelance work 
. . . because I like this type of work (now).'
Although this respondent stated that an interest in self-employment 
influenced the decision to go freelance the second time, this interest was
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not present prior to the first episode of self-employment. This suggests a 
process of socialisation, in which both previous employment self- 
employment work experience encouraged the development of an 'entre- 
preneurial ideology'. It is also consistent with other research which has 
confirmed the effect of prior self-employment experience on later moves 
into self-employment (for example, Carroll and Mosakowski 1987: 584).
Our research suggests that, for those whose life expectations are currently 
centred primarily on work (all but the 'trade offs'), movements out of direct 
employment into self-employment are primarily triggered by changes in 
the context of work rewards - arising from such events as business mergers, 
re-location, re-organisation and redundancy. For those workers who are 
not waiting for an opportunity to return to a job in employment, we would 
conclude that an expectations-rewards congruency is restored by the 
experience of self-employment and the realisation of a new set of 'entre- 
preneurial' work expectations.
Our research found that the attractions of freelancing in book publishing 
were mainly about control over when, what and how work was done. On 
the other hand, the disadvantages centred on matters of social isolation, 
and fluctuations in workload and earnings. This reward profile of self- 
employment contrasted markedly with that of direct employment, which 
supplied regular and secure earnings, and peer support (Figure 4). It 
seemed clear that since most interview survey respondents sought, as 
Daniel argued, a profile of both extrinsic (that is, material) and intrinsic 
(that is, non-material) rewards from work (1972), they faced the dilemma 
of committing themselves to the least undesirable option. Their inability to 
make a clean break from in-house direct employment without some 
element of final 'push' suggests that, while changes in work expectations 
and reward are usually incremental, the costs and risks associated with 
transition from direct employment to self-employment are considerable 
and immediate.
In book publishing, adequate human capital investment was seen as a 
crucial prerequisite to a successful career move into self-employment. This 
was illustrated by the advice our interview respondents offered to others 
interested in going freelance. Typical comments were: 'Without any ex- 
perience ... I honestly don't think they would get any work, because I had 
the benefit of seven years full-time experience as a senior editor before I 
became freelance'; and 'If you have not worked in the publishing industry 
before and you want to start freelancing . . . you're going to find it next to 
impossible ... get some experience under your belt and, more importantly, 
get some contacts.'
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Figure 4 Typical Profiles of Work Rewards
Function of Work Office-based 
Direct Employment
Home-based 
Self-employment
Regular and secure
earnings 
Internally consistent pay
rates 
Earnings related to
internal job status 
Employer provision for
holidays, sickness
and retirement
Direction by others 
Even workload 
Measurement by input 
Strong feedback
Career progression 
Employer training 
provision
Routine
Home-work separation 
Regular journey to work
Peer support 
Office 'polities' 
Face-to-face
Clear status 
Protected self-esteem
Irregular and insecure
earnings 
Externally competitive
pay rates 
Earnings related to
market power 
Personal provision for
holidays, sickness
and retirement
Self-direction 
Fluctuating workload 
Measurement by output 
Weak feedback
Career plateaued
Personal training
responsibility
Flexible
Home-work proximity 
Infrequent client visits
Family support 
Social intrusion 
Telephone
Unclear status 
Vulnerable self-esteem
Going freelance, however, is not just a matter of acquiring sufficient 
technical publishing competence. It also means giving up some of the 
human capital investment that is specific to direct employment or a 
particular employer, and starting again - investing in new know-how and 
skills to build up a client base and operate successfully in a competitive 
freelance market. The costs and risks involved in this process of abandoning 
past human capital investments and making new ones are doubtless a major 
cause of the apparent inertia in decision-making. As one interview res- 
pondent put it: 'It takes courage ... to leave a secure job with prospects 
to go and be freelance.'
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Our analysis shows that the threshold of transition for those entering 
self-employment from direct employment operates at a number of levels, 
rather than the simple two-level 'pull-push' model.
Our research sample was predominantly female (75 per cent) and some 
interesting gender differences were found in terms of gender attachment 
to self-employment, analysed in terms of our four self-employed career 
types. The males in our sample demonstrated a notably higher propensity 
than their female counterparts to have been propelled into self-employment 
via redundancy and therefore to feature as members of our 'refugee' 
grouping. Women, on the other hand, showed a notably stronger propensity 
than men to membership of the 'trade-off' type, usually driven by a desire 
or need to combine paid work with domestic duties. Women showed a 
higher propen- sity than men to membership of the 'missionary' grouping, 
whilst both sexes showed a similar propensity to become self-employed 
'converts' and membership of this grouping was drawn fairly equally from 
the 'refugee' and 'trade-off groupings.
Our findings on the 'reasons for becoming self-employed', suggest that 
research designs which simply focus on the moment of transition from one 
labour market state to another, without exploring background career 
histories, are unlikely to grasp the real dynamics of self-employment career 
changes. The high proportion of 'refugees' in our sample contrasted 
with the results of earlier research, which focused the attractions of 'in- 
dependence' substantially ahead of 'unemployment' (or redundancy) as a 
factor in the decision to become self-employed (Hakim 1989: 288-90; 
Blythe, Granger and Stanworth 1989: 76).
However, the propensity of respondents to cite 'positive' reasons, such 
as 'independence', for entry into self-employment appears fairly well estab- 
lished, but usually in the context of research strategies which fail to actually 
track career moves and events leading up to the point of decision. That is 
not to say that our own respondents did not value the independence and 
flexibility which self-employment often (though not always) bestowed: 'I 
value the ability to work when it suits me'; and: 'It gives me freedom to 
travel and schedule my own time. For instance, I can work on weekends 
and take off days during the week.' Some talked the language of 'enter- 
prise', even though their businesses invariably involved no-one other than 
themselves: '(I value) the excitement of managing my own business and 
taking on new projects.'
Hakim (1989: 290) does acknowledge cases of self-employment arising 
from organisation rejection as due to 'push' factors. However, the simple 
'push'-'pulP motivational model cannot do justice to the real complexities 
of the decision making process. Situational and personal factors always 
interact, and it is the resulting congruency or incongruency of these factors
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which determines labour market behaviour. When movements into self- 
employment involve the voluntary termination of direct employment - 
because of organisational, occupational, or environmental rejection - then, 
in our view, we are clearly looking at cases of the 'missionary' type. In this 
form, however, the 'missionary' combines 'boldly going', as the positive 
notion of'entrepreneurial pull' implies, and the negative, 'I've had enough'.
It is clear from our interview results that, in some labour markets, 
'entrepreneurial pull' is, at best, a minority form of entry into self- 
employment. Force of circumstances pervade - whether in the form of a 
major career disruption, as in the case of redundancy or starting a family, 
or some of the other reasons quoted by our interview respondents, such 
as the completion of a contract, returning from abroad, or due to changes 
in a spouse's job.
One major implication of this research concerns the role of employers in 
the process of movements into and out of self-employment. As we have seen, 
many 'pushed entrepreneurs' analysed in our study were, in part, reacting to 
the consequences of human resource policies that diminished their 
opportunities in direct employment. To a large extent, employers have it 
within their power to design reward structures that will maintain or destroy 
the expectations-rewards congruency of individual employees. Further, 
when self-employed labour markets provide services to main contractors, 
who are also direct employers of the same labour (as in book publishing), 
both the demand and supply for self-employment depends very much on 
the actions of contractor-employers. It follows that if scope exists for some 
jobs to be given to self-employed workers and there are net benefits to the 
organisation in doing so, then rational contractor-employers should develop 
pro-active policies to create and sustain such a labour market.
Our research suggests that such a flexible labour-use strategy should 
involve a review of organisational reward structures, an audit of in-house 
employees (to identify those whose work expectations might be best 
realised in self-employment) and a package of measures to reduce the 
transition costs and risks. The latter might include such things as: contract 
guarantees to help get the business established; start-up finance and/or 
equipment; and initial training for setting up an independent business.
However, while such measures may help establish such a labour market, 
its long-term viability will depend on the ability of new entrants to continue 
to acquire the essential prior in-house training and experience, or some- 
thing equivalent to it, which they can exploit in self-employment. In 
addition, it is arguably in the long-term interest of employers to share some 
of the efficiency gains from having a flexible workforce and reduce some 
of the instability in the external labour market that arises, as our research 
shows, through social isolation, inadequate financial provisions for sickness, 
holidays and retirement, and the 'low', 'slow' and even 'no' pay often 
experienced by freelancers.
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For government, the implications are also clear. Our analysis suggests that 
recessionary pressures can provide a stimulus to the growth of permanent, 
and not just cyclical, self-employment, for example via the process of 
'conversion' to a long-term attachment to self-employment from the 
'refugee' and 'trade off self-employment types. It follows that, if one of the 
objectives of government policy is to encourage the long-term flexibility of 
labour markets to promote macro-economic vitality, then it should target 
support towards those who want to join such labour markets. Equally, 
support should be given to assist employer efforts to promote the long-term 
viability and stability of self-employed labour markets. Government policies 
which indiscriminately encourage self-employment, as a career option for 
all those displaced by employers as a result of cost-cutting during periods 
of recession, will not lead to an effective use of public resources.
Our research was based on one industrial sector. However, future 
research is needed to explore the relevance of our findings for other 
industrial sectors within the UK and cross-culturally. We believe that our 
approach to self-employment career dynamics offers a useful framework 
for this, enabling the focus of research to shift from labour market 
movements to changes in the extent and nature of attachment to different 
labour markets.
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n 1979, Britain saw a government of the 
New Right embark on a set of policies that 
emphasised the rolling back of the state, 
freedom from the constraints of organised 
labour, risk-taking and tax reductions. In this 
new picture, the small firm featured strongly, 
not only as a potential creator of jobs and 
wealth, but also as a symbol of a political 
message embracing the new dynamic vitality 
of 'enterprise culture'. (Stanworth and Stan- 
worth) But while the increase in the number 
of self-employed during the 1980s was taken 
as a key indicator of the successful develop- 
ment of the enterprise culture and 'flexible' 
economy, detailed analysis 
points to something rather 
different.
Case studies show 
that many of the new self- 
employed have been pushed - 
by exclusion from the main la- 
bour market, mostly by redun- 
dancy, or by employers' moves 
- to do work previously carried 
out in-house. Large numbers of 
people among the self- 
employed lack independence, 
will never grow into businesses employing 
others, and are really disguised wage-work- 
ers, yet lack the statutory safeguards enjoyed 
by employees.
The background
Here we describe the background to the 
boom in self employed and focus on a case 
shady of the publishing industry to get a 
better feel for what is really happening. The 
book publishing industry is one example of 
outsourcing which is becoming common in 
all sectors.
Defining the self-employed
Official statistics on self-employment include 
both the self-employed without employees 
and small business owners with employees 
but whose businesses are un- 
incorporated. The Inland 
Revenue and the Department 
of Social Security use three 
tests to separate the em- 
ployed from the self-em- 
ployed. Unless an individual 
can pass all three, self-em- 
ployed status is the likely re- 
sult.
In addition, case law has 
been used to widen the defini- 
tion of self-employment (Fel- 
stead, 1992). Given these factors, a rise in the 
numbers of the self-employed cannot by itself 
be taken to indicate a growth of the enterprise 
culture.
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Self-employment growth
The 1980s and early 1990s witnessed substan- 
tial growth in the self-employed component 
of the national labour force, as officially 
measured. This rise was as much as 52 per 
cent during the period 1981-91. However, 
some of the growth was in the form of an 
explosion in the numbers of freelance ex- 
employees, who count in official statistics as 
small businesses but are in fact self- 
employed individuals.
Of the approximately 3 million self-em- 
ployed in Britain, about two-thirds are people 
who do not employ anyone else. Most of them 
operate their 'business' in or from their own 
home. The proportion of the self-employed 
without employees grew from 61 per cent in 
1981 to 69 per cent in 1990. Among the female 
self-employed, the proportion without employ- 
ees rose from 65% in 1981 to 72% in 1990.
Job-substitution
It has generally been assumed by politicians, 
and many researchers, that the self-em- 
ployed without employees are at an early 
stage of growth, on their way to becoming 
small business owners. Any expansion in the 
self-employed workforce is assumed to have 
long-term positive effects on job-creation.
For many, however, there is little chance of 
such progression. Self-employment is often 
the only option for workers displaced from 
conventional employment. For them, being 
'empowered' to take responsibility for their 
own future often means taking work on a 
freelance self-employed basis similar to that 
undertaken previously as an employee. 
Where this transfer occurs, official statistics re- 
cord job losses in the corporate sector, matched 
by job gains in the small business sector. An 
estimated 25 per cent of the self-employed 
workforce is composed of displaced employ- 
ees, rather than entrepreneurial individuals. It 
is job-substitution rather than job creation 
which is more common among this subsector 
of the national workforce.
Casualisation
What is happening to many of the newly 
self-employed is part of a wider process of 
'casualisation' which is changing the nature 
of the labour market. Casualisation implies 
insecure, short-term and irregular work, as- 
sociated with the flexible, peripheral, non- 
standard or atypical workforce and 
involving part-time, temporary, short-term 
contracts as well as self-employed workers.
This atypical workforce has grown since 
the early 1980s, both in the UK and in Europe, 
as a result of factors including global compe- 
tition, recession and the expansion of sectors 
where such work has been a 'tradition'.
Externalisation of work, substituting self- 
employed status for traditional employment, 
is a prime example of casualisation. It re- 
moves from the employer the obligation to 
provide sick pay, holidays and pensions, 
training and follow-up work. Because em- 
ployment protection legislation does not ap- 
ply to external workers, the risk of providing 
a flow of income is passed to the individual 
who never knows if the current piece of work 
will be the last. Mistakes result in not being 
offered repeat work. For the worker, casuali- 
sation means perpetual insecurity.
The UK book publishing industry
A University of Westminster study of the UK 
book publishing industry surveyed 371 
proofreaders, editors and indexers who were 
members of the Society of Freelance Editors 
and Proofreaders (SFEP), and carried out 40 
follow-up interviews in 1992 and 1993. The 
book publishing industry has a tradition of 
using skilled and specialist freelances, many 
of them female, to supplement 'in-house' fa- 
cilities. But the evidence is that the use of 
freelance labour accelerated rapidly during 
the 1980s and early 1990s, swelling the army 
of self-employed people in the industry.
Like other sections of the media, UK book- 
publishing has undergone restructuring over 
the past decade in response to technological
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developments and recurring recession. In the 
past, book publishing made limited use of freel- 
ancers, mainly for child care reasons or in addi- 
tion to permanent employment. The current 
picture is one of concentration of ownership, 
internationalisation, more new products, and 
increasing use of subcontracting and self-em- 
ployed workers. These changes brought waves 
of redundancies during the 1980s in particular. 
Jobs with low task-interdependency, that use 
relatively inexpensive equipment, and are cere- 
bral rather than manual, such as the proofread- 
ers and editors in our survey, are increasingly 
being externalised. Redundancies and mergers 
I have created a ready supply of potential freel- 
ances, and publishers have used their services in 
order to keep costs low. Most freelances we 
interviewed were former in-house employees 
who became self-employed through redun- 
dancy. Another large grouping was women 
who had gone freelance when they had left to 
have a family.
Among the 12 publishing houses in our sur- 
vey, minimising office overheads was consid- 
ered crucial and the strong trend towards 
greater use of freelance workers was viewed 
by managers as irreversible. Using freelances 
meant they could match the supply and de- 
mand for labour closely, and only pay for a 
discrete number of hours on a project. They 
had no obligation to employ freelances again, 
and owed them no loyalty. Most book publish- 
ers were already employing no more in-house 
staff than were required in order to commis- 
sion and monitor freelance work and under- 
take complex co-ordination jobs. Some were 
even considering externalising the remaining 
'core' staff in their editing departments, which 
would mean having no in-house employees to 
supervise existing freelances. None was con- 
sidering moving back to employing editors 
and proof-readers in-house.
The effects of casualisation
Self-employment and short-term contracts 
for discrete pieces of work meant that respon- 
sibility for obtaining a constant income
shifted from the publishing house to the in- 
dividual. Many freelances experienced 'feast 
or famine workflows.
Working at home on a freelance basis was 
extremely intense. Work billed for was that un- 
dertaken sitting at a desk or computer. Many 
freelances excluded from charge sheets visits to 
toilets, time spent answering the telephone and 
the taking of occasional refreshments. There 
were few, if any, interruptions which permeate 
life in a working office. Deadlines were usually 
tight; and consistent, high quality was a condi- 
tion of workflow continuity.
Pay for most freelances in book publishing 
was determined by the labour market and, 
given the recession and the oversupply of la- 
bour, was in effect set by employers. Neither 
the NUJ or the SFEP has been able to maintain 
any generally observed minimum rates. 
Hourly rates were bunched heavily around 
£8-10. Although this might appear reasonable 
for freelance 'homeworkers', it should be re- 
membered that the work was highly-skilled 
and most freelances in the industry were 
highly qualified: about 80 per cent have a 
higher educational qualification, and 25 per 
cent a postgraduate degree. One reason for 
the relatively low pay was the 'gendering' of 
these skills. Editing and proofreading are 
classed as female occupations, perceived as 
natural to women and therefore devalued.
Many freelances claimed the sheer inten- 
sity of their work reduced the number of 
hours they were able to work, usually result- 
ing in a monthly income of about £1,000. 
Many freelances also complained of slow 
payment by their publishers, a problem they 
share with many small businesses.
Hourly rates of pay for freelances ap- 
peared very similar to those paid to in-house 
staff, which meant they were not being com- 
pensated for the lack of fringe benefits, or for 
the costs of using their own home as a work- 
place. Savings to publishers also resulted 
from reduced office rents and associated 
overheads. Freelances received no direct con- 
tribution from publisher-clients for paid holi-
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days, sick leave, or re- 
tirement. Publishers 
surveyed did not 
usually have 'family- 
friendly' policies that 
would enable women 
to return to employ- 
ment after starting a 
family. Although the 
majority of respon- 
dents made contribu- 
tions to a personal 
pension, few had 
taken out sickness or 
accident insurance.
Independence
Independence from strong external control has 
long been seen as a defining characteristic of the 
small business. Freelances in our survey did 
feel at least a measure of independence, ex- 
pressed primarily as freedom from interfer- 
ence, and many referred to their one-person 
operation as a business. "I have no boss and no 
subordinates," said one. "I have total responsi- 
bility for my own output." Interview responses 
also showed that freelances felt more autono- 
mous than in-house staff.
Although the legal and economic status of 
freelances in book publishing would suggest 
that they could freely contract with a range of 
different clients, the reality was rather differ- 
ent. Typically, they were heavily reliant on a 
single client, sometimes their former em- 
ployer, for more than half their work, and on 
two clients for more than 80 per cent. This 
made them vulnerable to changes in the major 
clients' demands, and to changes of in-house 
personnel, particularly commissioning edi- 
tors. It also weakened their bargaining posi- 
tion and left them little scope for independent 
growth and development.
In reality, the independence of freelances 
was limited. If they were working on more 
than one project at a time, they had to create 
the impression that they were working exclu- 
sively for one client alone. One said: "I sup-
pose I encourage every client to think they are 
my only client. They tend to assume that I 
have no one else and I don't like them to think 
I've got other work on the go." The autonomy 
of most respondents was chiefly manifest as a 
removal of direct supervision, limited control 
over working hours and where work was 
done.
About 10 per cent of respondents were less 
easy to distinguish from wage-workers. Their 
publishers actually provided training, paid 
for equipment and helped with running costs. 
These freelances had a closer 'special' rela- 
tionship with a single publisher, and yet re- 
mained excluded from all employment pro- 
tection measures.
The definition of self-employment covers 
ownership and control of the means of pro- 
duction, which can vary from the investment 
of considerable capital through to modest 
outlays such as the machinist's sewing ma- 
chine or the artisan's toolkit. In the case of 
book publishing, a fairly modest outlay for a 
home workstation included the costs of a 
computer, answerphone and printer as well 
as a telephone, with only a minority of freel- 
ances owning more sophisticated equipment, 
such as a facsimile machine (23 per cent) or a 
modem (6 per cent).
Disguised wage labour
Our research into the book publishing indus-
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try strongly supports the conclusion that 
most freelance workers were casualised em- 
ployees, rather than independent self-em- 
ployed. They had few of the advantages of 
being employed but neither did they enjoy 
the accepted advantages of being self-em- 
ployed. They were 'disguised' wage labour, 
with limited autonomy and freedom. Their 
position was little different from that of em- 
ployees, except that they did not enjoy the 
legislative safeguards that employees do. 
Most experienced poorer conditions than 
equivalent employees.
Most freelances had been 'pushed' into 
self-employment through circumstances be- 
yond their control, rather than attracted by the 
advantages of self-employment, or by their 
entrepreneurial drive. The unemployment 
'push factor' in the growth of self-employ- 
ment is a more powerful explanation than the 
entrepreneurial 'pull factor' in this case.
The current situation in the book-publish- 
ing industry suggests that the balance of 
power lies with the employers to bid down 
wages and dictate terms. The recession has 
created an excess of supply over demand, and 
it would seem that freelances will, for the fore- 
seeable future, remain at a disadvantage.
Long term dangers
Developments such as the movement to- 
wards a self-employed peripheral workforce 
witnessed in the book publishing industry 
may represent good news for the political 
Right. Individual contracts are the order of 
the day, the price of labour is not 'artificially 
determined by any notions of collective 
strength, and retribution is swift if freelances 
fail to meet desired quality standards.
However, the current situation does not 
appear sustainable. The best freelances were 
consistently reported to be those with several 
years' previous experience gained working 
in-house as employees with publishing com- 
panies. In many cases, the freelances were dis- 
placed ex-employees of the publisher cur- 
rently providing them with work. Aspiring
freelances without comparable training and 
experience frequently failed to get any work 
at all.
This freelance workforce is currently com- 
posed of a plentiful supply of ageing profes- 
sionals who learned their skills and gained 
experience and contacts in-house. Nearly 
two-thirds of our sample were aged 40 or 
over, and nearly one-quarter were aged over 
50. Thus, the industry is currently benefiting 
from a period when training investment ran 
at considerably higher levels than it does now. 
A supply of competent freelances is depend- 
ent on prior training and experience in-house, 
and this is clearly much reduced or disappear- 
ing. The failure to reproduce this labour force 
is likely to cause a crisis in the industry in the 
not too distant future.
Structural change
All the indications are that 'non-standard' 
workers will continue to be a growing feature 
of the UK labour market. The public policy 
implications of this are that the various forms 
of casualised employment cannot continue to 
be treated as unimportant or marginal.
Will measures develop that might amelio- 
rate the shortcomings of life in the externalised 
self-employed workforce? We have seen the po- 
sition of part-timers improve as a result of the 
House of Lords ruling that abolished the thresh- 
olds for employment protection, and despite 
the opt-out from the Social Chapter, many of the 
European Directives on 'atypical' work are 
having an impact in the UK.
Eventually, it could be argued, employers 
current low investment rates in training will 
create levels of skill shortages likely to 
strengthen the bargaining position of groups 
such as those currently working as freelances. 
This could result in employers seeking to re- 
store closer legal and economic ties with their 
peripheral workers. However, legal initia- 
tives directed towards encouraging a less lib- 
eral use by the courts of the term 'self- 
employed', might bring about this change 
rather sooner  
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Jobs 
and prices
Restrictive anti-inflationary policies 
lead to sustained unemployment
I s there a long term trade-off between in- flation and unemployment? The question has arisen recently in the context of dis- 
cussion of the degree of autonomy that 
should be given to a country's central bank 
in the conduct of monetary policy. It has a 
much wider importance, however. In its re- 
port 'The Role of the Bank of England' (1993), 
the House of Commons Treasury and Civil 
Service Committee said:
"The main case for granting the Bank 
greater autonomy in monetary policy is dis- 
armingly simple. It rests on the assumption 
that there is no long-term trade-off between 
growth and employment on 
the one hand and inflation on 
the other, and hence that the 
pursuit of price stability can 
be made the overriding objec- 
tive of monetary policy, with- 
out prejudice to the level of 
employment in the long run."
Opponents of giving the " 
Bank of England much more independent 
control of monetary policy - and I am among 
them - have argued that monetary policies do 
have important impact on the activity, real 
income and employment of the community; 
and that decisions on such matters should be 
taken by a democratically-controlled political 
authority. Supporters of greater inde-
pendence for the Central Bank say that in the 
long run there is no trade-off between infla- 
tion and unemployment. This is the thesis ex- 
amined here.
Foolproof?
It is generally accepted that when monetary 
policy is tightened in order to reduce the rate 
of inflation, the immediate effects will nor- 
mally include a check to production and a 
rise in unemployment. Indeed, it is through 
these effects that the policy bears down on 
inflation: lower activity means lower de- 
mand for labour, the bargaining strength of 
labour is reduced and em- 
ployers' resistance to wage 
increases is strengthened. 
The rate of growth of unit 
costs is checked and lower 
price inflation follows.
There is, however, an argu- 
ment which claims that these 
effects are quite ephemeral. 
This says that in the long run, the economy 
must tend towards a certain level of unem- 
ployment because there is only one level of 
unemployment consistent with a rate of infla- 
tion that neither accelerates nor decelerates. 
We may reasonably assume that policy-mak- 
ers will aim at ensuring that there is neither an 
indefinite acceleration nor an indefinite decel-
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This article is a follow-up to an earlier one in 
this journal where it was reported that sub- 
stantial numbers of formerly in-house editors 
and proofreaders in the UK book-publishing 
industry had become self-employed 'free- 
lancers', often still working for their previous 
employers and typically reliant upon a single 
die^for over half their work and upon two 
main clients for over 80% of it [1]. The pre- 
vious article reported on a survey of 371 
book-publishing industry freelancers and 
examined the labour supply characteristics 
which had led to such a substantial trans- 
formation in labour-use patterns. It was 
revealed that 'unemployment push' factors 
had exerted a stronger influence than
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'entrepreneurial pull' factors, though a long- 
term tradition of 'freelance' labour-vise in the 
industry (albeit historically on a very much 
more modest scale) might be seen as a pre- 
cursor to the casualisation of large sections of 
this creative workforce This process was 
incremental rather than radical.
Here we look at industry restructuring 
from a managerial perspective in fourteen 
publishing houses and offer explanations, 
framed at the level of the firm and publishing 
industry sub-sector, which are not available 
from national statistics.
Employers' labour use strategies, and the 
debates surrounding the flexible firm, have 
attracted a great deal of interest during the 
last decade [3]. Macro-statistics show consist- 
ently that the standard workforce shrank 
during this period (that is the full-time work-
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force with employee status and a 'permanent' 
job with their employer). Employers have 
clearly been reducing their reliance on this 
workforce and making more widespread use 
of part-time, temporary and self-employed or 
sub-contracted workers 14]. In terms of self- 
employment, if we examine DTI statistics on 
small firms, we find virtually no growth since 
the early 1980s in the numbers of small firms 
The figure has remained fairly 
constant at around the 1 million mark, com- 
pared with an of around 1 million to 
2.25 million in the number of self-employed 
without employees [5]. Within this segment 
of the self-employed grouping, some are 
genuinely independent but others are dis- 
guised wage-workers, in some cases created 
by decisions to re-define certain occupations 
or parts of the workforce.
The substitution of self-employed staff for 
employees has by no means been uniform 
across the economy. In some specialist 
niches, for example domestic milk delivery, 
restructuring has witnessed an entire class of 
employees (deliverymen/women) with no 
real aspirations to become entrepreneurs 
making the transition to self-employed status 
and continuing to work full-time for their 
previous employer. Here, people of formerly 
employee status work for a single client and 
make a relatively heavy financial investment, 
thus relieving their former employer from 
many of the costs and responsibilities of the 
direct employer [6]. In other cases, such as in 
construction, freelancing has also grown, in 
many cases without involving a substantial 
investment on the part of the individual, and 
not always involving work for a single cli- 
ent [71.
One explanation for the growth of self- 
employment and 'outsourcing' is offered by 
Atkinson, whose model of the flexible firm 
[8] offers a view of the firm which claims to 
fit the particular competitive and economic 
environment increasingly common since the 
early 1980s. He suggests the notion of a rad- 
ical departure from historical trends in the 
direction of a strategic approach yielding 
'core' and 'periphery' labour groupings. 
However, such an approach, which attempts 
to conflate a wide range of groupings and 
experiences into a single model of the flexible 
firm appears somewhat simplistic. For 
instance, Hakim has said:
It is undoubtedly true that Atkinson's simplified, 
some would say oversimplified, account of what 
flexibility means in practice, at the level of the
employing firm or organisation, has attracted far 
more attention and interest amongst managers 
and trade unionists than any of the more erudite 
reviews and research reports ... [9]
Follert has said:
What is at issue here is not whether there have 
been changes in the deployment of labour . . . there 
have been many changes, including labour intensi- 
fication, deskilling, reskilling, skill polarisation, 
changes in employment contracts, changes in the 
relative strength of different skill groups and bar- 
gaining strongholds, and more demands for lab- 
our versatility and mobility. The question is 
whether it is meaningful or helpful to conflate 
these uneven and often experimental changes into 
an overarching flexibility trend, and whether there 
is any basis for boldly postulating the emergence 
of a new era based on two types of work and 
worker: the functionally flexible core worker who 
is ideologically committed to the objectives of the 
employer, and the disposable remainder who 
remain marginal both to production and to analy- 
sis. [101
It was in the light of comments such as the 
above that it was decided to undertake 
research of an essentially qualitative nature 
using a case-study methodology restricted to 
a single industrial sector. Only such an 
approach, it was felt, would yield the kind of 
firm-specific detail required to progress the 
debate in this area.
Uncertainty and risk is an enduring feature 
of book publishing. Sales of each title are dif- 
ficult to predict and the fixed costs of produc- 
ing an 'original' are high in relation to the 
variable costs of printing. Many books do not 
recover their fixed costs whilst a few make 
enormous profits [11].
The traditional UK book publisher was 
small, independent and owner-managed. The 
traditional form of editorial labour was full- 
time, permanent (in-house) employees, pre- 
dominantly women, with degrees in the arts 
and a strong literary interest. As with other 
forms of creative employment, there was no 
shortage of labour supply for these jobs, 
though pay was generally quite low con- 
sidering the nature of the work and the skills 
required. The management style was pat- 
ernalistic and this was reflected in low trade 
union membership and weak collective bar- 
gaining strength.
In spite of a growing concentration of book 
publishing in the hands of large international
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publishing groups and media conglomerates, 
it remains a highly competitive sector, with 
hundreds of small independent publishing 
businesses still co-existing alongside the large 
publishing groups and conglomerates. This is 
the result of first, low barriers to entry, 
second, few economies of scale at the orig- 
ination stage since each title demands a simi- 
lar amount of labour and, finally, limited 
scope for any long-term market control in the 
face of a continuous expansion in the number 
of new book titles competing for plateaued 
sales levels.
Traditionally, editorial staff were required 
to have a general literary knowledge and to 
develop firm-specific skills. Although the 
task of copy-editing and proof-reading made 
it suitable for freelance home working, it was 
initially only subject experts (who had other 
full-time jobs) who 'moonlighted' in this 
way, as well as women combining work with
«
iily roles. This early use. of freelancing 
reared to be relatively small-scale, and 
developed as a departure from in-house 
employment primarily to provide 
and 
In this respect, previous employment poli- 
cies accorded quite closely with those 
observed by MacGregor and Sproull who 
found, in their Employer's Labour Use Strat- 
egy (ELUS) national survey that self- 
employed (freelance) workers were mainly 
still used by employers for 'traditional' 
reasons, to provide specialist skills (cited by 
60% of 'establishments' using self-employed 
labour) with the matching of manning levels 
to peaks in demand (29%) and meeting 
worker preference for self-employment (28%) 
A|ng the only other reasons of any major sig- 
nificance [12).
There has, particularly in the 1980s, been a 
significant and larger-scale shift in the 
employment patterns of editorial staff away 
from in-house employment towards home- 
based freelancing. In addition to reducing 
overheads, this enabled the matching of 
staffing levels exactly with peaks and troughs 
in demand, thereby rendering labour a vari- 
able and almost totally predictable cost.
Increased competition and price pressures 
created the demand for a freelance work- 
force. The supply-side of the equation moved 
into place with waves of heavy redundancies 
which created an experienced, displaced, lab- 
our force available to take on freelance work. 
This army of former in-house labour was
reinforced by the traditional stream of young 
college leavers wishing to enter the industry, 
and the turbulence in other sectors of the 
economy displacing people with relevant 
skills.
It was decided to adopt a case-study 
approach based on interviews with a sample 
of publishing houses. The selection of pub- 
lishing houses was made so as to cover a 
diverse cross-section of types of book pub- 
lisher, in order to test the extent to which 
moves towards a freelance workforce of edi- 
tors and proofreaders was a general, rather 
than an isolated, phenomenon.
The first stage of sampling was the choice 
of a publisher's directory with a compara- 
tively condensed selection of entries, namely 
[13]. This was 
used to construct a small sampling frame 
comprising 42 UK book publishers, stratified 
by si/e and product type. Twelve publishers 
were then randomly selected from this sam- 
pling frame. The unit of analysis adopted was 
the 'establishment', interpreted here as the 
section of the business for which there 
existed a separate manager with operational 
responsibilities for freelance editors and 
proof-readers.
Where the research revealed more than one 
'establishment' in an organisation, two 
'establishments' were recruited from each as 
a test of similarity of labour use policies 
within an organisation. The final sample 
covered 14 establishments, owned by 12 dif- 
ferent book publishing companies, ranging 
from household names to very small pub- 
lishers at the opposite end of the size and 
visibility scale. Five of the 14 case-study 
establishments were media conglomerates, 5 
were independents, 2 were subsidiaries of 
general conglomerates and 2 were from the 
public sector (one a university publisher). 
Numbers of titles published annually ranged 
from 6 to 750 and 10 of the 14 businesses sent 
at least part of their output for export.
The research involved interviews with 
managing editors conducted in 1994/5, these 
being strategically interposed between the 
freelancers previously studied and Finance 
Directors looking to cut organisational over- 
heads. Whilst, if the necessary resources had 
been available, the latter might have been 
interviewed directly, in the event they still 
established a ubiquitous presence in the
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research in the sense of imposing tight labour 
budgets and in-house staff freezes on Manag- 
ing Editor respondents. The focus of our 
questioning was on the firm's labour deploy- 
ment, the circumstances of the firms and the 
relationship between the environment and 
change or continuity in labour use. Questions 
were asked both about current and past use 
of types of labour so that a longer-term pic- 
ture could be built up.
In the sector under review here pub- 
lishing there are several sub-sectors, for 
example, journal publishers, maga/.ine pub- 
lishers, newspaper publishers, software pub- 
lishers and book-publishers. Our research 
was purposefully restricted to just one of 
these book-publishing and, whilst it 
might be suggested that other arms of the 
same general industry are unlikely to remain 
immune from at least some of the economic 
and financial pressures prevailing in the 
book-publishing sector, we are not suggest- 
ing that assumptions be made in advance of 
attempts to conduct separate research into 
the sub-sectors concerned.
Numbers of in-house editorial staff 
(employees) in the 14 establishments under 
study ranged from a minimum of 1 to a 
maximum of 25. An analysis of labour use 
showed a very high dependence on freelance 
editors and proof-readers. Whereas the 14 
publishing 'establishments' employed, in 
total, under 100 in-house editors and proof- 
readers, they used between them around four 
times this number of freelancers on a regular 
basis and had as many again 'on the books', 
including those used only as reserves. There 
was also a clear segmentation within the tree- 
lance labour force, comprising 'regulars' and 
'casuals'. Around 70% of the in-house staff 
were women and this figure accords closely 
with the proportion found by Tomlinson and 
Colgan 114]. However, it was noticeable that 
somewhat less than half of the managers 
responsible for freelance editing and proof- 
reading were women.
The research findings showed strong evi- 
dence of constraints on labour-use, enforced 
by Finance Directors and implemented in 
operational form by budgetary controls, the 
imposition of staff freezes and, often, the 
operation of policies restricting the replace- 
ment of in-house staff leavers. The personnel
specialist/department (where it existed in 
larger organisations) had policies on in-house 
employment but the process of hiring free- 
lancers at the operational level was left 
entirely to commissioning editors:
"Basically, they (personnel department) are con- 
cerned with employment. As far as using free- 
lancers is concerned, personnel don't regard that 
as employment. That's simply buying goods and 
services ... If we're paying an outside printer for 
work we used to do in-house, it's just the same as 
far as they are concerned. They don't regard that 
as coming within their purview . . ." (Publisher J)
I he allocation of work to freelancers then 
was not a formal affair. There was no ques- 
tion of drawing up formal lists of approved 
contractors, nor of competitive tendering. 
The system which had evolved was essen- 
tially informal and left everything to the 
discretion of in-house managing editors. 
Many stressed the long-term nature of 
relationships with freelancers, which often 
operated to the mutual benefit of both:
The bulk of our freelancers are people we have 
known for a long time, and a lot of them are ex- 
employees. . . . (Publisher G)
Some publishers gave priority to local free- 
lancers to ensure a proportion of them in 
their pool:
Yes, of course it's very important to have some 
people (local) in London but . . . the rest can be 
anywhere in the British Isles. (Publisher K2)
At the same time, there were some free- 
lancers who were never required to visit the 
publisher:
This particular chap who does most of our work 
has worked for us for 15 years and I've never actu- 
ally met him he's just a voice on the telephone. 
(Publisher C)
Respondents from the 14 book publishing 
'establishments' were asked whether the use 
of freelance editors and proof-readers was a 
recent or traditional practice and the reasons 
for their use. In only 4 of the 14 cases had the 
first use of freelancers occurred only recently 
(2 of these businesses had been formed only 
4 and 7 years ago respectively). In the other 
10 it had not been used historically on any- 
thing approaching its current scale but, 
rather, to allow small numbers of (usually) 
women to combine work with domestic
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duties, 'moonlighting' or, alternatively, 
 undertaking paid overtime away from the 
workplace. Thus, use of external workers was 
the continuation, and acceleration, of long- 
standing labour use practices, rather than 
something completely new. Typically, the use 
of freelancers had grown incrementally over 
time.
Two cases of more recent adoption of free- 
lancing as a principal source of editorial lab- 
our (cases E and F) were relatively new busi- 
ness start-ups (four and seven years old) 
where new owners had simply adopted pre- 
vailing industry norms. Here the rationales 
for using freelance labour did not centre 
around 'cost cutting' as was the case with the 
older more established publishers, because 
costs had already been cut, but centred more 
around the challenges of matching peaks in 
demand and the provision of specialist skills. 
These were not publishers considering trans- 
ferring from in-house to freelance labour. 
Instead, the current industry norms were 
adopted as a matter of course and 'taken- 
for-granted'.
Figure 1 illustrates the main reasons given 
by publishers for the current use of freelance 
labour in their organisations. Here we 
presented them with the main reasons for use 
of self-employed workers identified by Mac- 
Gregor and Sproull in their Employers' Lab- 
our Use Strategy (ELUS) national survey [15]. 
Of the 14 establishments studied, 9 men- 
tioned just one single 'main reason' whilst 
another 3 gave two main reasons and the
remaining 2 gave a spread of three main 
reasons each. Nine of the 14 establishments 
gave reasons which we could group under 
the heading of Under this head- 
ing would come factors such as to 'reduce 
wage costs', 'reduce non-wage costs', 'save 
on office space' and 'cope with increased 
workloads with lower unit costs'.
Eight gave as a main reason 'matching 
peaks in demand' (the achievement of 
numerical flexibility). Four respondent firms 
(including the two relatively new ones) gave 
it as the only reason. Only a small minority 
(2) gave the 'provision of specialist skills' as 
a main reason for using freelance labour and 
these involved specialist language and legal 
knowledge skills. Only one of the 14 pub- 
lishing establishments gave 'to accommodate 
freelancers preferences' as a main reason 
(either historically or currently) for the use of 
freelance labour. Therefore demand-side 
reasons for freelance labour use were pre- 
dominant, and not the preferences of the sup- 
ply-side.
Although statistical comparisons are not 
possible due to the small number of cases, 
our results do not appear to add support to 
MacGregor and Sproull's findings from their 
Employers' Labour Use Strategy (ELUS) 
national survey. Whereas MacGregor and 
Sproull found that self-employed workers 
were used mainly to provide specialist skills, 
followed by the matching of manning levels 
to peaks in demand, and then meeting indi- 
viduals' preferences for self-employment, our
To provide specialists skills
To match peaks in demand
To accommodate freelancers' preferences
To reduce wage costs
To reduce non-wage costs
To take on higher workload
To evade staff 'freezes'
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findings reverse the first two reasons 
(mentioned by 2 case firms and 8 case firms 
respectively) and found only 1 case firm 
mentioning the third factor accommodating 
worker preferences.
The three main reasons which we earlier 
conflated under the single heading of 
were mentioned in total by nine respon- 
dent firms. The recently formed firms E and 
F had operated from the outset almost totally 
reliant on freelance labour use, with only a 
tiny in-house core workforce. These firms did 
not feel that the cost cutting factors applied 
to them since they saw their salience as pre- 
dating their entry into the field. This left a 
majority of 9 of the 12 older establishments 
(75%) claiming cost cutting as a major reason 
for freelance labour use.
Details of selected case-study publishing 
houses are outlined below to illustrate the 
interaction of forces over the last two decades 
which have acted to bring about the 
increased use of freelance editorial labour. 
Because each case is unique, it is important 
to try to interpret the data presented above 
within the environmental context of each 
publishing business.
Six case-studies have been chosen for pres- 
entation here and these were selected with 
the intention of demonstrating different pat- 
terns of freelance adoption. They are grouped 
in pairs under three book publishing sector 
headings: Public Sector (A and B); Inde- 
pendent (F and I) and Media Conglomerate 
(K and L, which each covered 2 
'establishments').
Publisher A was a well-known university 
press. It was founded nearly 100 years ago 
and specialised in academic books and jour- 
nals in the humanities and social sciences. Its 
annual turnover was around the Elm mark 
and its annual output of new titles had 
increased to around 20 per annum from a 
base of around 10 in the mid-1970s. It had a 
good reputation and a strong market pos- 
ition.
The catalyst for the early use of freelancers, 
on anything other than an occasional ad hoc 
basis, dated back to the mid-1970s and took 
the form of a freeze on the recruitment of in- 
house staff as a response to uncertainties over
future levels of university funding. A con- 
tributory factor here appeared to have been 
threats of increased non-wage costs associa- 
ted with new employment rights. This was 
the view of many employers in the 1970s, fol- 
lowing the introduction of the 1971 Industrial 
Relations Act and the 1975 Employment Pro- 
tection Act.
Publisher A had no formal policies regard- 
ing the use of freelance labour. Rather, cur- 
rent practices were the result of local devel- 
opments over time. Over a period of 20 years, 
the output of new titles had doubled without 
any growth whatever in the number of in- 
house jobs which had remained fairly con- 
stant. However, the jobs of the in-house core 
had adapted to cope with the growing 
demands of editorial management and co- 
ordination.
Although this publisher is "in active con- 
tact with" around a dozen freelances, only 
half that number are used on a regular basis 
and personal compatibility with freelancers is 
deemed important in their choice, as is their 
locality and ability to visit the premises 
fairly regularly:
As for deciding who (of the freelancers on their 
lists) gets the work, it's a prejudice founded on 
who you get on best with at a personal level . . . 
like people to be local and to visit us quite 
often [once or twice a month] so that we can run 
through any queries they have we like to interact 
with our freelancers anyway, so geography is a 
restriction.
Publisher A now envisages a further immi- 
nent expansion of new titles but, in order to 
achieve this, is hoping for a growth in the 
number of in-house editorial staff so as to 
maintain the current ratio of in-house to 
external freelance staff. The value system 
driving publisher A is essentially a cultural 
one, against a background of financial con- 
straints, and it is clear that a small group of 
key freelancers are viewed very much as an 
integral part of the organisation by the in- 
house staff, in all respects other than employ- 
ment fringe benefits and locality. Consistent 
with the strong cultural values of publisher 
A is a disapproval of the increasing numbers 
of untrained newcomers attempting to break 
into the industry without having been first 
trained and socialised into the industry.
Developments in publisher B shared cer- 
tain similarities with those of publisher A, 
albeit against a background of some stark dif- 
ferences. Publisher B was a division of a well- 
known non-profit making organisation with
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a cultural mission in the public sector. 
Founded 20 years ago, it specialised in aca- 
demic and professional books on the arts and 
the media. Its output of new titles had 
recently increased to about 30 a year and its 
turnover was around the £0.5m mark.
Until the early 1990s, all copy-editing and 
proof-reading was undertaken in-house. No 
use whatever, other than in very rare and 
exceptional circumstances, had been made of 
freelance labour. However, at that time, the 
organisation faced a severe financial crisis 
triggered by cuts in government grant and 
recession.
A new senior manager was brought into 
the organisation with a brief to increase out- 
put and dilute overheads. Immediately, the 
size of the in-house core staff team was 
reduced and most editorial work put out to 
freelancers, with the remaining staff restric- 
ted to simply commissioning and editing the 
^ork of their freelance counterparts. With the 
use of freelance labour, output rose sharply:
With roughly the same in-house staff levels as we 
had five years ago, we are now doing about 30 
publications a year compared with 8 or 10 then.
Although the changes in this organisation 
were of very recent origin, this did not indi- 
cate that they were in any sense reversible. 
The change in culture ran deep now with the 
new manager working to actually break ties 
with traditional sector norms and values. For 
instance, he actively discouraged policies fav- 
ouring freelancers either living locally or, 
indeed, previously trained in the sector, urg- 
ing his staff to seek only competence in 
their freelancers.
Publisher B had 15 freelancers on its books, 
  whom 3 were used almost full-time, 6 were 
used regularly and the remaining 6 used 
occasionally. The process of reducing core 
staff and using freelancers in their place was 
also being considered for implementation 
amongst the organisation's direct sales team.
Both cases A and B were examples of 
reactive strategies designed to deal with 
external financial pressures. These arose from 
a common source changes in government 
funding and, in the case of B particularly, 
recession. Resulting business policies had 
marked implications for labour use. The 
major differences in these two case examples 
were, firstly, the speed with which it came 
about. For publisher A the process of change 
was less dramatic, allowing a business policy 
of containment to be adopted before coping
with an expansion programme. Secondly, 
whereas publisher A was able to protect its 
core in-house workforce completely and was, 
at the end of the case even intending to 
expand it, publisher B had cut the size of its 
in-house core and further cuts looked likely 
in the future. However, the fact remained 
that, in both organisations, the reliance upon 
freelance labour use had become substantial.
Publisher F was a very small independent 
publisher founded in the late 1980s. With an 
annual financial turnover of around £0.3m, it 
produced around 12 new book titles a year, 
mainly non-fiction paperbacks for the con- 
sumer market. It also produced a lot of 
reprints. Access to a large pool of experi- 
enced freelancers, with experience of differ- 
ent fields, enabled them to match their labour 
requirements both to the intermittent flow of 
work and, when required, to the particular 
knowledge and skill demands of each book. 
The Publications Director of publisher F 
had previously worked for a larger publisher 
which had moved towards ever greater use 
of freelancers in order to save on labour costs. 
She had 20 freelance editors and proofreaders 
on her books, of whom six were used regu- 
larly:
The regulars are people who never foul up, who 
never make a mistake. People without in-house 
training don't understand (your needs).
Our respondent saw the main arguments for 
using freelancers as their suitability for 
homeworking and the need to meet intermit- 
tent peaks in demand for work:
Proofreading and editing are skills that need unin- 
terrupted concentration and can be done very well 
at home . . . Only large firms nowadays seem able 
to employ full-time proofers and editors in-house 
because, in a small firm, the work is too sporadic.
The occasional need for specialist skills was 
also seen as an important advantage to be 
gained from using freelance labour:
You can get someone of a high calibre, who will 
understand the book in question, whereas an in- 
house person may not be suited for that parti- 
cular project.
However, at the same time, disadvantages 
were acknowledged linked with the use of 
freelance labour:
Sometimes it's better to have people in-house. 
Freelancers can only do specific large projects.
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They can't do the sort of little things as they go 
along. They may not always be fully aware of 
what you want because you're not working with 
them on a day-to-day basis ....
This business would probably never have 
started up but tor the cost advantages 
bestowed by the use of freelance labour and 
the resulting space savings. However, 
because the business had started so recently, 
the option of employing in-house editorial 
staff had never been considered. Employee 
wage costs and non-wage costs were never 
savings that existed to be made since they 
were never encountered. A minimal or vir- 
tual office, based almost totally on freelance 
labour use, was the reality from the outset 
and was a 'taken-for-granted' pre-condition 
for business set-up and survival. This case 
suggests that, unless independent book pub- 
lishers acheive considerable market power in 
a particular market niche, or are large enough 
to ensure an even work flow, they will have 
to rely on the use of freelance editors and 
proofreaders in order to stay in business.
Publisher I was a medium-sized, well- 
known and long-established business with a 
fair degree of market strength. Formed in the 
1920s, it produced 120-150 new titles plus 
around 100 reprints of fiction and non-fiction 
for the consumer market. It had an annual 
turnover of around £9m. In recent years, out- 
put had increased dramatically and publi- 
cation times shortened. Certainly, the use of 
freelance labour for them appeared less 'cris- 
is' or 'pressure' induced than was the case for 
most of the other case-studies. Also, whereas 
publisher F was a labour-market 'taker', pub- 
lisher I was more of a labour-market 'maker'. 
This company appeared to have been more 
proactive in its decision-making than most 
and its reasons for change may have been 
more oriented towards positive desires for 
growth and profitability than the reactive 
impulse of sheer survival. It is noticeable 
that, of all the 12 publishing houses, or 14 
establishments studied, it was one of two (the 
other being publisher A) where respondents 
gave the widest range of reasons for using 
freelance labour (see Figure 1).
Publisher I was able to point to dramatic 
increases in new book titles in recent years, 
along with a shortening of publication times. 
Other reasons given for freelance labour use 
were the ability to harness specialist skills 
and to meet peaks in demand which 
coincided with their main publication sea- 
sons, these being autumn (for the Christmas
market) and spring. Publisher I had some 40 
freelance editorial workers on their books 
and used between 20 and 30 regularly. As the 
Pre-Press manager put it:
People like working for us. We don't pay parti- 
cularly well compared with other publishing com- 
panies, but we do publish books which our free- 
lancers actually enjoy reading on a pleasurable 
basis whilst earning money.
No freelancer had been dropped since the 
current Pre-Press Manager joined the com- 
pany 3 years ago but, he claimed, they would 
if their work fell below standard or they tried 
to push up the price too much. In the past, 
no target hours were issued with jobs, which 
had resulted in some excessively high pay 
claims. Target hours were now being given 
and freelancers were expected to discuss 
these in advance if they deemed targets 
unreasonable, for example, due to complexity 
or length. The Pre-Press Manager had 
wanted to appoint one additional in-house 
copy-editor in order to able to cope more 
comfortably with rush jobs. Though, in his 
professional judgement, this would make 
good operational sense, it looked unlikely to 
happen since the company tended to look 
unfavourably on the appointment of any staff 
to new permanent posts.
As was noted above, publisher I enjoyed 
considerable market strength and appeared 
to have been more pro-active, rather than 
purely responsive, in its decision-making 
compared with other publishers in the sam- 
ple. In line with this, the firm had just taken 
on a new Pre-Press Manager specifically to 
cope with the challenges of new technology:
It's increasingly likely that our freelancers will 
have to be equipped with a computer in the future 
because, as opposed to sending out typed manu- 
scripts, we're now sending out discs and asking 
freelancers to edit on screen for us.
The main difference between case-study pub- 
lishers F and I was that publisher I had pro- 
tected its in-house 'core' editorial employed 
workforce whilst publisher F had never had 
one. Though the outcome is again similar in 
terms of a substantial reliance on freelance 
labour, the process is different reflecting the 
respective ages and histories of these two 
publishers.
Publisher K was a UK publishing subsidiary
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of a large international media conglomerate. 
Each of its divisions was managed indepen- 
dently. This case-study contrasts two of pub- 
lisher K's editorial departments. By far the 
largest of these was Kl. The paperback 
imprint on which Kl was based was founded 
some 60 years ago. Kl produced over 300 
new titles each year, specialising in paper- 
backs for the home consumer market. It also 
re-printed around 100 'take-overs' 
(paperback editions of successful hardbacks). 
By comparison, K2 was much smaller, pro- 
ducing around 50 new hardbacks each year 
for the home consumer market.
Freelance working in publisher K subsidi- 
aries (both Kl and K2) began some 20 to 30 
years ago, during which period most edi- 
torial management positions had been 
vacated several times and even respondents 
who had been employed there since that time 
were in very much more junior positions 
when early practices on freelancer use were 
first established. This, allied with the si/.e and 
complexity of this very large international 
conglomerate, made the exact tracing of his- 
torical decisions, and their designation as 
either or extremely diffi- 
cult. However, at the very least, respondents 
were able to supply a knowledge and under- 
standing of at least the major factors which 
sustained the practice of freelance labour use.
Respondents' accounts confirmed that the 
use of freelance labour in establishments Kl 
and K2 operated in much the same way and 
for much the same reasons, despite the fact 
that they were of different sizes and served 
very different subject areas and target mar- 
kets. The output of titles at Kl had increased 
markedly in recent years, though not so at 
K2. Here the pressure to reduce costs per title 
came largely from stagnated sales and the 
increasing power of distributors via 
increased discounts and 'sale or return' con- 
tracts. The strongest single point of compar- 
ability in the situations of the 2 establish- 
ments (apart from identical ownership) was 
an uneven (largely seasonal) demand for 
their product and hence labour resources.
Publisher K had repeatedly been forced to 
make redundancies, hence reducing the size 
of its in-house 'core' staff. The resulting out- 
come had involved the transfer of redundant 
editorial staff over to freelance status 
operating from their own homes. In the 
words of one manager:
A lot of editors who were made redundant are 
now working as freelancers an awful lot. There
are far more people waiting to work in the indus- 
try than there are jobs. Often when you get jobs 
advertised, even at quite junior level, you get a 
huge number of people applying many of them 
vastly over-qualified. However, since fewer and 
fewer people are now being trained in-house, you 
find that many of the applications are from people 
with little or no experience so you don't have as 
wide a choice as you might think at first sight.
The use of freelance editors and proofreaders 
at Kl has been traditional over a period of 
30 years but on nothing like its current scale. 
Managers experienced an on-going tension 
between the need to use freelancers in order 
to contain business overhead levels and the 
need to maintain sufficient in-house staff to 
run the business effectively. Since the under- 
lying source of this tension was the competi- 
tive and uncertain conditions of book pub- 
lishing, there seemed little scope for respite.
Publisher K had a strong NUJ chapel 
which negotiated locally with the company. 
The current company agreement contained a 
commitment to maintain prevailing staff lev- 
els and thus provided some protection 
against the use of freelancers to undermine 
the job security of in-house staff.
In both the publisher K establishments, 
another change was currently taking place 
involving the introduction of new technology 
designed to cut overheads:
We at (publisher K) are going to introduce work- 
ing on screen within the next year or so. Certainly 
freelancers who are not already working on screen 
had better learn fast, because everyone in the 
industry is going to have to be able to cope with it.
A respondent from publisher K2 saw book- 
shop discounting as a growing problem cur- 
rently facing book publishers:
. . . discounts on books to bookshops are becoming 
enormous . . . and they can return anything they 
want which didn't happen in the old days. It has 
become particularly acute in the last 5 years or so. 
So, we do small print runs now and gear up for 
quick reprints if necessary 'just-in-time' printing.
In the case of both publisher K subsidiaries, 
the growth of freelance labour use had been 
accompanied by a continuing process of core 
staff reductions. Broadly speaking, the find- 
ings in this case study support the notion of 
labour use policies developing over a long 
period in an incremental way in response to 
changing market conditions. Whether it is 
appropriate to describe such events as stra- 
tegic decision-making is a matter for debate. 
Publisher L was a holding company for 
several UK subsidiaries of an international
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media conglomerate with an annual turnover 
of approximately £300m. This case study 
covered two establishments, LI and L2. Pub- 
lisher LI specialised in legal books for the 
academic and professional market, produc- 
ing around 50 new titles each year. Publisher 
L2 prod viced only abovit 6 new titles each 
year in the non-fiction consumer market and 
did a lot of work up-dating a very large 
back-list.
The editorial departments of both pub- 
lishers LI and L2 had traditionally been very 
strongly female dominated. However, parti- 
cularly in the case of LI, specialising in legal 
books, the situation was beginning to change:
I think there are more men coming in now as edi- 
tors. I think this is n reflection of the difficulty of 
getting articles or pupillages in the legal world. 
People with a law degree are sometimes looking 
for another outlet connected with the law.
Publisher Li's strong legal booklist was 
growing, primarily because of the volume of 
statutory changes made since the early 1980s. 
The number of in-house staff had not been 
cut during this period due to shortages in the 
key skill areas, though the origination costs 
per title had dropped due to the use of free- 
lance labour. In traditional terms, in-house 
expansion would have been necessary in 
order to accommodate such an expansion in 
output but this had been pegged. In addition, 
fluctuations in workload had increased due 
to the need to get into the market quickly fol- 
lowing changes in statutory provisions. This 
had been in addition to coping with the sea- 
sonal fluctuations associated with the aca- 
demic book market. The situation of pub- 
lisher L2 was similar, albeit with certain key 
differences. Seasonality was in this case tied 
to the consumer Christmas market.
Publisher LI reported a very settled band 
of freelancers:
We have to use people trained in-house for this 
kind of specialist work. Most of them have been 
with us for 20 years and are ex-employees. We use 
people who do most of their work for us and so 
they tend to be available when we need them.
Editorial managers at both LI and L2 felt that 
their work was specialist and did not lend 
itself very easily to freelance working. As a 
result, L1 took care to provide regular work 
for a group of around 50 carefully selected 
freelancers:
We pick people carefully and pay fairly well. We 
have people who rely on us for about 70 per cent
of their work and so tend to be available to us as 
and when we need them.
An editorial manager from L2 said:
We prefer to do the work in-house because then 
people know the subject matter and can work fas- 
ter. If I use freelancers, it's because I really have 
no option and I will give them work which doesn't 
involve a necessity of the subject knowledge.
Publisher L2 was currently building up a 
new list of freelancers due to major changes 
in skill demands, stemming from the intro- 
duction of new technology:
The reason my list of freelancers is not appropriate 
any more is that we are now using Apple Macs 
in-house. We now do desk top publishing, which 
has totally changed the skills base of everyone 
here. They (in-house staff) are all very skilled at 
this and none of the freelance people I used before 
have those skills, so I'll have to start again and find 
people with those skills.
Comparing these 2 establishments, it was 
apparent that the pressures for changes in 
labour use did not develop evenly over time 
or across different divisions of the same busi- 
ness. Nevertheless, different factors had com- 
bined to create similar pressures in establish- 
ments of differing size, target markets, and 
seasonal factors, to redvice organisational 
overheads. One common response to this was 
the development of a labour force containing 
a large freelance element.
Discussion and conclusions
The current research has highlighted a sector 
of the economy which has moved in the 
direction of a 'core-periphery' type structure 
in a profound, sustained and, probably irre- 
versible manner. Industry concentration and 
labour use policies transformed the UK book 
publishing industry fundamentally between 
the mid-1970s and the mid-1990s.
Given the nature of the work involved  
editing and proofreading and the sector's 
early historical precedents for freelancing, it 
is perhaps not surprising that freelancing 
grew so rapidly when economic pressures 
threatened the very existence of so many 
publishing houses. However, freelance lab- 
our use has grown because of a series of 
recessions in the industry, compounded by a 
rash of takeovers and mergers, plus a 
reduction in union power.
The control of labour costs in book orig- 
ination is vitally important for publishers 
since cost is front-loaded and labour-inten-
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sive. In controlling these costs, publishers 
have been helped by the persistent over-sup- 
ply of a predominantly female labour force 
with the appropriate skills. As Rubery and 
Wilkinson comment:
Thus employers have the best of several worlds: 
the domestic circumstance of married women, for 
example, provides the basis for a flexible, commit- 
ted but cheap labour force: primary workers at sec- 
ondary prices 116].
No longer is freelance labour used as an 
addition to mainstream in-house full-time 
labour but, rather, as a substitute. Lite in the 
freelance editorial labour market is poten- 
tially brutal carrying, as it does, no perks and 
no security. The findings from the current 
research fieldwork showed that management 
policies took the form largely of reactions 
based on tradition and opportunism.
The book-publishing labour force is aging 
since few young entrants were being taken 
on in-house to learn the trade. It was only 
prior direct in-house experience which 
allowed the freelance system to work. Hut, as 
one respondent put it:
We are not really in the business of training 
because it would require distance learning . . . The 
way in which we operate now necessitates that 
people already have the skills we require. 
(Publisher K2)
As this aging workforce passes through the 
age of normal retirement, there is no obvious 
source of replacement in the absence of any 
concerted training effort by the industry [17]. 
A typology of segmented labour markets, 
following Loveridge (Figure 2), appears to fit 
the situations of our case-study firms better 
than a simple core-periphery model 118]. This 
model is based on a four-fold classification 
cross-cutting internal (1) and external (E) lab- 
our markets with primary (P) and secondary 
labour markets. This yields four firm-spe-
cific labour markets: PI, PE, SI and SE. How- 
ever, whereas the Atkinson model would 
label all our freelance workers as simply 
using the Loveridge model 
allows for two distinct categories of external- 
ised workers, 'regulars' and 'casuals' fit the 
PE and SE categories, respectively.
The 'regulars' represented a relatively 
stable external workforce which approxi- 
mates to Loveridge's group- 
ing (Figure 2). These were freelance workers, 
highly regarded by in-house managers, who 
experienced a flow of repeat work, thereby 
somewhat reducing their experience of 
income insecurity. The corollary is that there 
is a workforce of freelances 
who were referred to as 'casuals'. The latter 
only gain work opportunities when the for- 
mer are unavailable, and therefore experience 
lower and less stable earnings.
Thus, there appeared to be a distinct form 
of labour market segmentation in operation, 
but amongst people performing broadly 
similar jobs, in three of Loveridge's categor- 
ies: employed editors and proofreaders 
(internal primary labour market); freelance 
'regulars' (external primary labour market) 
and, finally, freelance 'casuals' (external sec- 
ondary labour market). Even for 'regular' 
freelancers, financial rewards were confined 
strictly to matters of pay for work completed. 
There were no sickness or holiday payments, 
pensions or other fringe benefits.
Loveridge's typology, based on labour 
market segmentation, is useful in that it 
allows changes in the location of employees 
to be explained by employers' reactions to 
change. Also, this facilitates explanation at 
the individual firm level, and can offer 
insights into why particular groups of work- 
ers have been moved, for example, from the 
primary internal to the primary external mar- 
ket within particular enterprises.
The main union for editorial and other cre- 
ative staff grades in the UK book publishing 
industry, the National Union of Journalists 
(NUJ) has found itself unable to resist either 
the tide of de-recognition or the growing use 
of freelance labour in recent years. On 
occasions, employers have cushioned redun- 
dancies, following the example of employers 
in other industries, by guarantees of freelance 
work. This, in itself, underlined the fact that 
freelancers in publishing were far from being 
a new breed of self-employed entrepreneurs. 
Rather, they were a casualised and highly 
dependent workforce facing insecurity and,
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in the years to come, a bewildering rate of 
technological change.
The fact that the book-publishing industry 
had a tradition, albeit on a much smaller 
scale than at present, of freelance working, 
providing a tried-and-tested means of cost- 
reduction in the face of increasing compe- 
tition and economic pressures. This, in turn, 
accords with Hakim's observation that:
It seems to follow that only a small part of the 
rapid increase in the si/,e of the peripheral work- 
force ... is attributable to a qualitative change in 
management strategy, the major part being due 
simply to an extension of traditional approaches 
to labour use. Current restructuring of the labour 
force is brought about by the continuation and 
intensification ol traditional and opportunistic 
approaches to the use of the peripheral workforce 
as an extension of, or substitution for, the core 
workforce. 119]
Tilt1 main driver for greater use of freelance 
workers was clearly cost-cutting. In all the 
cases studied, changes in labour use 
appeared to have become irreversible since 
lower cost structures had been absorbed and 
generalised. This was illustrated nowhere 
more clearly than in the case of the two rela- 
tively new firms which automatically 
adopted a core-periphery mode of operation 
in order to compete on equal terms with 
existing publishing houses. Hakim makes the 
point that such changes can quickly become 
irreversible:
One might conclude that the expansion ot the per- 
iphery . . . might be readily reversed once a pattern 
of continuous and stable growth in the economy 
is achieved. But changes that are 'accidental' or 
'opportunistic' when they occur can nonetheless 
quickly become permanent and irreversible. 12()|
The predictions of Rubery and Wilkinson 
now seem rather optimistic:
. . . the ability to escape from uncertainty and price 
pressure, by adopting employment strategies 
based on wage and employment flexibility, is con- 
strained by the requirement to pay closer attention 
to non-price aspects of competition . . . The fact 
that the effects of labour organi/ation strategies 
are likely to be imprinted on the quality ol pro- 
ducts and services limits the scope of policies pro- 
ducing inferior terms and conditions of employ- 
ment in highly competitive markets where 
product quality matters. [21]
General economic decline and employer 
strength have progressed at such a pace over 
the ten years since the research upon which 
this claim was made that, in book-publishing 
at least, primary quality labour is being con-
sistently accessed at secondary prices. There 
is little evidence in book publishing of long- 
term, strategic thought on the adoption of 
increasing segmented labour market use but, 
equally, it seems to have become a perma- 
nent and taken-for-granted modus operandi. 
It is difficult to envisage publishers reverting 
to earlier practices.
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Reluctant Entrepreneurs and their 
Clients  The Case of Self- 
employed Freelance Workers in the 
British Book Publishing Industry
O NE OK THE MOST I'ROKOUND changes ill the structure1 of the British workforce since the early 1980s 
has been the dramatic growth in the 
number of people involved in small 
business, particularly the self-employed 
without employees (Curran and Reid, 
1992). Another has been the emergence of 
the larger business in its new incarnation 
as a 'down-sized', work intensified, 
externally sourced, 'anorexic' organisation 
(Atkinson and Meager, 1986; Cordova, 
1986; Hakim, 1987 and 1990; Hunter and 
Machines, 1990; MacGregor and Sproull, 
1991; Rainbird, 1991; Walsh, 1991; 
Brewster, Hegewisch, Lockhart and Mayne, 
1993; Turnbull and Wass, 1995). However, 
these two processes are becoming 
increasingly inter-twined, with the larger 
organisation searching for 'leanness',
achieved by means of internal staff 
reductions and by 'externalising' many 
functions previously performed in-house.
We have, on occasions, witnessed whole 
classes of employees with no real 
aspirations to become entrepreneurs, 
making the transition from employment to 
self-employment, often continuing to work 
partly or wholly for their former 
employers. For instance, in the UK, the 
late 1980s and early 1990s witnessed the 
emergence of over 8,000 self-employed 
franchised diary roundsmen (British 
Franchise Association/National 
Westminster Bank, Franchise Survey, 1993: 
3; Boyle, 1994). These were:
". . . 
(Boyle, 1994).
The British Book Publishing Industry
(Random Century, HarperCollins, 
Pearson and Reid International), each of 
them comprehending many different 
activities in publishing and other media . 
. . (and having) presence in both Britain 
and the United States" (1993: 169). The 
mergers were mainly 'horizontal', 
involving the extension of a publisher's 
existing product range by the acquisition 
of another publisher's 'list' of book titles 
rather than the company as a whole.
These changes had major implications 
for publishing staff, including waves of 
redundancies. A concentration of cost- 
cutting has meant that jobs with low task 
interdependency, that use relatively 
inexpensive equipment, and are cerebral 
rather than manual in nature, such as the 
proof-readers and editor's in the current 
survey, are increasingly being 
'externalised' ((-'lark, 1988; Bennett, 
1992).
Since the 1970s, average book sales per 
title in Britain have fallen. Revenue 
shortfalls have been exacerbated further 
by the growing strength of book 
distributors, cutting of profit margins, 
and the introduction of 'sale or return' 
contracts (Owen, 1993). The response of 
publishers, in an attempt to hold market 
shares and spread their risks, has been to 
substantially increase numbers of new 
titles whilst holding down business 
overheads. One key strategy here has 
been the increasing use of freelance 
editorial workers, firstly to accommodate 
'freezes' in the number of in-house 'core' 
staff and, more recently, as replacements 
for the latter.
The 'externalisation' of editing and 
proof-reading offers publishers 
considerable cost-savings, focusing 
around an ability to closely match the 
supply and demand for labour, and to 
access specialist skills only needed
intermittently on a short-term basis. It 
also circumvents many overhead costs of 
employment, including the costs of 
providing office space, training and 
equipment provision. The self-employed 
freelancers share none of the 
employment protection provisions of the 
directly employed, and the risks of 
obtaining a sufficient flow of work and 
income are pushed onto them.
Whilst large conglomerates hold 
centre-stage in the public perception of 
British book-publishing, the majority of 
publishers, in pure statistical terms, are 
still young independents. A third force in 
the field is the universities and 
professional associations, keen to 
promote their intellectual output to their 
respective peer group readerships.
The research reported here is drawn 
from a multi-stage project. The first stage 
involved a survey of around 800 freelance 
editors and proof-readers conducted 
dining the early to mid-1990s. This 
resulted in a usable response of 371 
mailed-questionnaires. Following this, 
recorded in-depth interviews were 
conducted with a representative sample 
of 40 respondents (Granger, Stanworth 
and Stanworth, 1995; Stanworth and 
Stamvorth, 1995).
Finally, it was decided to interview key 
staff from a range of publishing houses in 
order to achieve a better understanding 
of the forces and policies structuring the 
large-scale movement away from the use 
of employed in-house creative editorial 
staff and towards the increasing use of 
self-employed externalised labour. This 
study was completed in 1995 and involved 
14 publishing establishments. Five of the 
14 case-study establishments were media 
conglomerates, 5 were independents, 2
were subsidiaries of general 
conglomerates and were drawn from 
the public sector (one a university 
publisher). Numbers of titles published 
annually ranged from 6 to 750 and 10 of 
the 14 businesses sent at least part of 
their output for export. This current 
article represents an attempt to pull 
together the various strands of this entire 
project, with a special focus on issues 
such as entrepreneurship, small business 
creation and changing labour markets in 
Britain.
Our in-depth interview programme 
with freelancers showed routes into 
freelancing characterised by the over- 
riding effects of a major career 
disruption, most commonly redundancy. 
Our analysis shows that the threshold of
These would take a job as an employee 
if one became available and would not 
encourage others to become self- 
employed.
2. who became freelance 
through a desire to accommodate 
certain essential non-work needs (child 
rearing, caring, disablement, desire for 
rural life-style, etc.). These would 
return to employment if a job were 
offered and other circumstances 
permitted. They would encourage 
others to become self-employed only 
provided they have the essential 
personal qualities and prior experience 
as an employee1 in publishing.
3. who became freelance 
mainly through personal preference, 
often fuelled by a strong dislike of in- 
house politics, pressures, bureaucracy, 
etc. They would not return to
Figure 1
At Time of Entry into 
Freelance Self-employment At Time of Interview
transition for those entering self- 
employment from direct employment 
operates at a number of levels, rather 
than the simple two-level 'push-pull' 
model (Curran, 1996). A typology of 4 
main types of book-publishing self- 
employed freelancers was developed: 
who became freelance 
because of the loss of in-house 
employment (due to redundancy).
employment tinder any realistic 
circumstances and would encourage 
others to become self-employed only 
provided they have the essential 
personal qualities and prior experience 
as an employee in publishing. 
4. who became freelance initially 
as 'Refugees' or, alternatively, 'Trade- 
offs'. They subsequently became 
committed to self-employment and
would not return to employment if it 
became a possibility. They would 
recommend others to become self- 
employed only provided ihey have (.In- 
essential personal qualities and prior 
experience as an employee in 
publishing.
Using the above 'types', we analysed 
our data to assess the make-up of our 
sample firstly at the time of initial entry 
into self-employment and, secondly, at 
the time of interview (Figure 1). Our 
sample was predominantly female (75 per 
cent) and some interesting gender 
differences were found in terms of 
gender attachment to self-employment, 
analysed in terms of our four self- 
employed career types. The males in our 
sample demonstrated a notably higher 
propensity than their female 
counterparts to have been propelled 
reluctantly into self-employment via 
redundancy and therefore to feature as 
members of our 'refugee' grouping. 
Women, on (he other hand, showed a 
notably stronger propensity than men to 
membership of the 'trade-off type, 
usually driven by a desire or need to 
combine paid work with domestic duties.
Women also showed a higher 
propensity than men towards 
membership of the 'missionary' grouping 
who left employment voluntarily (rather 
than through redundancy) but often in 
order to avoid a stifling or otherwise 
unsatisfactory work situation (Granger, 
Stanworth and Stanworth, 1995). Both 
sexes showed a similar propensity to 
become self-employed 'converts'. Here, 
individuals who saw self-employment 
initially only as a stop-gap strategy later 
showed little interest in returning to 
employment. Thus, 'converts' were 
hypothesised as undergoing an 
'ideological conversion' where, in fact
'unemployment push' had become 
'ideological pull'. Membership of this 
grouping was drawn fairly equally from 
the 'refugee' and 'trade-off groupings
Traditionally, back in the 1970s, only 
very limited use was made of freelance 
labour. Editorial staff were required to 
have a general literary knowledge and to 
develop firm-specific skills. Although the 
task of copy-editing and proof-reading 
made it suitable for freelance 
homeworking, it was relatively little used. 
Where it was used, it was very much an 
extension of a conventional in-house 
role. For instance, subject experts (who 
had other full-time jobs) occasionally 
'moonlighted' in this way. In addition, in- 
house staff sometimes worked out-of- 
hours, finishing rush work at home on a 
'freelance' basis (essentially in the 
manner of paid overtime). Finally, 
women sometimes combined work with 
family roles by working freelance for, 
usually, limited periods before returning 
to work in-house again as an employee.
The early use of freelancing in book- 
publishing appears to have been 
relatively small-scale, and developed as a 
departure from conventional in-house 
employment, primarily in order to 
provide 
and In this 
respect, these policies on freelancer use 
accorded quite closely with those 
observed by MacGregor and Sproull 
(1991) in their National Survey of 
Labour Use in Britain. They reported 
self-employed (freelance) workers as 
being used by employers for mainly 
'traditional' reasons: to provide specialist 
skills (cited by 60 per cent of 
'establishments' using self-employed
labour), to match manning levels to 
peaks in demand (cited by 29 per cent) 
and in order to meet worker preferences 
for self-employment (cited by 28 per 
cent). One of our editorial manager 
respondents cited two allied processes at 
work in the growth of freelancing in 
publishing.
Virtually all of the publishing houses 
in our sample had expanded their title 
lists by increasingly using in-house staff to 
commission and manage freelance staff. 
By linking labour directly with output via 
the use of freelancers, part of the 
origination overhead involved in hook 
production becomes a variable and more 
controllable cost. As one of our publisher 
respondents explained it:
"// you 'w gog « /o/ OM
Another said:
The research findings showed little 
obvious evidence of any formal company 
policies on freelance use, nor of any 
involvement of Personnel Departments 
where they existed in the larger 
publishers. The personnel specialist/ 
department might typically have had a 
policy on employment overall (e.g. 
enforcing 'freezes' on in-house staff 
numbers and sanctioning the use of 
freelancers), hut procedures for labour 
use at (he operational level were left 
entirely to commissioning editors. There 
was no question of drawing up formal 
lists of 'approved contractors', nor of 
'competitive tendering'. The system 
which hat! evolved was essentially 
informal and left everything to the 
discretion of in-house managing editors. 
As one put it:
The commissioning editors reported 
that the only guidelines they received 
were hourly pay-rates for broad areas of 
work. Many stressed the long-term nature 
of relationships, which operated to the 
mutual benefit of both the contracting 
publisher and the freelancer:
Another commented upon the 
informality of relationships between in- 
house and freelance staff:
"A ^  Jo? (A?oWm^ zu/!o (o/
Motives for the more general use of 
freelance labour, which MacGegor and 
Sproull (1991) describe as 'traditional', 
would appear to explain quite well the 
publishing industry's modest historic use 
of freelance labour, prior to the massive 
expansion of recent years. However, 
looking at publishers' reasons for 
transferring to major levels of freelance 
labour use in recent years (Figure 2), we 
see 'cost reductions' and the attainment 
of increased workloads without in-house 
staff increases as accounting for 10 of the 
21 major reasons given. A further S 
reasons concerned attempts to match 
supply with peaks in demand. Firms 
which gave only this latter reason, and 
did not mention 'cost cutting', tended to
be younger firms which had been almost 
totally reliant upon freelance labour 
since the outset of trading. Such firms 
had never faced the costs of employing 
and accommodating in-house staff 
editors and proof-readers and so did not 
regard the use of freelancers as a 'cost 
cutting' exercise Finally, 2 
publishers mentioned the provision of 
'specialist services' as a motive but each 
of these gave other reasons too. Only one 
firm mentioned the accommodation of 
staff preferences.
Independence from external control 
has been widely regarded as a fundamental 
characteristic separating entrepreneurial 
small business activity from the corporate 
activity of the larger enterprise (Bolton 
Report, 197f: 1). However, as the Bolton 
Report pointed out, even the 
independence of the conventional small 
business is always less than total and often 
difficult to accurately assess in practice. A 
small enterprise, whatever its form, is part 
ol a wider network of economic 
interaction summed up in the economist's 
notion of 'the market' and, arguably, it is 
from this source that the main limits on 
independence are derived.
Another said:
However, interviews with 
commissioning editors in publishing 
houses indicated that they were not 
opvious to the possibility of (heir 
freelancers being torn between loyalties The outcome of this situation lends
00
to to
Figure 3
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itself to opposing analyses concerning the 
issue of 'powerless vs empowered' labour. 
It could be said that the self-employed 
here seek to minimise exposure to the 
competitive conditions of the market by:
.s access
to work r«//MT ^«» access to primary 
employment "(RmMAm/, /99/.- 2fAS"). 
If we emphasise the //m/imMy of market 
behaviours of both the publishers and 
their freelancers, then the process of 
specialist niche building and exclusion 
can be seen as mutually advantageous 
and rational market behaviours.
However, this process was only 
successful for a minority elite of (he 
freelances, particularly those who could 
offer some scarce specialist skill, or those 
who had a full 'apprenticeship' in the 
industry through working in-housc for a 
number of years. There was a 
disadvantaged group who tended to be 
those who had entered the occupation 
without such a background, and lacked 
the appropriate skills and contacts. There 
are few barriers to entry to the 
occupation, but many instances of 
freelancers able to get little or no work 
(Bennett,
Self-employment and short-term 
contracts for discrete pieces of work 
mean that the risks of obtaining a 
constant income-flow were moved from 
the publishing house onto the individual. 
Many of the respondents experienced 
'feast or famine' flows of work, and found
it difficult to even out these trends.
Hourly rates experienced by the total 
membership sample varied very 
considerably between 13 and 135 per 
hour at the extremes but bunched heavily 
around f».5()-f 10.00. Although the 
National Union of Journalists (NUJ) at 
the time set a minimum freelance rate of 
El 1.50 per hour, publishers usually did 
not pay this. The fact is that pay rates for 
most freelancers involved in book 
publishing were determined by the 
labour market which, given the over- 
supply of labour, are set in practice by 
employers. For most individual 
freelancers, the reality was one of 
accepting the publishers' pay rate or 
losing the work to someone else.
Whilst, at first glance, hourly rates 
approaching  10 per hour may appear 
quite reasonable for 'homeworkers', it 
needs to be remembered that the sample 
were highly qualified, with H2 per cent 
having some sort of higher educational 
qualilication, 27 per cent a post-graduate 
degree, and S per cent with PhDs. Also, 
working at home on a freelance basis was 
extremely intense. There were no 'paid 
breaks' to sit through meetings, discuss 
matters (business or social) with 
colleagues or simply to look out of the 
window. The work billed to clients was 
strictly for work undertaken sitting at a 
desk or computer. Many excluded even 
visits to toilets, time spent answering the 
telephone plus the taking of occasional 
refreshments, from their charge sheets. It 
was rare for freelances to receive any 
direct contribution from publisher-clients 
for the provision of equipment, paid 
holidays, sick leave, or retirement.
Not surprisingly, many of the in-depth 
interview respondents commented' upon 
the sheer intensity of their work, some 
saying that they could not physically cope
with more work than they currently had, 
even if it were to become available. Thus, 
what might constitute 35 hours of work in 
an in-house situation appeared to 
condense down to little more than 25 
hours of freelancing, usually resulting in 
a monthly income of around £1,000 and 
an annual income of around £12,000. In 
fact, some respondents remarked that 
they did, or would have to, work very
hard just in order to earn an income of 
£12,000 per annum. Many freelances also 
complained of slow payment by their 
publishers, a problem they share with 
many small businesses (SBRT, 1993).
When asked who paid for their home 
computer and allied hardware/software 
plus training, approximately 90 per cent 
replied that they themselves were totally 
responsible. The remainder reported that
their principal client paid for these 
things. These respondents were aware 
that if the client paid for equipment and 
training, then this could undermine their 
claims to self-employed status in the eyes 
of the Inland Revenue. The question of 
who pays for 'the tools of the trade' is 
one criteria used by the Inland Revenue 
to determine self-employed status.
The sample were also asked if they 
received help with equipment 
breakdown, and whether they received 
any allowances towards running costs, 
such as telephone bills and so on. Only ^ 
per cent reported that they had help with 
breakdowns, but 19 per cent did receive 
help towards running costs. The reward 
profile of self-employment contrasted 
markedly with that of direct employment, 
which supplied regular earnings and peer 
support (Figure 4).
Given that the processes of shifting 
workforce status, observed in our case- 
study of the British book-publishing 
industry, appear representative of wider 
processes in the labour market (note our 
earlier references to franchised domestic 
milk distribution and current labour 
practices in the construction industry), it 
appears worthwhile attempting to lit the 
processes involved into broader models 
of labour markets.
A typology of segmented labour 
markets, adapted from Loveridge (1983) 
(Figure 5) appears to fit our needs better 
than any comparable model (e.g. 
Atkinson and Meager, 1986). This model 
is based on a four-fold classification cross- 
cutting internal (T) and external ('F') 
with primary ('P') and secondary ('S') 
labour markets. The result is four specific 
labour markets: PI, PF, SI and SF. Using 
the- Loveridge model facilitates the 
identification of two distinct categories of 
internal workers ("Pi's and 'Si's) and two 
categories of externalised workers ('PE's 
and 'PF's).
The 'A' list 'Regulars' and 'B' list 
'Casuals' revealed by our research appear 
to fit the PF and SF categories, 
respectively. The 'Regulars' were those 
who received a fairly substantial and 
steady flow of work from usually one, or 
sometimes two, key clients, resulting in 
high levels of mutual dependence over 
the longer term. Some of the freelancers 
had, in fact, been employed in-house 
previously with the publisher that now 
gave: them most of (heir freelance work. 
In the event of any expansion of the size 
of the- in-house employed 'core', these 
would have been the preferred 
candidates (in fact, it was not unknown 
for key freelancers to be brought in-
Figure 5
Organisational and Firm Specific Labour Markets
(SI)
house for certain periods of time on 
short-term contracts). In all but 
employment status and fringe benefits, 
this had its 
roots very much in the soil of its major 
client. Although the 'A' list 'Regulars' 
(PEs) were not guaranteed a secure 
income flow, editorial managers 
attempted to give them a regular flow of 
work, and preference for repeat work. 
The quid pro quo was that these 
freelancers would prioritise the work of 
their key clients.
The 'B'-list 'Casuals', by comparison, 
were freelancers who appeared on 
publishers supplier lists but were 
currently only used on an intermittent 
basis. These inherited a rather more 
brutal work situation of work shortages, 
insecurity and more distant relations with 
publisher clients. They were part, of an 
(SE) labour market, 
with little prospect of a constant income- 
flow. Unless they could eventually break 
through to the (PE) 
labour market, they remained positioned 
in a distinctly less advantaged group.
Prior lo the wholesale expansion of 
freelance working in the industry, editors 
and proof-readers would have typically 
formed part of the ' (PT) 
segment in Loveridge's typology, as do 
those in-house editorial staff to have 
survived the trend towards freelance 
labour use. The Loveridge model, then, 
is useful in that it aids an understanding 
of the segmented labour market 
situation/s in which editorial 
professionals currently find themselves in 
Britain.
Thus, there appeared to be a distinct 
form of labour market segmentation 
operating amongst our sample with 
in of 
Loveridge's categories: employed editors
and proofreaders (primary internal 
labour market   PI); freelance 'A' list 
'Regulars' (primary external labour 
market   PE); and, finally, freelance 'B' 
list 'Casuals' (secondary external labour 
market  SE).
The pioneering Bolton Committee
researchers were attracted to the idea of 
classifying the role of small firms 
according to the type of market they 
supply "(Bolton, 1971: 31-32). 
Accordingly, they located small firms 
along a typology of reliance upon large 
firms. 'Marketeers' are those firms which 
actually compete in the same or similar 
markets as large firms (examples are 
computer software companies, fashion 
merchandise manufacturers and 
independent restaurants). 'Specialists' 
are those firms which carry out functions 
that large firms do not find it economic 
to perform, though they may include 
large firms amongst, their customers 
(examples a r e c a r c o m p o n e n t 
manufacturers, repair and maintenance 
in the building industry, jobbing 
engineering and specialised retail outlets 
such as bookshops). Finally, and crucially 
from the viewpoint of the current 
discussion, are small firms performing 
the role of 'Satellites'. Here, the small 
firm is highly dependent upon a single 
larger business for the majority of its 
trade. Book publishing freelancers would 
appear lo fall into this third category.
Examining the situation of freelance 
self-employed individuals in the British 
book publishing industry has shed light 
on a number of small business sector 
developments of current and future 
importance to Britain and other market 
economies where similar forces are at 
work. After all, these self-employed

"The current situation in the book- 
publishing industry, characterised by 
intense competition, globalisation and 
commercialisation, suggests that Un- 
balance of power lies very much with 
clients to bid down payment rates and 
dictate terms and conditions. In addition, 
takeovers, mergers and recessions have 
created an excess of supply over demand. 
It would seem, therefore, that for tin- 
foreseeable future, this grouping will 
remain a disadvantaged segment of the 
labour market in the industry.
All the indications are that the self- 
employed without emplovees will be a 
growing feature of the British labour 
market. The public policy implications of 
this are that this form of freelancer self- 
emplovment is here to stay, and must be 
viewed as an increasingly common work 
position in the late twentieth century. A 
question for the future will be whether 
measures will develop that might 
ameliorate the shortcomings of life in the 
externalised workforce; or whether the- 
weak bargaining position of atomised, 
self-employed freelancers, (lie lack of 
social protection and exclusion from 
employment rights for this group will 
persist.
The research reported in this article 
demonstrates that changes in employers' 
labour-use strategies in the British book- 
publishing industry have- resulted in 
former in-honse employees becoming 
externally located and changing their 
status to 'freelance', typically at the 
behest of their former employers. These 
were people who had previously 
demonstrated no real aspirations to 
becoming entrepreneurs. In the interests
of achieving a better understanding of 
the small business sector specifically, and 
the labour force more generally, it will be 
the task of future researchers to examine 
other economic sectors and niches where 
numbers of self-employed have increased 
in recent years in order to illuminate the 
social and economic processes, and 
consequences, involved.
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Gingrich at the height of his powers advo- 
cated 'high-tech capitalism' and the restric- 
tion of US public spending allied to greater 
market competition in order to accelerate the 
development of the 'information super high- 
way'!^]. This term was coined in the US by 
Al Gore and rapidly adopted by both main 
UK political parties. Both government and 
opposition are persuaded of the importance 
of developing an optical fibre infrastructure 
to facilitate the dawn of the new age. 'New' 
Labour policies outlined before the recent 
election, included a controversial deal with 
British Telecom (BT) whereby all homes, 
schools, libraries and hospitals would be 
linked up to the highway in return for per- 
mission to provide entertainment ser- 
vices[10]. The Conservatives, by contrast, 
relied on the free market to link up UK 
homes and businesses. In the European 
Union, Directorate Generals (DC) V and XIII 
have published a number of reports on the 
creation of the 'information society' through 
the convergence of telecommunications infra- 
structure, with optimistic predictions of 
10 million new teleworking jobs by the year 
2000111].
The last decade of the twentieth century is 
seen as the decisive decade in the diffusion 
of the new technological paradigm, as take 
off is dependent upon its use by a critical 
mass within the economy[12J. The significant 
development of this decade is the linking 
together of ICT networks, both within organ- 
isations, between suppliers and producers, 
and on a global scale. KaplinskyU^l believes 
'inter-sphere automation', where different 
spheres of activity are integrated, should 
become more widespread in the 1990s, and 
Bessant emphasises the importance of elec- 
tronic data interchange between firms[14]. 
The emergence of 'virtuality' takes these 
ideas one stage further, with work taking 
place within global networks by means of 
such developments as Computer Supported 
Co-operative Work (CSCW)|15]. Tapscottf16] 
calls this 'internetworking'. Bamatt[17] calls 
these "metasystems" where "entire indus- 
tries, economies and other information net- 
work components may now be analysed not 
just as single entities, but as amalgamated 
and evolving mi/fosi/sfrms" (p. 184).
The discourse of the information age con- 
flates a number of levels of analysis. It can be 
analysed at the global level in terms of the 
regeneration of older industrialised econom- 
ies, as well as providing the opportunity for
developing countries to move from agrarian 
directly to post-industrial. At the organis- 
ational level the discussion centres around 
the 'virtual' organisation, the demise of hier- 
archy[18] and the coming of the 'elusive 
office'[19j. At work force level, the discussion 
is about innovative ways of working such as 
teleworking, telecommuting, call centres and 
telecottages, with the work force 'freed' by 
the technology from the constraints of 
location and time[20].
Central to the discourse at the work organis- 
ation level is the 'virtual' enterprise or organ- 
isation, described as "an extremely loose weh 
of individuals, capital and technologies 
which may operate in amalgamation as the 
ultimate flexible organisational form" [21], 
and "project-focused, collaborative networks 
uninhibited by time and sppce"[22]. Work 
based on the transformation of physical 
resources in the industrial age is predicted to 
be replaced by the processing of information 
into knowledge, which will be carried out by 
'cerebral' workers in dynamic organisations 
(often global) which may have little or no 
physical entity or structure they ultimately 
exist in cyberspace. Although much of the 
writing is focused on the services sector, 
there is also some which extends the trans- 
formation to the manufacturing sector, where 
the technology is predicted to further blur the 
boundaries between the two sectors.
In the popular discourse, the growth of vir- 
tuality is driven by external turmoil and con- 
tinuing global economic threat. The 'virtual' 
organisation is one stage on from the dowi^ 
sized or Business Process Re-engineere9 
(BPR) organisation as, in its archetypal form, 
it is without structure, dynamic, ever-chang- 
ing in its boundaries, delineated by current 
contractual agreements, and dissolves as 
soon as each project is completed. Infor- 
mation age and 'excellence' literature both 
denigrate hierarchy and elevate market 
relationships, look upon stable organisation 
structures based on co-location as 'dino- 
saurs', and exhort managers to replace these 
outdated forms with those which are more 
adaptable, innovative and responsive to ever- 
changing markets by the use of ICTs|23]. 
Market relationships of short duration 
between self-employed individuals are con-
sidered superior to all other forms of employ- 
ment, particularly in the literature.
The generic term 'teleworker' refers to some- 
one who works at a place other than where 
the results of work are needed using 
ICTs[24], and much of the literature describes 
(or prescribes) changes in working practices 
which are facilitated by the technology. 
Popular writing stresses the freedom which 
the technology gives to workers to determine 
how and when they work. Workers in the 
information age may be 'portfolio' work- 
ers[25] with a variety of jobs, and there is
§jch discussion of individual enterprise, th information age workers being 
described as predominantly 'free agent indi- 
viduals'[26| who are self-employed [27]. 
Flexibility of contract is a dominant theme. 
Alternatively teleworkers may be privileged 
'core' employees with autonomy to organise 
their own time and location of work, enjoying 
high trust relationships[28], and discretion to 
manipulate the hardware and software[29]. 
The information age discourse is mostly con- 
cerned with professional, technical and 
managerial workers, who are 'symbolic ana- 
lysers' needing high level skills to transform 
raw information into high added-value 
knowledge products and services. Drucker's 
vision is:
. . . nn organisation composed largely of specialists 
who direct and discipline their own performance 
through organised feedback from colleagues, cus- 
tomers and ht\idi[uarters|30|.
 iere is far less discussion in the popular 
nrerature of routine jobs such as data entry, 
word processing or telesales work. This neg- 
lect can be explained by the implicit portrayal 
of offices as glamorous, as "professional 
workplaces where all employees are knowl- 
edge workers" [31] ignoring the diversity of 
office jobs, or it may be because the number 
of routinised 'back office' workers is pre- 
dicted to decline with the advent of the infor- 
mation age[32|. The European Com- 
mission [33] believes that the new jobs of the 
information society will move beyond exist- 
ing routine work and will shift towards 
knowledge work such as developing 
software, professional or consultancy work 
for a large number of workers.
The 'information age' is everywhere: the ava- 
lanche of press coverage, books, maga/ine 
and journal articles in the UK since the late 
1980s (and for much longer in the US) has 
mainly been targeted at the management and 
executive market. It would be an exception- 
ally reclusive UK manager or executive who 
would not have been exposed to the media 
coverage, or the writings of Charles Handy, 
Bill Gates or numerous other gurus and 
futurologists. Apart from the power of high 
profile and long-term exposure, the ideas 
contained within the literature and media 
coverage are likely to be attractive to the tar- 
get audience for a number of reasons. Firstly 
they engage with the deep-seated pessimism 
of Western managers about the global threat 
posed by the newly industrialising world. As 
Legge states: ". . . managers (are) shaping up 
to heightened global competition from 
nations their countries once defeated in 
war"[34], This real or imagined threat can be 
defused by entering the information age first, 
by gaining the competitive edge and securing 
the market for innovative ICT services before 
they are poached by competitors. The litera- 
ture promises that by so doing the decline of 
Western developed economies can be 
reversed, and their predominant position in 
world markets recovered and sustained. 
These promises are accompanied by the 
threat that failure to change could be econ- 
omically catastrophic:
Some varieties of the organi/.ation 
have the power ... to affect the very fabric of the 
world's economic geographv radically. In the field 
of international competition, this is a subject we 
ignore at our peril[3ri|.
Or: Its current anvbovs m.iv be bleary eyed teclino 
freaks married to their screens, yet these key- 
board-hungry individuals will quicklv become 
information barons with more power over 
people's lives than governments or multinationals 
if today's managers and corporations do not 
awake to the new connectivity age of the third mil- 
Jenniiim|36).
In common with much of the 'excellence' dis- 
course, there is a 'call to arms' which serves 
to inspire managers and senior executives to 
translate the prescriptions of the information 
age, however difficult and challenging, into 
material change. This projects the positive 
role of manager as hero change-agent, with 
the added promise of freedom of action to
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operate in global labour markets, 
by the constraints of national employ- 
ment law and the Grenier and Metes 
intend their book to be "a call to action to 
companies, and groups that 
may be languishing in the organizational dol- 
drums of last-generation assumptions, pro- 
cesses, rules, and technology; either unaware 
of, or resistant to, the emerging virtual 
ends his book 
with the view that: "If we act, rather than 
passively observe, we can seize the time. And 
the Age of Networked Intelligence will be an 
age of promise fulfilled" (p. 320). The litera- 
ture is often technocratic in tone, exhorting 
its audience to act now, because the tech- 
nology is an irresistible driver for change: "It 
is a powerful and unassailable force that is 
being propelled by the imperatives of busi- 
ness productivity, quality of life, and global 
competition" [401. "Everyone will be touched 
by the information highway, and everyone 
ought to be able to understand its impli- 
cations" [41].
The information age also holds out the 
promise of being an age of plenty. This 
implicitly assumes that the modern industrial 
age was dominated by scarcity, and also that 
proliferation is always progressive. The 'digi- 
tal revolution' is about accessing infinite 
amounts of information carried by the infor- 
mation superhighway. We will be able to 
choose entertainment from "hundreds or 
thousands of (television) channels" [42], and 
there will be an almost unlimited choice for 
the consumer of, as yet undreamed of, ICT 
based products and services delivered 
immediately, at any time of the day or night, 
anywhere on the globe. The 
emphasised the enormous poten- 
tial for new services in production, consump- 
tion, culture and leisure activities, and 
according to the the Internet is 
already creating novel services in the man- 
agement of the infrastructure, in hardware 
and software, and new of retailing arid 
and a similar proliferation is 
predicted as a result of the coming of the 
optical fibre network. sums up the 
optimistic view:
New communications technology will make tra- 
ditional services cheaper and many new services 
like video telephony, home banking and 
shopping economically possible. It will open up 
new possibilities for home entertainment, with a 
large choice of high quality digital television chan- 
nels and access to video libraries .. . Within the
coming decades distance and capacity constraints 
to communications will be largely overcome and 
the user will have at his (sic) command world- 
wide networks providing access to services made 
up of images, sound and text in whichever form 
is required, (p. 2)
Most of the link this abundant 
future with the creation of many more jobs, 
and the prediction is that these jobs be 
predominantly high in status and remuner- 
ation. There is some discussion of the possi- 
bility that may destroy jobs in the short 
term in the more academic literature, such as 
view that it will be managers in 
hierarchical organisations who "neither make 
nor lead"[46] who will disappear. 
Those who have specialist knowledge, those 
with relevant professional expertise, and 
above all those who are enterprising aruij 
are predicted to survive, so thU 
it is the or generalist admin- 
istrator who appears at risk. Taking the 
popular discourse as a whole, the optimistic 
scenario predominates, and generally the 
possibility of job loss through automation or 
geographical displacement is downplayed or 
ignored. This despite the body of academic 
research which shows that, in general, a 
reduction in job numbers is associated with 
the adoption of 'new' technology and, lat- 
terly, computer networks, for example 
Child[47] and 
The popular discourse of the information 
age may sometimes appear naive and 
simplistic, but there is a strong tradition 
amongst managers of seeking solutions to 
what they perceive as current problems from 
literature which is questionable both metho- 
dologically and intellectually. What frustrates 
some academics in the social sciences is that 
practitioners do not read or act upon 
more rigorous output, although by no niearS 
all of it is opaque or difficult. For example 
critique of Peters and Waterman's 
book cannot alter the fact that the ideas of 
excellence have entered the mindsets of man- 
agers and have had dramatic effects on the 
working lives of many workers in. the US and 
in the UK[50]. No one information age book 
has yet emerged to rival the popularity of 
but the information age 
output is carried by a variety of media, and 
includes the high profile 'gurus' Tom Peters 
and Charles Handy who promulgate the 
message to a wide audience.
But just as the 'excellence' ideas of quality, 
commitment and empowerment, when 
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fested in material change, have been per- 
ceived very differently by the workforces on 
the receiving end, so might these new ideas 
of 'virtual organisations', 'teleworkers' and 
'global teamworking'. We need to look at 
more rigorous evidence to judge whether the 
optimistic predictions of the information age 
literature are coming true. Indeed, if as the 
commentators suggest, we are already in the 
period of transition to the information age 
(Bell, Toffler, and Handy, for example)[51] 
we should be starting to see early manifes- 
tations of these changes within some Western 
economies. We would expect to find such 
changes to be most advanced in those econ- 
omies where there is a relatively well- 
developed information and communications 
infrastructure, where there is a highly edu-
Rited and computer-literate workforce, and here reasonably rapid change can be facili- 
tated in work organisations and in labour 
usage. Evidence from the UK and some from 
the US for the development of the virtual 
organisation and various forms of telework 
will be examined.
What is the evidence tor the existence of new 
organisational forms, such as the virtual 
enterprise or the elusive office? Research at 
the organisational level shows that there has 
been little development of totally virtual 
organisations, and where they exist, most are 
found to have been restructured through 
incremental rather than revolutionary 
change. There is disagreement about what 
^institutes virtuality and many organisations 
are only variations of traditional organis- 
ational models[52|. Companies with flat 
structures, a degree of adhocracy and team- 
orientation tend to label themselves as vir- 
tual. Cited examples of 'true' virtuality 
include Reebok, Nike and Puma, all sports 
clothing companies where the use of com- 
puter networks within and between 
enterprises is of central importance, as is the 
existence of a small hub or core which net- 
works with many other enterprises to pro- 
duce and market the product. Keebok's only 
employees are designers. Campbell|53] also 
adds Dell, Gateway, Benetton and IKE A to 
the list, because they focus on core value 
added processes and alliances with suppliers
in order to respond quickly to the changing 
marketplace. Huws et al.|54] describe a simi- 
lar organisational trend, which they call the 
'elusive office':
. . . organisations will increasingly cease to be 
defined in terms of the numbers of people they 
have on the payroll, and the types of activity being 
carried out under their direct control, but in terms 
of the activities which they control indirectly, 
through a network of contracts with smaller sup- 
pliers, with central control over such functions as 
product image, distribution or sales . . . The 
office the site where information is generated, 
processed and exchanged has ceased to have any 
fixed geographical boundaries, (p. 220)
Barnatt[55] calls such firms dynamic net- 
works, not virtual organisations, as for him, 
virtuality is essentially about the loose coup- 
ling of to a lean manage- 
ment centre. He emphasises that it is the 
drawing together of freelance, self-employed 
workers across space and time which gives 
them the fastest possible response to the 
chaotic business environment. Virtual organ- 
isations, according to Barnatt, acid value not 
through the combination of land, labour and 
capital to produce goods and services, but 
through translating information into knowl- 
edge, which can then be used to mobilise tra- 
ditional resources when clients demand 
them. The case of a virtual management con- 
sultancy that he describes has all these fea- 
tures, and he predicts a future where:
. . with a tree agent mentality having already 
been bred into a significant proportion of the 
population by those who have allowed them to 
buy out ot the welfare state, it may only be a mat- 
ter ot time before quite a tew portfolio individuals 
come to to purchase their own job on their 
own terms (p. 14).
Similarly, Negroponte|56] predicts that by 
the vear 2020 the predominant grouping of 
workers in advanced Western economies will 
be the own-account self-employed. A future 
of atomised individuals bearing the risk of 
generating sufficient income and 
operating in a global labour market is there- 
fore predicted for the majority. This contrasts 
with current UK statistics which show that 
currently the sell-employed make up only 
13 C'< of the total workforce, numbering just 
over three millions, of whom two million or 
so are self-employed without employees|57]. 
Nevertheless, this form of employment has 
expanded unambiguously in the UK over the 
last one and a half decades, and the incidence 
is now higher than most of the EU Member
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States. There is evidence that the growth in 
the numbers of the self-employed without 
employees in the UK is associated with the 
decline in employment opportunities in the 
mainstream labour market, larger numbers of 
women in the labour market, and also some 
tax advantages of self-employment rather 
than entrepreneurial 'pull'[58]. The numbers 
of self-employed are predicted to grow by 
800,000 by the year 2006, mainly because of 
further outsourcing by large companies[59]. 
How much of this growth is related to tech- 
nological change is unknown.
In terms of the dynamic network version 
of the virtual organisation, the evidence is 
that the use of network technology in manu- 
facturing and in services in the UK has led 
to the development of flatter structures, func- 
tional integration and some cross-functional 
teamworking[60], but the effects on organis- 
ations in the UK of telematic links between 
firms are not as yet significant, with the 
possibilities of change potentially great but 
relatively unexploited[61]. Huws cites the 
example of electronic networking between 
the small textile and clothing firms in North- 
ern Italy (much cited in the flexible specialis- 
ation literature), which created a synergistic 
effect. These alliances, however, were not 
technologically but socially and politically 
driven, demonstrating the dangers of crude 
technological determinism[62].
An age of transition the evidence 
for telework
Projections of the exponential growth of tele- 
work in the 1980s in the US and the UK have 
not been realised[63], though there are more 
modest indications of its percolation into a 
wider number of sectors and occupations in 
the UK[64], in addition to the 'first wave' of 
teleworkcrs who tended to work in IT and 
telecommunications. Telework encompasses 
many spatial and temporal patterns of work, 
class positions and forms of employment, 
and the following sections of the article dis- 
cuss some of these.
Employed teleworkers
Despite predictions that the future 'symbolic 
analysers' will be exclusively self-employed, 
research shows that teleworkers are still 
embedded in traditional hierarchical organis- 
ations. Huws' national study of employed, 
homebased teleworkers concluded that about
six per cent of firms used telework and only 
one in 200 employees were teleworkers[65]. 
A Reed/Home Office Partnership study[661 
found 13% of British employers using 
homebased telework. Studies carried out in 
the mid-1990s still find small numbers who 
are teleworking. Data from other European 
countries shows differential development of 
homebased telework in each country, with 
less in the UK than Nordic countries, but 
more in the UK than most EU member states. 
Studies agree that overall there is a small 
amount of this kind of work[67]. However, if 
we move away from the exclusive emphasis 
on ICT homework, the most interesting 
development is call centre work which 
appears to be a growth area of employment. 
The European Commission[68| estimates that 
130,000 people are employed Europe-wide ^ 
call centres. The UK alone has at least 5,0(X 
centres where workers provide information 
to remote customers, or provide services such 
as travel bookings, direct banking and 
insurance[69].
Self-employed teleworkers
It is impossible to estimate numbers or 
growth trends of self-employed teleworkers 
in the UK, as there is still no watertight defi- 
nition. Some of the two million own-account 
self-employed in the UK may be teleworkers 
because of the technology they employ, 
including unknown numbers of freelance 
consultants and other professional group- 
ings. Felstead[70J using national figures 
identified about 300,000 traditional home- 
workers, but also found that the majority 
(67%) were self-employed clerical and sec- 
retarial workers some of whom could also 14 
defined as teleworkers. He concluded thar 
the figures are likely to be gross underesti- 
mates, and that there has been a considerable 
growth in the numbers of homeworkers since 
the early 1980s. The limited research which 
has been carried out into self-employed tele- 
workers in the UK has used a sectoral or 
occupational case study approach, which 
cannot be grossed up to provide national esti- 
mates. Two surveys of freelance teleworkers, 
one of 371 editors and proof-readers in book 
publishing[71] and the other of 200 trans- 
lators^] showed a trend of growth in this 
work form. There is also evidence for a 
growth in outsourcing of IT services but 
available survey material was concerned
with outsourcing to specialist companies 
rather than self-employed individuals[731.
Homebased 
Much of the discourse on telework in the UK 
has centred on homebased telework. It can be 
broken down into three main groupings|74|. 
Homebased teleworkers may be employees 
who work at home for part of their working 
time, or secondly totally homebased. A third 
category is freelance telehomeworkers.
Those who are homebased fur part of their 
working week tend to be male, with 
employee status and relatively highly skilled. 
They tend to enjoy the combination of work- 
ing in an office and at home, and generally 
do not suffer isolation. Huws' study|7ril
kund that these teleworkers were often care- lly selected by line managers as reliable 
and trustworthy. The extent of such work is 
difficult to gauge, because many of these 
homeworkers are teleworking on an informal 
basis, and the evidence is based on case stud- 
ies of firms where the incidence may wax and 
wane. These teleworkers are close to the 
popular notion of information age workers, 
as they are usually well-paid, with relatively 
scarce skills, with high trust relationships and 
some degree of autonomy over where and 
when they work. They are usually 'off-line' 
teleworkers, who link up to company com- 
puter networks as and when necessary[7b|.
However, there arc employees who com- 
bine home and office work whose rights to 
'ownership' of physical space at work are 
being eroded. 'Hot-desking' is becoming 
more widespread in occupations where tele- 
workers are expected to visit clients, such as 
consultants and technical managers. The 
&imputer company Digital have cut costs by 
greatly reducing their office space with desk- 
sharing and drop-in centres instead of dedi- 
cated space for employees. Anderson Con- 
sulting is one of several consulting firms who 
have 'hot-desking' arrangements. A variation 
is 'hotelling' where client companies provide 
workers with access to computer networks 
and office facilities, rather than the employer.
In contrast to the previous category, those 
homebased for all their working time and 
working for one employer are generally 
women doing low-skilled clerical work such 
as data entry, typing or questionnaire coding. 
Despite their dependence upon one employer 
they are often treated as self-employed and 
paid by results. There is also a minority
doing more skilled work, and some are 
employees. These teleworkers have much in 
common with traditional manufacturing 
homeworkers|77|, with low pay, unpredict- 
able work loads and unsocial hours. Such 
workers are isolated, and often excluded 
from trade union representation^^]. Exact 
numbers are, again, impossible to estimate, 
but the National Group on Homeworking 
believe that there are more than one million 
homeworkers in the UK, and Pelstead calcu- 
lated that more than half of those who appear 
in national statistics were doing clerical work. 
The evidence is that this type of routine 
'back-office' telework is expanding, not con- 
tracting. Not all such work is conducted on 
a self-employed basis, and in some cases tele- 
workers have similar terms and conditions to 
on-site workers, at least at the outset, though 
there are instances of employers using the 
move to homebased work to unilaterally alter 
hours of work or introduce compulsory over- 
time|79|. A recent example of a move to 
homebased telework is at Scottish Widows 
where 20 insurance homeworkers are provid- 
ing administrative back up for the head office 
in Edinburgh|8U|. Typically, such case 
examples still involve small numbers.
Freelance homebased teleworkers, who are 
free to contract work with as many clients as 
they wish, are another group working in their 
own homes. Some are in occupations where 
freelance work is a tradition, and dependence 
upon ICTs is relatively recenttSIl but others 
are in jobs created by information and com- 
munications technology. Some have become 
small business owners|82|, but many remain 
one-person businesses. The evidence is that 
workers have become freelance in the IVSOs 
not because of the attraction of self-employ- 
ment, but because of cost-cutting through 
downsizing amongst employers and the 
increased use of outsourcing. Where the 
workforce is predominantly female, client 
employers may tend to use the freelance 
workforce as a skilled, low cost resource|83]. 
Some freelance organisations are being cre- 
ated as virtual, for example Huws' case of the 
translation agency. Such organisations are 
rare in the UK.
Mobile telework is on the increase, with some 
workers in traditional occupations, such as 
sales representatives, using ICTs to enhance 
their productivity or eliminate or reduce the
Teleworking on remote sites includes direct 
customer interface (call-centre) work, or the 
processing of correspondence, mortgage 
applications and credit card payments. The 
technology facilitates remote work between 
sites locally, regionally or globally. Typically 
the jobs are of low skill, and the suburbanis- 
ation of such centres can tap into a pool of 
married women seeking local part-time 
employment[86]. Some of the retail banks 
have set up remote sites to deal with back 
office work from branches on twilight 
shifts[87|, others have opened 24 hour, direct 
telephone banking centres in remote 
locations, such as Natwest Bank at Salforcl 
Quays. The banks appear to be creating a 
new deskilled workforce in these centres, 
where there is no longer a need for qualifi- 
cations, and direct banking staff can be 
trained in three weeks! 881. There is a high 
intensity of work, closely controlled by the 
technology. Call rates are monitored and the 
software prompts the correct words and 
phrases to be used with customers. Typically 
it includes shift and night work. The banking 
trades union B1FU reports that workers in 
these centres are sometimes excluded from 
the better employment policies which accrue 
to branch workers, the jobs are 'careerless' 
and the workforce treated as peripheral and 
easily disposable[891. Such work is also vul- 
nerable to geographical displacement off- 
shore as there is a great deal of competition
from developing countries where employ- 
ment costs are lower.
Looking at UK telework as a whole, better 
qualified, professional and technical tele- 
workers are more likely to be given some dis- 
cretion in their work, and are more likely to 
remain part of the internal labour market of 
the firm but many teleworkers, regardless of 
class position, appear to be more vulnerable 
than conventional staff to erosion of terms 
and conditions, if they are remote from the 
workplace. They may be excluded from the 
social dialogue and may have fewer opport- 
unities for progression than their on-site 
counterparts, due to their lack of visibility. 
Trades unions find representing teleworkers 
more difficult than conventional staff unless 
they are in a strong position, or where 
employers are willing to enter into comp 
hensive collective agreements, such as is 
case with British Telecom[90]. Existing bar- 
gaining arrangements are not always suitable 
for handling technical change[911.
There is evidence that UK employers are 
using telework to cut costs by deskilling 
work or eroding terms and conditions rather 
than to create post-modern, empowered tele- 
workers. Homebased and mobile telework 
and 'hot-desking' are enabling firms to 
reduce costs by the disposal of office space 
and there is an increase in offshore telework 
with firms outsourcing IT work to cheaper 
locations such as Bangalore, lndia[92]. Econ- 
omic pressures and global competition seem 
to be drivers for accelerated technological 
change, but not necessarily with the out- 
comes for work and employment predicted 
by the gurus of the information age.
The popular literature also tends to be gen- 
der-blind. It concentrates almost exclusively 
on the highly-paid elite of teleworkers wMI 
are generally male. There is an implicn 
assumption in the discourse that routine or 
'back office' workers (usually female) will 
dwindle[93] or be moved offshore. There is 
an occasional exhortation that the technology 
should not be used to create a new army of 
low-paid, disadvantages) women workers. 
Usually, there is no mention of gender at all. 
Studies of gender and telework[y4] show that 
the gender segmentation of the labour market 
is being recreated in the UK teleworkforce, 
and even where similarly qualified men and 
women are found in high tech occupations, 
an income differential between the sexes 
emerges.
Occupational class position is also
important in analysing how telework is 
implemented. Where women and men have 
skills or experience which is in short supply, 
telework can be liberating and well- 
rewarded^]. These workers are often pro- 
fessionals who have a high degree of discre- 
tion in their work and are treated as respon- 
sibly autonomous. This contrasts with the 
routine data entry clerk or the call centre 
worker where the technology is used to 
tighten managerial control, and surveillance 
techniques are used to increase the pre- 
dictability of the performance of the workers 
and to intensify work.
To sum up, the take-up of telework in the 
UK, as in Europe, is currently low and grow- 
ing only slowly. There is as yet no evidence 
that the coming of the information age is
RJucing the amount of routine work such as ta input or word-processing but it may be 
easily located in cheaper areas or offshore. 
Teleworking has variable outcomes for work- 
ers in terms of quality of work life, and there 
is clear evidence of the perpetuation of labour 
market segmentation and the continued 
importance of gender and class divisions in 
the teleworkforce. ICTs are being used to 
deskill work as well as to facilitate distrib- 
uted high discretion jobs, and electronic sur- 
veillance can be used to enhance and inten- 
sify managerial control.
In this concluding section, a summary of the 
main predictions of the information age writ- 
ers is compared with what is happening so 
far in a broader context. It must be borne in 
mind that if we are moving to a revolution- 
&y new age, we may not be very far along 
?ie way. The information superhighway is 
not fully in place, the Internet being only its 
low tech precursor, and although some forms 
of digitised media are coming on stream, 
such as television channels, a lot of the poten- 
tial services do not as yet exist. The con- 
clusions drawn are therefore tentative, and 
are put forward to suggest further areas for 
serious study and research.
First, at the macro level of analysis, what 
is the evidence that the information age will 
re-energise the economies of Western 
societies? Overall there is not enough evi- 
dence for any conclusions to be drawn, 
except that there may be a primacy effect  
economies may benefit by being the first to
develop a sophisticated 1CT infrastructure, 
but others may catch up. Developing econ- 
omies may be able to compete more easily 
with industrialised countries in the infor- 
mation age than they have been in the indus- 
trial age because the required infrastructure 
is far less costly, so that the information age 
may not defuse the 'global threat' to the 
West. There is also a 'locked-in' effect which 
may apply to societies as it appears to do at 
company level|%| whereby once there is 
heavy involvement in a particular technology 
choices from then on are inevitably nar- 
rowed, and a certain 'logic' must be followed.
The question of whether the information 
age creates high quality jobs and reduces 
numbers of routine jobs still remains 
unanswered. There is some evidence that 
there has been an increase in technical jobs 
to design and support new ICT infrastruc- 
ture, but at the same time many jobs in the 
UK telecommunications industry have been 
lost over recent years, making it difficult to 
estimate the net result. There is evidence that 
routine jobs may be increasing, but there may 
also be a displacement effect which is clearly 
visible in the retail banking sector, where 
remote offices are being created in parallel 
with the closure of bank branches[971. A 
related issue is whether the information age 
will increase the net number of jobs overall. 
Boddy and Gunson[%l conclude that net- 
worked technology may destroy jobs, which 
reverses their previous findings for com- 
puter-based technology. There may be some 
new jobs created, but overall there may be 
'jobless growth' in the economy. A complicat- 
ing factor is the economic cycle, as employers 
in a recession are more likely to use tech- 
nology to reduce job numbers, whereas in a 
boom period they may concentrate on retain- 
ing scarce skills through enhancing telework- 
ers' time and location flexibility. Economic 
factors also make it difficult to predict 
whether telework will lead to employers 
changing the contract status of remote 
employees to self-employed. There is also the 
power of belief in the ideology of 'excellence' 
which values enterprise and self-employment 
and tends to denigrate conventional employ- 
ment. This can be just as strong an influence 
on managers' decisions as any 'logic' of tech- 
nology.
There is some evidence that network tech- 
nology has an effect on organisational struc- 
ture. Boddy and Gunson found clear evi- 
dence of changes within firms. They found
no evidence that it affects relationships 
between firms with the caveat that it may be 
too soon to tell. Virtual organisations without 
a physical location and only a temporary 
'structure' may be a rarity, but this may be 
because of these very attributes, making them 
very difficult for social scientists tu identify, 
used as they are to studying factory or office 
locations where workers are co-located. 
Research needs to distinguish between the 
effects of technology on existing firms, and 
how new enterprises are affected. The role of 
large companies and MNCs in the infor- 
mation age is another area neglected in the 
literature.
The effects of the information age on 
women in the labour market appear to take 
the form of perpetuation of the existing hori- 
zontal and vertical divisions with the bulk of 
low-skill, low-paid telework jobs done by 
women, and most of the high status, well- 
paid jobs done by men. Working in the home 
does not break down existing segmented sex 
roles as Toffler[99] predicted but may 
reinforce them. There is also no evidence that 
it breaks down class divisions. The status 
barriers remain, and in general the elite of 
teleworkers tend to have a significantly dif- 
ferent experience of work to routine workers. 
However, remote workers may all share an 
increased vulnerability to cost-cutting by 
employers, and may all tend to be excluded 
from features of the internal labour market 
such as opportunities for promotion.
To conclude, if we are in transition to a 
new age, will it inevitably have benign and 
progressive outcomes? According to Bell as 
well as most of the recent writers, both aca- 
demic and popular, the information age will 
be a new Utopia, with collaborative knowl- 
edge workers enjoying intrinsically satisfying 
work, economic prosperity and democratic 
access to information. Alternatively, the evi- 
dence discussed here suggests that it is just 
as likely that the outcome could be rather dif- 
ferent, with a polarisation of jobs between 
high quality and low-skilled, and a scarcity 
of employment because of jobless growth, 
resulting in an elite of 'information-rich' and 
a mass of 'information-poor'. The greatest 
challenge of the new age may be how to 
ensure that its potential benefits are shared 
by all classes.
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10.
This paper discusses the recent writing on telework and how much of it emphasises the 
positive aspects for the home based teleworker. This approach is then compared with the 
Human Resource Management model. Evidence is then presented that the reality of telework 
implementation is often at variance with this, and reasons for the difference between rhetoric 
and reality are discussed.
The image of telework given prominence by writers such as Toffler (1981), Handy (1989), 
and Peters, by those in the information and telecommunications industries, and not least by 
the current government (Employment Department, 1993, 1994: Department of Trade and 
Industry, 1994) tends to emphasise the more positive aspects of this work form. For 
example:
"it is one of the most flexible forms of work and this adaptability means that there 
are innumerable ways you can mix and match the ingredients...the rewards could be 
great" (Employment Department, 1994, p. 29).
It is presented as a liberating form of employment, which gives individuals autonomy to 
organise their own time, and to work in the comfort of their own homes. There is freedom to 
access clients and customers via the international 'information superhighway' so although 
workers may be physically separated from others, they can make meaningful contacts 
through the technology. If they are employees, they are managed in a context of high trust 
and mutuality, where their bosses motivate and lead, rather than closely control. Teleworkers 
retain the benefits of employment, such as training and advancement, equal pay and 
conditions with their office-based counterparts, and inclusion in the long-term plans of the 
organisation. Where teleworkers are self-employed, the discourse is that of the 'enterprise 
culture' (Huws, 1991) where telework can facilitate voluntary moves into self-employment, 
often as a precursor to growing a small business, The teleworker is usually assumed to be a 
professional or technical specialist, who possesses skills and experience highly valued by 
clients. The prevailing archetype in the literature is that of the highly paid consultant working 
from home in leafy rural surroundings.
The literature on telework shows many similarities with the ideas of Human Resource 
Management (HRM), which has its roots in the American 'excellence' literature, with 
influences from the Japanese employment model (Haddon and Lewis, 1994). A good 
definition of what is meant by the term is that of Storey (1995):
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"Human Resource Management is a distinctive approach to 
employment management which seeks to achieve competitive 
advantage through the strategic deployment of a highly 
committed and capable workforce using an array of cultural, 
structural and personnel techniques" (p. 5).
There is evidence in the UK of a great deal of interest in HRM, and of a wide range of 
initiatives such as employers' attempts to change the culture of their organisations, to instil 
commitment amongst employees and to increase their adaptability (Storey, 1992). The 1990s 
is said to be the decade in which the human resource will 'make the difference' and 
employers are encouraged in practitioner journals to treat their workers as assets, not costs, 
with a promise of a pay-off in terms of bottom-line success.
The view of telework outlined here fits with the HRM model in a number of respects. 
Firstly, it is a flexible and adaptable pattern of work, both in terms of time and location, but 
also in terms of the type of employment contract that teleworkers may have. The technology 
involved is also congruent with a decentralised or 'federal organisation' (Handy, 1989), 
rapidly responsive to change, and adhocratic in nature (Moss Kanter, 1984: Mintzberg, 
1979). A move away from command and control bureaucracy and the development of new 
and organisational forms responsive to rapid change is associated with the HRM approach. 
Telework is also clearly linked with the rise of the 'knowledge based organisation' where 
workers will 'direct and discipline their own performance' which will require 'self-discipline 
and even greater emphasis on individual responsibility for relationships and communications' 
(Drucker, 1992). Managers' role in HRM is to facilitate and guide the workforce, rather than 
direct and control, in exactly the same way as teleworkers are to be managed in the high 
trust, 'best practice' cases.
What, then is the evidence about the development of telework in the UK, and how far does it 
follow the HRM blueprint?
There is no doubt that the first occupational and sectoral groupings of teleworkers were to be 
found predominantly in the ranks of the technical specialists and professionals, and the initial 
evidence was that the IT sector was the first to use home based teleworkers in any numbers 
(Kinsman. 1987: Judkins et al, 1985). However, more recently, the evidence we have shows 
that telework has become more widespread in other sectors of the economy, such as finance 
and local government, and in a much wider range of occupations (Huws 1993). There is also 
anecdotal evidence that telework has grown more rapidly in the self-employed workforce 
than amongst 'corporate' employees.
Far less attention (with some exceptions - Huws, 1984: Brocklehurst, 1989) has been paid in 
the literature and in the press, to homebased teleworkers who are performing 'back office' 
functions of a much more routine nature than the first wave of teleworkers. These are the 
word processor operators and the data entry clerks or those employed in telesales. These 
workers have much more easily replaceable skills and a much weaker labour market position. 
For this group, work at home is more likely to be low-paid and careerless, and employers 
would be more likely to treat them as marginal to the firm - flexible, but not in the inclusive 
version of the term. Self-employed teleworkers in these occupations are more likely to 
resemble traditional 'outworkers', insecure and exploited, unrepresented and isolated in their
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own homes with little or no contact with others. They would be predominantly women 
constrained to work in this way in order to combine employment with caring for children.
There is now clear evidence that there has been a significant growth in this type of telework. 
Using national data, Felstead (1995) found 305,000 homeworkers of the traditional type, of 
whom in clerical and related occupations. Amongst women homeworkers 
about 67 per cent were doing clerical jobs. Felstead's view is that they are subject to the 
same employment relationships to those in the old 'sweated' trades such as clothing and 
finishing goods. Though nominally self-employed, they are in reality disguised wage 
workers, lacking employment and health and safety protection or fringe benefits. They are 
often working part-time and paid through piece work systems. Therefore the technology they 
are using is immaterial: there is no difference in the outcome for the back room machinist 
and the routine clerical home computer user.
Amongst the employed work force telework is still a small-scale phenomenon, with Huws1 
study for the Employment Department (1993) finding about 6 per cent of employers making 
use of teleworkers. A more recent Reed/Home Office Partnership study, which would be 
likely to focus on firms making use of clerical employees, found that 13 per cent of their 
sample of firms were making use of home based teleworkers (The Independent 2/3/1995).
There is a growing body of evidence that employers are in some cases worsening the terms 
and conditions of teleworkers, and tending to treat work at home as a privilege granted to 
employees, without the reciprocity of relationships emphasised in the HRM literature. The, 
Civil Service guidelines for its own staff caused controversy because they implied that use of 
the home as an office might not be compensated for, that normal incremental progression for 
home based staff would not necessarily be guaranteed, and part-time homeworkers would be 
paid by the hour (General Circular GC/366).
There are examples of women professionals who have been offered teleworking as a way of 
retaining a hold on the labour market during family formation, but on a self-employed rather 
than employed basis, making their situation less secure. In the public sector there are 
teleworkers with technical skills employed on short term contracts but refused training. In 
leading edge companies, in the forefront of developing telework, intensification of work has 
led to the erosion of the regular meetings between staff which ensured that they retained team 
spirit and did not develop feelings of isolation. Teleworkers in a recently privatised industry 
reported a general lack of support and in one case a refusal to help with costs of moving to 
more suitable accommodation for a home office. There are examples of teleworkers in the 
financial sector not being volunteers and downgraded when becoming home based.
Significantly, during the 1980s and 1990s, statistics on self-employment show that the 
growth in the self-employed work force was due to the rise in numbers of self- 
employed without employees, and the numbers of small firms has remained largely constant 
(Department and Trade and Industry, 1995). In some cases these workers are former 
employees redesignated as self-employed and working in their own homes as teleworkers. 
Our research into book-publishing showed that the recent growth in the numbers of 
'freelance' editors and proof-readers was due to the cost-cutting policies of publishers, and 
they were predominantly pushed into self-employment by redundancy, and were heavily 
reliant upon 1 or 2 publishers for work which was often intermittent and poorly paid. Often 
their major client was their former employer (Stanworth and Stanworth 1995). A similar 
trend towards self-employment is evident in journalism as a whole, with estimates that 
between one third and a half of NUJ members may now be freelance. At least some of these 
are now home based teleworkers.
There are exceptions to this picture, of course. The telecommunications industry is 
implementing telework schemes as models of good practice for others to follow, using 
volunteers, equal pay, terms and conditions and employee status, all negotiated with the trade 
unions (Society of Telecomms Executives, 1992). But why does the major emphasis appear 
to be on using telework as a cost-cutting mechanism, rather than an approach which treats 
people as valued, long-term assets? The explanation lies in the corporate environment which 
faces UK work organisations.
The external pressures on work organisations in the 1990s are tending to drive employers to 
adopt a focus on survival and cost-cutting, and short-termist approach to labour 
deployment. The development of global product and labour markets, competition from the 
Far East, the international nature of information and telecommunications technology, as well 
as lower economic growth and recurring recessions may all be involved. The government's 
own policy of deregulating the labour market has also had an influence on employers.
'Increased competition' is a blanket term which is frequently highlighted as a reason for Firms 
to require more 'flexible' working. Rubery and Horrell (1994) found that their case study 
firms experienced three types of competitive pressures: from consumers demanding more 
sophisticated goods and services, through inter-firm competition and also from budgetary 
pressures within firms to achieve targets and improve efficiency. An example of inter-firm 
competition is the finance sector, where a number of telework initiatives amongst routine 
clerical staff are being implemented, shifting work from office to home base, to increase 
efficiency and to reduce overhead costs in the long-term. The public sector is now very 
much budget and target driven, and with continual squeezes on resources, telework is being 
used as a cost-effective form of labour deployment. Thirty one per cent of local authorities, 
for example, have some form of arrangement for work at home (New Ways to Work, 1995).
Not all firms adopting telework are facing global competition in product or labour markets, 
but increasingly the information and telecommunications infrastructure is international, and 
can easily facilitate movement of commercial activity around the world to access cheaper 
labour or more advantageous tax or regulatory regimes (Horner and Day, 1995). Examples of 
'offshore' telework are well-known and there are also UK firms who subcontract software 
development work to the third world.
Continuing low levels of economic growth and recurring recessions have also led employers 
to cut the overhead costs of employment or change fixed to variable costs through 
outsourcing or subcontraction of staff. The buffer of high unemployment and weakened 
trade unions has encouraged them to offer work very much on their terms, with little regard 
to employees' preferences. The government's policy of deregulation has reinforced this 
attitude by emphasising 'flexibility' in terms of disposability, and encouraging employers to 
keep wage costs low, and to compete on cost not quality. This has legitimised a low pay, low 
skill economy with greater job insecurity.
These drivers all tend to lead to telework being used to create 'limited attachment' (Blyton 
and Morris, 1992) amongst workers, and militate against the possibility of a long-term 
strategic focus being adopted by employers, which is the main thrust of the HRM approach. 
Cost-driven short-termism will tend to inhibit the acquisition of job competencies among 
workers, and no more than contingent loyalty can be expected from the work force. Real
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commitment cannot be created by job-insecurity and fear: this can only come from a more 
equal and reciprocal relationship between the parties.
Predictions of a 'brave new world' of liberating telework, characterised by intrinsically 
interesting work, good pay and conditions and high trust management, at best seems only a 
partial truth. The use of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) by new 
homeworkers does not by itself guarantee enlightened treatment or job security. More 
important is teleworkers' relative bargaining position with their employers. Research into 
other forms of workforce flexibility has shown that only where employees possessed 
bargaining power were their preferences on how work was organised taken into account 
(Rubery and Horrell, 1994).
Some self-employed teleworkers may be independent consultants working for high fees in 
pleasant surroundings, but the evidence shows that the real growth in numbers is in female- 
dominated clerical jobs where employment conditions closely resemble those of'traditional' 
outworkers.. Where workers are corporate employees, those in clerical occupations are more 
vulnerable to attempts by employers to use the move from office to home base to worsen 
terms and conditions, and introduce this form of work mainly to suit them. Even higher 
status teleworking employees are not insulated against the current pressures of corporate life. 
In today's climate, creating resourceful teleworkers is likely to be less of a priority than 
deploying people at the lowest possible cost.
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Ethical Issues of Teleworking
Chris Moon and Celia Stanworth
"Why does the major emphasis appear to be on using telework as a cost-cutting mechanism, 
rather than as an approach which treats people as valued long-term assets?" This important 
study exploring the ethical ambiguities and challenges of teleworking was first presented at 
an Imperial College Management School Conference on Ethical Issues in Contemporary
«
man Resource Management in April last year, sponsored jointly by EBEN-UK, the British 
apter of the European Business Ethics Network, and BUIRA, the British Universities 
Industrial Relations Association. Chris Moon is Senior Lecturer in Occupational Psychology 
and Human Resource Management at Anglia Business School, Anglia Polytechnic 
University, Danbury Park Conference Centre, Danbury, Chelmsford CMS 4AT, as well as 
teaching the MBA Business Ethics programmes at Imperial College Management School, 
University of London. Celia Stanworth is Senior Lecturer in Human Resource Management at 
the Business School, University of Greenwich, Riverside House, Woolwich, London SE18 
6BU, and has published widely in the area of teleworking.
T elework has been given prominence by such writers as Toffler (1981) and Handy 
(1989), by practitioners in the information and 
telecommunication industries, and by the UK 
government (Employment Department 1993, 
1994; Department of Trade and Industry 
1994). The image of telework thus presented 
to emphasise the more positive aspects 
work form:
". . . it is one of the most flexible forms of 
work and this adaptability means that 
there are innumerable ways you can mix 
and match the ingredients . . . the rewards 
could be great . . ."
(Employment Department, 1994, p. 29)
Thus telework is presented as a liberating 
form of employment which gives individuals 
autonomy to organise their own time, and 
to work in the comfort of their own homes. 
There is freedom to access clients and cus- 
tomers via the 'information superhighway', 
allowing physically remote workers to make 
meaningful contacts through the technology. 
If they are employees they are managed in 
a context of high trust and mutuality where 
their bosses motivate and lead rather than 
closely control. Furthermore, teleworkers 
retain the same benefits of training, advance- 
ment, equal pay and conditions as their office- 
based counterparts, and are included in the
long-term plans of the organisation. Self- 
employed teleworkers are also symbols of 
the 'enterprise culture' (Huws, 1991), where 
telework can facilitate voluntary moves into 
self-employment, often as a precursor to 
establishing a small business. The teleworker 
is often assumed to be a professional or 
technical specialist, who possesses skills and 
experience highly valued by clients. The 
prevailing archetype in the literature is that 
of the highly paid consultant working from 
home in a leafy rural surrounding.
This article will therefore focus on 'the 
reality of teleworking' with reference to 
empirical data and case example. The impact 
of the wider business environment will be 
discussed in order to appreciate the diversity 
of working practices and introduce the 
human resource implications of teleworking. 
The links between organisational character- 
istics and Human Resource Management 
(HRM) policies on rights will be used as a 
basis for recognising the rights and duties of 
employees and employers relating to tele- 
working, and a charter for teleworkers will be 
proposed.
The reality of teleworking
There seems little doubt that the first occupa- 
tional and sectoral groupings of teleworkers
© Blackwell Publishers Ltd. 1997. 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF 
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were found predominantly in the ranks of 
the technical specialists and professionals, 
with evidence pointing to the IT sector as 
the first to use home-based teleworkers in any 
numbers (Kinsman, 1987; Judkins, 1985). 
I lowever, more recent evidence shows that 
telework has become more widespread in 
other sectors of the economy, such as finance 
and local government, and in a much broader 
range of occupations (Huws, 1993). There is 
also anecdotal evidence that telework has 
grown more rapidly in the self-employed 
workforce than amongst 'corporate' em- 
ployees. Far less attention has been paid in 
the UK literature (apart from Ffuws, 1984; 
Brocklehurst, 1989) to home-based tclc- 
workcrs who perform 'back office' functions 
of a much more routine nature than the first 
wave of teleworkers. These arc the word- 
process operators and the data-entry clerks or 
those employed in telesales. These workers 
have much more easily replaceable skills and 
a much weaker labour market position. For 
this group, work at home is more likely to be 
low-paid and careerless, and employers 
would be more likely to treat them as 
marginal to (he firm flexible, but not in (he 
inclusive version of the term.
Self-employed teleworkers in these occu- 
pations arc more likely to resemble traditional 
'outworkers', insecure and exploited, unrep- 
resented and isolated in their own homes 
with little or no contact with others. ITiey 
would be predominantly women constrained 
to work in this way in order to combine 
employment with caring for children; and 
there is evidence of a significant growth in 
this type of telework. Using national data, 
Fclstead (1995) found 305,000 homeworkers 
in the UK of the traditional type, of whom 
well over half were in clerical and related 
occupations. Amongst women homeworkers 
about 67% were doing clerical jobs. Felstead's 
view is that they are subject to the same 
employment relationships as those in the old 
'sweated' trades such as clothing and finish- 
ing goods. Though nominally self-employed, 
they are in reality disguised wage workers, 
lacking employment and health and safety 
protection or fringe benefits. They are often 
working part-time and paid through piece- 
work systems. Therefore the technology they 
are using is immaterial; there is no difference 
in the outcome for (he back-room machinist 
and the routine clerical home computer user. 
In fact, there are no accurate statistics as to the 
numbers of self-employed teleworkers. In 
some cases these workers are former em- 
ployees redesignated as self-employed and 
working in their own homes. Often the major 
client of these teleworkers is the employer
that pushed them into redundancy in the first 
place (cf Stanworth and Stanworth, 1995).
Amongst the employed workforce telework 
is still a small-scale phenomenon, with Huws' 
study for the Employment Department (1993) 
finding about 6% of employers making use 
of teleworkers. A more recent Reed/Home 
Office Partnership study (1995) found that 
13% of their sample of firms were making use 
of home-based teleworkers. Nevertheless, 
there is growing evidence that employers 
are in some cases worsening the terms and 
conditions of teleworkers and tending to treat 
work at home as a privilege granted. There 
are examples of women professionals being 
offered teleworking as a way of retaining a 
hold on the labour market during family 
formation but on a self-employed rather than 
employed basis. Indeed, in the public sector 
there are teleworkers with technical skills 
who are employed on short term contracts but 
are refused training. Even with leading edge 
companies, at the forefront of developing 
telework, the intensification of work has led 
to the erosion of the regular meetings 
between staff which ensured team spirit and 
prevented feelings of isolation. There are even 
examples of teleworkers in the financial sector 
being downgraded with involuntary home 
basing.
There are exceptions to this picture. The 
telecommunications industry is implement- 
ing telework schemes as models of good 
practice for others to follow, using volunteers, 
equal pay, equal terms and conditions and 
employee status, all negotiated with the trade 
unions (Society of Telecom Executives, 1992). 
But why does the major emphasis appear 
to be on using telework as a cost-cutting 
mechanism, rather than as an approach which 
treats people as valued long-term assets?
The external pressures on work organis- 
ations in the 1990s are tending to drive 
employers to adopt a focus on survival and 
cost-cutting, and a short-termist approach to 
labour deployment. The development of 
global product and labour markets, compe- 
tition from the Far East, the international 
nature of information and telecommuni- 
cations technology, as well as lower economic 
growth and recurring recessions, may all be 
involved. The government's own policy of 
deregulating the labour market has also had 
an influence on employers and 'increased 
competition' has often been cited as a blanket 
term in persuading firms of the need to adopt 
more 'flexible' working. Rubery and Horrell
(1994) found that their case study firms 
experienced three types of competitive 
pressures: from consumers demanding more 
sophisticated goods and services; through 
inter-firm competition; and also from budget- 
ary pressures within firms to achieve targets 
and improve efficiency. For example, in the 
finance sector there are a number of telework 
initiatives amongst routine clerical staff to 
increase efficiency and to reduce overhead 
costs in the long-term. The public sector also 
is now very much budget and target driven 
and, with continual squeezes on resources, 
telework is being used as a cost-effective form 
of labour deployment. 31% of local authorities 
in the UK, for example, have some form of 
arrangement for work at home 
1995).
Not all firms are facing global competition 
in product or labour markets, but increasingly 
the information and telecommunications 
infrastructure is international and can easily 
facilitate the movement of commercial activ- 
ity around the world to access cheaper labour 
or more advantageous tax or regulatory 
regimes (Horner and Day, 1995). Examples 
of 'offshore' telework are well-known and 
there are UK firms subcontracting develop- 
ment work to the third world. Continuing low 
levels of economic growth and recurring 
recessions have also led employers to cut 
the overhead costs of employment or change 
fixed to variable costs through outsourcing or 
subcontraction of staff. The buffer of high 
unemployment and weakened trade unions 
has encouraged employers to offer work very 
much on their terms, with little regard to 
employees' preferences. The attractiveness of
Giving a 'flexible' work force is thus rein- reed with an emphasis on the 'disposability' 
of the human asset with low pay and job 
insecurity.
Thus telework may be used to create 
'limited attachment' amongst workers (Blyton 
and Morris, 1992), and militate against the 
possibility of a long-term strategic focus being 
adopted by employers which is the main 
thrust of the Human Resource Management 
(HRM) approach. Although Legge (1995) 
contends that the implementation of HRM 
has been sporadic, opportunistic and frag- 
mented, there is evidence according to Storey 
(1992) of a wide range of HRM initiatives. 
Telework fits in with a model of HRM based 
upon flexible and adaptable patterns of work, 
in terms of time and location and in terms of 
the type of employment contract that tele- 
workers have. The technology involved is 
also congruent with notions of a decentralised 
or federal organisation (Handy, 1989), rapidly 
responsive to change and adhocratic in nature
(Moss Kanter, 1984; Mintzberg, 1979). Thus, 
a move away from command and control 
bureaucracy and the development of new 
organisational forms is associated with the 
HRM approach.
Telework is linked with the rise of the 
'knowledge based organisation' where, in 
theory, workers will 'direct and discipline 
their own performance' and where the em- 
phasis will be on individual responsibility for 
relationships and communication (Drucker, 
1992). Nevertheless, in practice there are 
particular problems associated with flexible 
working (Blackler and Oborne, 1987; Huws 
1990; Mueller, 1992; Stanworth and Stan- 
worth, 1991), and, as such, the complex 
nature of teleworking creates unique capital, 
people and control needs. IT may be required 
for competitive advantage but is not sufficient 
for organisational success. The 'push' toward 
flexible working depends upon the product/ 
service (complexity, diversity, etc.), an under- 
standing of the relevant cost structures, risks, 
time, need for localisation, competition and 
quality of information systems. Above all, 
there will be a need to satisfy the needs 
and expectations of various 'stakeholders'; 
i.e., the need to balance strategic planning and 
financial control with the need to involve and 
support a remote workforce. Thus, as work 
becomes more mobile there is a concomitant 
need for more specialist skills concerning the 
control and coordination of activities, and 
HRM practitioners will need to facilitate and 
guide the process.
As an example of flexible working in 
general, the case of IBM, which has intro- 
duced a core-periphery model, shows that 
a two-tier staffing requirement is being 
created (Robinson, 1995). Project managers 
retain the customer interface role, whilst 
project workers are employed on short-term 
contracts. The Business Director at one major 
computer company affirms that organis- 
ations cannot carry the unnecessary cost 
structures of full-time staff due to the influ- 
ence of the competitive market place. One 
member of the 'supplementary' workforce 
remarked that his job could be shed in a 
month without pension and redundancy 
rights and that training is task specific and 
on-the-job, not skill learning but task training. 
The Business Director retorts that Just-in- 
Time (JIT) skills are required; i.e., relevant 
skills at the time they are needed, and the 
Installations Manager acknowledges that the
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old ethic of a long-term career with steady 
employer is a thing of the past.
The danger is that short-term cost ad- 
vantages may be offset by changes in the 
longer term. Thus being able to 'hire and fire' 
on a daily basis, according to Valeric Jarvis 
(Robinson, 1995), at the National Institute for 
Economic and Social Research in the UK, 
leads to a lack of incentive to 'up-skill' if 'jobs' 
and 'tasks' are the priority. This skills 'cul-de- 
sac' may be forestalled by differentiating 
work and providing for new products and 
services, but increasingly the routinisalion of 
work is deskilling the workforce, and staff 
are being displaced to 'paper factories' with 
less grades, fewer people and constant work 
flows. As the factories become increasingly 
more efficient, further redundancies will 
become inevitable, and the displaced workers 
may not have the necessary transferable skills 
to gain employment elsewhere.
The banking industry in Britain has already 
provided examples of this process in oper- 
ation. In the past employees were valued for 
their length of training and clerical skill 
acquisition; with the introduction of com- 
puters the 'mutual dependence' between 
employer and employee has diminished. At 
one major bank, staff are trained in just three 
weeks before being given full responsibility to 
deal with client accounting; and the head of 
this direct banking service has stated that 
educational qualifications are of no interest to 
her in assessing the suitability of prospective 
employees. Selection interviews are under- 
taken over the telephone, i.e., remote from the 
candidate; similarly, the performance of in- 
dividuals is closely monitored by remote 
access; even 'idle time' is displayed on the 
so-called 'slave' board, a digital read-out 
above the desks, for all to see.
The experience at another major computer 
company also exemplifies problems facing 
teleworking and teleworkers. The company 
shed half of its workforce in a massive cost- 
cutting programme saving £3.5 million al- 
ready, and with the closure of another of 
its offices is set to save another £2.5 million. 
The justification for the dramatic change is 
that offices are expensive to rent and part- 
used, and flexible working is described as 
the inevitable future of their kind of work. 
Consultants to the company have found that 
flexible-work has led to more effective use of 
time, but that morale amongst staff is low, 
and customers may be suffering as a result. 
The Director of the company recognises that 
this is not good for a customer-oriented 
company, but he maintains that things will 
improve when customers realise that the lack 
of a 'visible' office does not mean that it will
be difficult to get hold of an employee; in fact, 
the reverse is true, in that with mobile 
communications and working from home 
the teleworkers are available at all times of 
the day and night. Some staff, however, 
appear not to share this conception of home- 
working. The initial sense of abandonment 
felt by staff informed of the closures by E-mail 
was described by one member as a feeling of 
having been emotionally raped. Those who 
retained jobs found that adaptation to tele- 
working meant working from home and 
being available 24 hours a day. Face-to-face 
contact with other staff was now minimal; the 
drop-in centre was cramped and rarely used 
to capacity - there being one desk per ten 
employees; and necessary face-to-face meet- 
ings were conducted in hotel lobbies at 
motorway interchanges.
The disruption to family life can be para- 
mount to home-workers, especially if their 
home facilities are makeshift and interfere 
with the daily routine (cf Haddon and 
Silverstone, 1993), and the constant uncer- 
tainty about the continuance of work pro- 
vides an incentive to do the task but not to 
identify with the product or service. Thus, 
cost-driven short-termism will tend to inhibit 
the acquisition of job competencies among 
workers in the long-term, and no more than 
contingent loyalty can be expected from the 
work force. Real commitment cannot be 
created by job-insecurity and fear, but can 
only come from a more equal and reciprocal 
relationship between the parties. Toffler 
(1986) found that 66% of the ethical issues 
encountered by the managers she interviewed 
involved managing human resources or in- 
ternal organisational processes, and that the 
widest legal exposure was to violations of the 
employer-employee contract. As Schwoerer 
(1995) maintain, the protection of em- 
ployee rights in the workplace is one of the 
fundamental questions facing organisations 
today; and Townley (1994) recognises that in 
many respects the practice of personnel/ 
HRM is the clarification of such rights.
Employer and employee rights may be in 
conflict, and Ewing (1989) argues that 
organisations are coming under increasing 
pressure to develop Human Resource Man- 
agement policies which protect those rights. 
Employer rights to be as competitive as 
possible may conflict with employee rights 
to fair treatment in a variety of situations. For 
example, the 'employment at will' doctrine 
described by Rosen and Schwoerer (1990)
may be in conflict with the employee's right 
to due process in selection testing (Dalton and 
Metzer, 1993; Munchus, 1989) and dispute 
resolution (Ewing, 1989). The employer's 
right to protect security, e.g., through elec- 
tronic surveillance, may be at odds with the 
employee's right to privacy (Stone and Stone, 
1990). HRM practitioners are charged with 
having to establish balanced and coherent 
strategies to protect both employee and 
employer rights. Schwoerer (1995) con- 
ducted research exploring the connections 
between HRM policies and rights and 
presented a table of what the respective 
employee and employer rights were in terms 
of their own shady (see ).
For the United States of America the 
ultimate framework for resolving conflicts 
of rights is the US Constitution. The Euro- 
pean context for the recognition of rights 
was determined with the Community 
Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of 
Workers adopted at the Strasbourg summit 
on 8th December 1989 (van Gerwen, 1994). 
An ethical basis for employees is set out 
under twelve headings: the free movement of 
workers within the Economic Community; 
'fair' remuneration for employment; the im- 
provement and approximation of conditions 
of employment; social security; freedom of 
associahon and collective bargaining; voca- 
tional training; equal treatment for men and 
women; information, consultation and parti- 
cipation arrangements; health and safety in 
the workplace; young people; retired people; 
and disabled people.
The UK government opted out of the Social 
Charter adopted at the Strasbourg summit 
but, as van Gerwen (1994) points out, Euro- 
pean legislation prevails under the Treaty 
of Rome; and with the European Court of 
Justice overruling national legislation there is 
increasing pressure to abide by European 
Community Law (cf Dickens, 1995). For
example, after 1992, European Company 
Statute required companies to adopt a model 
for enabling employees to "participate in the 
supervision and strategic development" of 
their companies (McHugh, 1991). The basic 
premise of this statute, according to McHugh, 
is that every individual working in the 
company is a 'stakeholder' and should share 
in rewards and decision-making. This recog- 
nises the complementary nature of employer 
and employee rights and duties; a right of one 
party implies the imposition of a duty on the 
other one, and Jef van Gerwen (1994) presents 
a schematic outline of these major rights and 
duties as they apply to the European Com- 
munity 
As van Gerwen (1994) points out, the right 
and duties between parties are not sym- 
metrical and cannot always be guaranteed. 
Questions arise as to which right should 
receive priority, who is to arbitrate over 
conflicts, and which party is ultimately 
responsible for enforcing such rights: em- 
ployer, government? Inevitably, an under- 
standing of how to address the rights and 
responsibilities of employers and employees 
will be aided by an understanding of busi- 
ness and social ethics issues and cases. HRM 
practitioners will need to approach these 
issues with a clear understanding of ethical 
theory and practice.
The contextual approach is recognised by 
Schwoerer (1995) whereby ethical de- 
cision-making is explained by the interaction 
of individual and organisational factors. 
There has been quite a body of work on 
the links between HRM policies and con- 
textual factors, but little research on the 
links between employee rights policies and 
contextual factors. Schwoerer (1995) did
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Employee rights policies
privacy of employee records 
employee access to records 
existence of ombudsperson 
free speech protection 
policy infraction guidelines 
existence of grievance committee 
impartial arbitrators for disputes 
health and safety information
Employer rights policies
medical exam screening 
drug testing
non-competition agreement 
termination-at-will 
avoidance of implied contracts 
psychological screening 
electronic surveillance 
background investigation
Employees' rights and duties
right to work
right to just remuneration
right to free associaton and to strike
right to privacy and to normal family life
freedom of conscience
freedom of speech
right to due process
right to participation
right to healthy and safe working conditions
right to work quality (job satisfaction)
duty to comply with labour contract
loyalty to the firm
respect for current legal and moral norms
Employers' rights and duties
no-discrimination rules for recruitment or
conditions for firing
respect for union presence and activities 
work-oriented code of conduct 
acceptance of criticism from workers without
repression 
acceptance of labour court jurisprudence in
conflicts
duty to inform and consult workers 
duty to guarantee health and safety 
duty to improve the quality of work 
demand of minimum productivity 
right to loyal co-operation 
requirement of correct behaviour in the
workplace
take six organisational characteristics and 
tested whether they were linked with formal 
employee rights policies. These were industry 
sector, unionisation level, size, labour supply, 
growth or decline, and business strategy. 
These authors found more formal policies in 
larger firms, and more in manufacturing than 
in services, and a positive correlation between 
unionisation and employee rights policies. 
Firms in decline had more policies for 
employees, but business strategy had little 
impact in this area, and tight or loose labour 
markets also made little difference. They 
concluded that:
  some organisations are actively address- 
ing workplace rights in a comprehensive 
manner.
  the nature of HRM policies governing 
rights can be instrumental in attracting 
employees, ensuring high performance 
and maintaining organisational flexibility.
  it is critical to achieve a good 'fit' between 
contextual factors and employee rights 
policies.
The problem with adopting such an instru- 
mental view to the recognition of employee 
rights is that employers may undertake cost- 
benefit analyses which place more emphasis 
on consequences in the short-term. Such a 
cost-benefit analysis in relation to teleworking 
has been drawn up by the authors and is 
shown in 
The cost-benefit analysis is useful in recog- 
nising a number of beneficial aspects of 
teleworking and in highlighting key issues 
of control and coordination, but it fails
adequately to take into account the duties of 
employers to respect fundamental social 
rights of teleworkers. To this end Townley 
(1994) reframes HRM in terms of a Foucaul- 
dian analysis and recognises the importance 
of visibility, voice, the rejection of technoc- 
racy, the value of experience and the integrity 
of the individual, the importance of difference 
or context, the fragility of identity and the 
rejection of privilege. In many ways the 
following sections suggest 'how' personnel/ 
HRM practitioners can begin to enact change 
by making the work of telework more visible 
in terms of recognition and due regard for the 
particular skills which teleworkers have to 
offer.
Article I Part I of the European Social Charter 
recognises that 'everyone shall have the 
opportunity to earn their living in an occu- 
pation freely entered upon . . .'. However, 
van Gerwen (1994) posits that the right to 
work is ambiguous (for example, there are 
different interpretations of what constitutes 
work), and member states may accept the 
moral right but not enact the juridical right 
into their legislative frameworks. The authors 
would suggest that if employers are per- 
suaded to accept 'meta' rights to work (that 
is, the gradual realisation of a right within 
economic and political limits) then they may 
implement a policy which accords with the 
moral right but allows contextual considera- 
tions to be taken into account (cf Sen, 1982). 
Thus employers may move away from 'em-
JlackweU Publishers Lid. 1997
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Benefits
reduced costs of centralisation
closer to customer/targeting of markets
empowerment/ discretion
innovation and service orientation
flexibility and autonomy
responsiveness
networks of best practice
personalised motivation to achieve quality
devolved responsibility
Costs
start-up, logistical and support costs 
Management Information Systems and cost
control mechanisms 
HRM and performance measurement 
cost of downsizing
creating identity/maintaining commitment 
consensual decision-making 
need for synnergy/coordination 
IT training, attitude development 
intervention mechanisms, risk management
ployment at will' policies to 'will employ on a 
continuing basis', which means that the 
uncertainty of being employed on a short- 
term contract for the duration of a particular 
project is replaced with a commitment to 
employ for a guaranteed minimum length. 
This may blur the distinction between core 
and periphery and encourage functional 
flexibility (or mulri-skilling) rather than just 
numerical flexibility (that is, adjustments to 
work hours or numbers of workers). HRM 
practitioners will need to recognise the 
unique skills of the teleworker in their 
recruitment and selection procedures; em- 
phasis will need to be placed not only on 
expertise and efficiency but also on quality 
and innovativeness. Teleworkers offer self- 
management and analytical skills that de- 
serve recognition and reward; and it is a 
mistake for organisations to infer that 
a 'remote' workforce does not want to be 
involved in key decision making. Token 
empowerment will not suffice, teleworkers 
require a real sense of autonomy and control 
over their work; HRM practitioners will need 
to respect the teleworker's right to privacy 
and be forthright in regenerating a sense of 
community in order to engender commitment 
from all stakeholders.
The basic right to free association is explicit in 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
1948, in the Social Charter of the Council of 
Europe 1961 and in the European Charter of 
Fundamental Social Rights of Workers 1989. 
Therefore, according to van Gerwen (1994), 
trade unions are morally required to defend 
the interests of all workers. We would extend
this moral obligation to include the tele- 
worker and homeworker. Teleworkers are 
particularly vulnerable to the coercive 
pressures of employers due to their lack of 
property rights compared to full-time 
workers (that is, fewer statutory employ- 
ment protections). However, any 'bullying' 
tactics of employers against teleworkers will 
inevitably lead to the formation of control 
networks in which information and services 
are supplied only to those organisations 
treating flexible workers fairly, and there are 
examples of 'equality networks' having a 
'significant impact' on equal opportunities in 
local business communities (cf ECOTEC, 
1993).
Thus HRM practitioners will need to 
monitor any use of electronic surveillance 
and ensure that whilst security is maintained 
due respect is given to teleworkers' privacy. 
Mechanisms will need to be developed to 
ensure that information and consultation with 
teleworkers are enhanced. HRM practitioners 
may need to find new ways to encourage 
co-ownership, co-operative management, 
co-decision-making, structural participation 
and profit-sharing. This is a recognition of 
the social character of a firm, that all stake- 
holders have a moral right to a say in its man- 
agement and ownership, and that all workers 
have a right to appropriate vocational guid- 
ance, training and rehabilitation. In fact, 
Ewing (1989) argues that an increasingly 
well-educated and articulate work force will 
not tolerate arbitrary treatment by employers, 
and will demand a range of employment 
rights. Emphasis will then be on employers 
having a duty to respect the rights of all 
workers regardless of arbitrary distinctions 
between core and periphery, etc. 
identifies possible duties for employers in 
regard to flexible working practices.
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Employers duty to improve the education and training of workers and 'up-skill'.
Provide 'core' terms and conditions for flexible working practices.
Recognise quality of teleworking skills - self-management, analytical skills, etc.
Need to empower flexible-workers - getting and acting on feedback from them; i.e., providing
mechanisms for influence. 
Designing reward systems for flexible-workers that reflect their expertise, effectiveness, quality
of service and innovativeness. 
Monitoring differential impact to ensure equal treatment; i.e., that teleworkers rates of pay,
opportunities to enhance pay, access to occupational benefits, opportunities for training or
promotion are comparable with those of core workers.
Thus employers adopting a deontological 
frame of reference would be under an ob- 
ligation to treat teleworkers with equity in 
relation to on-site or core employees. This 
is in accordance with the stance recently 
adopted by the Equal Opportunities Com- 
mission (EOC) in the UK in relation to all 
forms of flexible work wherein there is a 
harmonisation of all conditions with those 
of the full-time worker (Dickens, 1995), On- 
site employees may then be used as the 
'benchmark' for codes of practice in relation 
to teleworkers. However, this would not 
include the self-employed where on-site 
workers do not exist for comparison. There- 
fore the authors propose a 'charter' for 
teleworkers that could also embrace or be 
adapted for those working for the virtual 
organisation. Such a charter may include 
those elements set out in below and 
has been adapted from the proposed Charter 
for Homeworkers (Huws, 1984), from various 
trade union recommendations and from 
recent research on telework (Stanworth and 
Stanworth, 1991).
The general tenets of the charter are that 
flexible working practices are not used to 
worsen the terms and conditions of the 
teleworker, that telework is not used as a 
substitute for the provision of childcare, 
that telework is not used to weaken or 
eliminate trade union representation, that 
telework is not used to casualise the work- 
force, for example, by changing to short-term 
contracts or self-employed status as a condi- 
tion of remote working, that teleworkers are 
not so closely supervised through the tech- 
nology as to lead to allegations of the 'spy 
in the home', and that teleworkers' health 
and safety are not compromised by work- 
ing at home or at other locations. If HRM 
practitioners are not decisive in promoting 
the above, then there is danger that the real 
potential for new working practices will be 
lost to employers.
Predictions of a 'brave new work' of liberat- 
ing telework characterised by intrinsically 
interesting work, good pay and conditions 
and high trust management at best seem only 
a partial truth. The use of Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICTs) by new 
homeworkers does not by itself guarantee 
enlightened treatment or job security. More 
important is teleworkers' relative bargaining 
position with their employers. Research into 
other forms of workforce flexibility has 
shown that only where employees possessed 
bargaining power were their preferences on 
how work was organised taken into account 
(Rubery and Horrell, 1994). Some self-em- 
ployed teleworkers may be independent 
consultants working for high fees in pleasant 
surroundings, but the evidence shows that 
the real growth in numbers is in female- 
dominated clerical jobs where employment 
conditions closely resemble those of 'tradi- 
tional' outworkers. Where workers are corpo- 
rate employees those in clerical occupations 
are more vulnerable to attempts by employers 
to use the move from office to home base to 
worsen terms and conditions, and to intro- 
duce this form of work mainly to suit the 
employer. Even higher status teleworking 
employees are not insulated against the 
current pressures of corporate life, and there 
is the danger for the 1990s and beyond that
  Employers may adopt the teleological 
approach to the employment of tele- 
workers: deskilling, surveillance, cost- 
minimisation, externalisation; rather than 
a deontological approach which will be 
restricted to teleworkers in the primary 
segment of the labour market who sell 
their labour under privileged market 
conditions.
  An emphasis on cost-effectiveness and 
service delivery for white collar workers
A 
RECRUITMENT
PAY AND REWARD
MERIT/VARIABLE 
PAY
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
FRINGE BENEFITS 
ALLOWANCES
[ME OFFICE 
IPMENT
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY
COMMUNICATION 
MEETINGS
TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT
CAREER
WORKING TIME
COLLECTIVE 
REPRESENTATION
Teleworkers should be volunteers.
They should have equal opportunity to return to on-site work.
Teleworkers should have equal pay with on-site workers.
They should not forego normal incremental progression.
They should not become hourly-paid when moving to telework.
Teleworkers should be included in incentive payment systems, share 
ownership schemes, company bonus schemes, etc.
Teleworkers should be included in appraisal systems.
All normal fringe benefits should apply, for example, holidays, sick 
pay, maternity pay and leave, etc.
Heat, light, wear and tear and telephone charges should be 
compensated for.
All office workstation equipment should be provided by the employer 
and be suitable for use in domestic premises.
Teleworkers should have the same rights and responsibilities as on-site 
workers, with workstations checked regularly and policy 
developments communicated to them.
Special efforts should be made to avoid marginalising teleworkers. 
The technology should enable peer contact, not militate against it.
Teleworkers should have opportunities to meet together, both to 
discuss work issues and also socially.
Teleworkers should be eligible for T&D on the same basis as on-site 
workers. Arrangements should be made to accommodate time and 
location constraints of teleworkers.
Teleworkers should be considered for promotion on the same basis as
on-site workers.
All internal posts becoming available should be open to teleworkers.
Agreement should be reached as to teleworkers' working hours and 
when they should be available to clients/customers etc.
Teleworkers should have right of access to trade union information. 
They should have the right to join a trade union.
will impact considerably upon lower levels 
clerical and admin in particular.
  Even those with high skills and qualifica- 
tions are in danger of being casualised/ 
dependent workers.
  The training of a replacement workforce 
with equivalent skills/experience may be- 
come a secondary consideration of employ- 
ers adopting a ideological approach.
In fact, in today's climate creating resourceful 
teleworkers is likely to be less of a priority 
than deploying people at the lowest possible 
cost. HRM practitioners will need to take up 
the challenge of advocating the recognition of 
teleworkers' rights and the complementary 
duties of employers towards them if organ-
isations are to be prepared adequately for the 
next millenium  
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The book is at its best on the economics of social security, reviewing the direction 
of reform efforts. Disney makes a valiant attempt to integrate the economic tj; 
with these policy-debates, but not with entire success. The book will however be 
useful both for labour-economics and for social policy courses. Th&4fublic choice 
interest will be in the willingness of a number of countries to takejerig-term measures 
to deal with a growing problenvT^je separate financing or hypothecation of pension 
spending seems to have paid off in terms,of sharper polipyrocus on the whole issue of 
long-term viability. Disney's work could ateoleadpflto more study of choices on a 
disaggregated basis. The variability of labouroflkket behaviour and of replacement 
rates seem likely to increase with greater^tremes oiswealth and poverty. The baby 
boomers in older age will be very different from the wbftoig-class elderly of the 
1950s in the classic studies of To^nSend and Wedderburn.
For Disney, the background work has been done: he now has ErtSNcredentials to 
make a continuing conp?rf5urion both in policy analysis and in economicNfqodelling, 
especially in social security and pensions.
NICK BOSANQUET 
by Alan Felstead and Nick Jewson with John Goodwin.
London, HMSO, 1996, pp., £25.95 paper. 
by Celia Stanworth.
Institute of Employment Rights, London, 1996, viii + 40 pp., £6 trade unions
and students, £20 others, paper.
Since the re-emergence in Britain of interest in homeworking some twenty years ago, 
there has been a plethora of studies by campaigning groups and social scientists of the 
kinds of jobs involved, the wages and conditions associated with it and the personal 
and social characteristics of those who do it. Those who supply and profit from it have 
been much less studied, though some, including myself, regard this as essential both 
for social scientific explanation and as a basis for effective action to reduce the 
excessive exploitation that much homeworking entails. It remains a highly politicized 
topic which feeds much too easily on stereotypes and implicit assumptions.
As might be expected, the grounds of the debates around homeworking have 
changed over the past two decades along with the broader shifts in political rhetoric 
and economic restructuring and recession. Vocabularies of the free market  
competition, downsizing, deregulation and flexibility the emphasis on "new 
technologies" and the increase in the numbers marginalized in the labour market 
have all played a part.
Our understanding of the phenomenon termed homeworking depends on hew it is 
defined, what problems are posed, what questions are asked and the means by which 
they are investigated. Both these publications define homeworking :learly and so 
avoid the methodological pitfalls found in some studies of home-based work which 
do not distinguish between different types of employment relationships or between 
work at or from home. The differences, between work and 
are admirably presented in Felstead. Jewson 
and Goodwin also distinguish between those who seil their services or products, 
i.e. the self-employed, and those who. though commonly designated as self- 
employed by suppliers, stand in a waged work relationship to them.
Siackweil Publishers Ltd/London School of Economics 1997,
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The report by Fsistead ;f was commissioned by the Employment Department 
and examined manufacturing and lower-status service homeworkers' who work 
home for firms or businesses who market or sell their output', paying attention 
especially to ethnic minority homeworkers. They provide Information, using data 
from ihe 1991 Census, a doorstep survey of home-located work involving 1:5.323 
homes which was conducted in four localities, and 338 in-depth interviews with 
homeworkers, 54% of whom -were from ethnic minorities. Two localities, one in the 
Midlands and one in an inner London borough, were chosen to cover those 'typically' 
associated with homeworking urban industrial areas with a strong tradition in 
industries such as dothing and footwear': these were compared with two other 
localities one an urban area in Scotland and the other in an EngJish ihire county, 
regarded as 'untypical' homeworking areas. Their findings include estimates of 
home-located work (f % of the working population according to the Census and 
3.4% of households with at least one member doing paid work at home from the 
doorstep survey): 91% of homeworkers interviewed were female. 69% were 
married, in their 20s or 30s. and 71 % had at least one child under 16. A wide range of 
work was undertaken, but over haif was in sewing. 12% in packing. 4% in VDL work 
and 16% categorized as 'other': hours ranged rrom *}-!U to over 4$ per week; 62% 
worked regularly at weekends and evenings. The mean hourly rate was iLl.03: the 
highest was in Scotland (^4.19^ and the lowest in the Midlands (jLZ.M). None of these 
results is out of line with other surveys of homeworking.
The authors point out that their findings cannot be interpreted as nationally 
representative, but highlight local differences in characteristics of homeworking and 
provide a basis for comparison which emphasizes the diverse and heterogeneous set 
of circumstances that comprise the national picture.
This study is a useful addition to information on homeworking. It would have been 
even more so if. in discussing ethnicity, the Census 'ethnic' categories had been 
disaggregated and data on white ethnicities had been collected and analysed. Their 
conclusion, that homeworking appears to offer an opportunity to reconcile the 
competing demands of childcare commitments and the need to earn additional 
income (although this commonly proves very demanding and requires high levels of 
self-management), would have been more convincing had some of the discrepancies 
in the responses been highlighted, analysed and explained. These discrepancies are 
common in the literature and could have been anticipated. For instance, while 64% 
of homewcrkers perceived homeworking as an advantage because of childcare. of 
those with children living with them. "9% reported that their work was 'interrupted' 
by rhem. -)j% ;hat they worry because they can't give the children enough time, and 
24% :hat 'here were health ind safety uangers. Performing hcmewcrk tasks ind 
looking after children simultaneously, fitting family life into suppliers' deadlines and 
using domestic space for industrial labour, material and machines, are in a conrlic: 
which even the highest levels ?f seif-management cannot overcome.
Stanworth's study covers two -forms' of work Jf home: one. where information and 
communications technology -[TCj: 'S used by routine clerical workers, and the 
other, where manufacturing or service workers ir<; dependent :n suppliers for work. 
Its main concsm is with improving wages ind conditions and the issues around 
vcrx^rs protection. '.egis!aticn ind trice -inicn organization. Her S.:ok^( ;ummur- 
:zes 4ome jf the crucial issues 3osed cv the increasing use jf teiewcr'^ers bv j range of 
companies and concludes that the use of ITCs Jces not guarantee enlightened 
Treatment, increased autcncmy or job security and presents a challenge to the unions 
 vricse members are being reiccate j out of offices to work in their jwn nomes.
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Estimating the extent of homeworking as defined in these two studies in Britain 
and elsewhere is a difficult undertaking for several technical and ideological reasons 
and remains controversial It provides an excellent example of the need to apply 
methodological rigour in both quantitative and qualitative research, where conven- 
tional methods of recording have been shown repeatedly as failmc. Both these 
studies accept that between 1981 and 1994 there was nearly a tripling of 
homeworkers from 100.000 to 250.000. While they mention the National Home- 
working Group survev figure of 1 million reported in 1994, they do not discuss this 
discrepancy nor the questions raised by the Group about the methods emploved in 
national surveys.
The research findines of the past two decades on the 'sweated labour' involved in 
the casualized conditions experienced by those working at home, as described here, 
have so far brought no improvements. Much of the employment legislation passed in 
this period ha? had the reverse effect. These two publications may help to persuade 
British ministers and a majority of MPs in the next Parliament to adopt and 
implement the ILO 1996 Convention and Recommendation on Homeworkine setting 
minimum standards for pay and conditions. The EU 1995 Working Group proposals 
for a co-ordinated strategy to improve women's labour market position a strategy- 
common in some large local authorities in Britain in the early 1980s as a way of 
addressing sweated labour at home would also be necessary. Stanworth's 
observation that 'most homeworkers would reject... endless research into their 
problems without am real prospect of an improvement in their lot' would 
then no longer apply.
SHEILA ALLEN 
edited by Michael B. Arthur and Denise M. Rousseau. Oxford-'tfniversitv 
, New York. 1996. x -r 394 pp.. £37 .50.
The title orchis book signals its intent to revitalize the stu^of careers in the new 
context of the breakup of traditional American corporapsfn. upon which the field has 
predominantly modelled its ideas and approaches. This has always been a weakness 
of the field, since theXjode! never did justice to the true complexity of labour market 
dynamics or diversity oHndividual experiencXr'et the proclamation of a new age of 
careers has an opposite d'atjger. since aWfough big company career systems have 
become unfashionable they ate not .yet dead, and the millennial flavour of the 
present volume underestimates fhr'persistence of corporate life. Big business and 
single-company careers do stilKexisi^ perhaps especially outside America, a fact 
mostly passed over bv these^vriters of almost exclusively American provenance.
Yet the book's attempt to relocate the field away from its shrinking water hole is 
largely successful. The/autriors have assembled a fine array of authoritative voice? tc 
provide original pe'fiecnons on the new-careers context and its implications. Tne 
nook is organized in five sections. The first. "Exploring the Nature of Boundaryiess 
Careers'. se*s out the agenda, and includes some typically stimulating if contentious 
thoueht;/by Rarl Weick about how new organizational forms are enacted by the 
dispositions of the new careerists. The second section focuses on 'Knowledge Based 
Work', and the third on issues of 'Social Structure'. Mam of the bes! essays are
Blackweli Pubiisners Ltd.'Lunaon Scn,x> of economics ;W~
Celia Stanworth 
University of Greenwich 
Business School 
Riverside House 
Beresford Street 
LONDON SE18 6BU
16 September 1997 
Dear Celia,
I have now read through your paper entitled which I received 
in mid-June. I must apologise for the delay in processing it.
In normal circumstances I would have sent your paper to a referee for review but having read it, 
I have decided that the paper is well worth publishing without any need for a review. I enjoyed 
reading it.
I have the following comments:
1. The abstract needs to be shortened to be no more than 50 words maximum, I would suggest 
that a little manipulation and a little addition to the last sentence would be best.
2. You are of course no doubt aware that the two scenarios of the future which you set out on 
page 3 is somewhat simplistic. I appreciate that you were putting together this Table from the 
literature itself but I wonder whether a short comment after it to that effect might insulate you 
from that criticism. The diffusion of the impact of IT will not only be uneven in different sectors, 
but its impact on jobs will also be uneven.
3. There is scope for cutting the length of the paper to (say) around 7,750 words.
Points 2 and 3 above are purely suggestions and can be ignored if you feel that they involve too 
much work.
I would like to publish your paper in the Spring 1998 (Vol 13 No. 1) issue of the Journal. For this 
to happen I would be glad if you could send the final draft to Pam Arksey, Managing Editor of 
the Journal. It should be double-spaced and should be accompanied by a biography and an 
abstract, both of which should be no more than 50 words each. Could you please do this as soon 
as possible and by the end of October at the latest.
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ST A TEMENT BY THE CANDIDATE AS TO THE EXTENT OF HER 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUBMITTED WORK, WHERE IT IS 
PUBLISHED JOINTLY WITH OTHERS 
In this statement I shall take each co-authored submitted published work in tum, in the 
order in which it appears under . Submitted Work' in the main document. It specifies 
in detail the extent of my contribution to that work. I have also included similar 
information within the 'Introduction' section of the main document, as part of the 
discussion of each published work. 
At the back of this statement is a document written by the principal co-author, John 
Stanworth, outlining the nature of the collaboration, and including a number of 
supporting letters from other bodies relating to that collaboration. 
Books 
Work 2000, Paul Chapman Publishing, 1991 (with 1. Stanworth), 
The conception of this book was that of John Stanworth, building upon contacts 
amongst business people, politicians, and other well-known figures, made throughout 
his career, and the contract for the book was negotiated by him. I was very much in a 
supporting role as far as this publication is concerned. I carried out interviews with a 
Human Resources Director and the Director of a poverty pressure group. I also wrote 
tive of the 'Themes and Issues' chapters in the second part of the book. 
Telework.· The Human Resource Implications. Institute of Personnel Management. 
1991 (\\lith 1. Stanwortll). 
The role of John Stanworth in this case was as an enabler, and his reputation was 
important in securing the contract with the Institute of Personnel Management (now 
IPD). I researched and wrote the entire manuscript, with John Stanworth acting as 
editor and proof-reader, and negotiating Jccess to the case firms. 
'Self.-Emplovment and Lahour !\Jarket Resrl'/lcturing.· The Case o(Freelunce 
Tele.vorkers in Book Puhlishil1g·. University of Westminster Press. 1993 (\\ith 1. 
Stanworth and D. Purdv). 
This publication outlines the first part of the work involving the book publishing 
industry. The initial contact with the Society of Freelance Editors and Proof-readers 
(whose members provided the database for the survey) \vas developed from John 
Stanworth's involvement with another book. The idea of investigating self-employed 
teleworkers was a joint one between myself and John Stanworth. I designed the 
project methodology, developed the questionnaire, and wrote up the project report. 
The follow-up interviews were carried out by Bill Granger, and some of the data 
analysis and all graphics were provided by David Purdy. The project supervisor was 
John Stanworth. 
Chapters in Books 
'Enterprise 2000: Workbase the Electronic Cottage?'. in Paths afEnterprise: The 
Futllre a(the Small Business. edited by 1. Curran and R. Blackburn. Routledge, 1991, 
pp. 34-50 (with 1. Stanworth). 
This chapter originated from a Seminar on enterprise organised by Professor Curran at 
Kingston Univt:rsity. John Stanworth and I were asked to provide a paper. I 
developed the chapter from that paper (it was extensively rewritten) with my co-
author acting as editor. I developed a new typology of home-based work using 
Hakim's statistics and also analysed the existing UK telework schemes using a 
number of secondary sources. 
'Problems of Definition and Marketing of High technolo2:v Home"vork'. in Towards 
the:; 1 sf Cel1furv.· The Challenge far Small Business. edited bv M. Robertson, E. Chell 
and C. 0.,lason. Nadamal Books, 1991, pp. 268-281 (with 1. Stanworth). 
This publication was developed from a paper given to the Institute of Small Business 
Affairs (ISBA) in the autumn of 1990. It was then written as a book chapter by myself 
with my collaborative author acting as editor. 
.Journal Articles 
'Home Truths about Teleworkin2:', Persol7l7ei .\/ullagement. 21, 11, 1989. pp . .J.8-52 
(with 1. Stanworth). 
Building on a contact of John Stamvorth s. \\(; \\ere invited to submit an article on 
teleworking in the UK. I wrote this article with my collaborative author acting as 
editor. 
'Visions of the Future'. Personnel }vianagemenf. '3.6. 1991, pp. i5-39 (with 1. 
Stanworth). 
The process of developing this article was similar to that of the pre\'ious one. This 
article \\as co-written with the CO-.luthor on an equal basis. 
'Saved or Damned? The Case of Freelance Teleworkers, Eurapean Journal of 
TeleH'(JI"king. 1.4,1993. pp. 9-15 (with 1. Stanworth). 
Buildinn on a contact of mine, this article was co-wTitten with the co-author on an 
equal basis. It used the data from the book publishing study. 
'Teleworking - The Social Dimension'. European Journal afTeleworkil1g, 2. 3. 1994, 
pp. 4-8 (with 1. Stanworth). 
This article \\as developed in a similar manner to that of the previous one. and was 
co-written with the other author on an equal basis. 
'The Self-Employed without Employees - Autonomous or Atypical?', Industrial 
Relations Journal. 26,3, 1995, pp. 221-229 (with 1. Stanworth). 
This article developed out of a joint conference paper, using the book publishing data, 
given at the British Universities Industrial Relations Association (BUlRA) conference 
in 1994, where we made contact with the managing editor of the journal. The article 
was co-authored with the other author on an equal basis. 
'Self-Emplovment Career Dynamics: The Case ofUnemplovment Push in UK Book 
Publishing', Work. Emplovment and Societv, 9, 3, 1995. pp. 499-516 (with B. Granger 
and J. Stanworth). 
This article developed from an initial idea of Bill Granger's (an original member of 
the Research Group, now early-retired and working on a sub-contract basis), using 
expectancy theory to explain movements between employment and self-employment. 
The first draft was largely his, but the manuscript subsequently underwent 
considerable modification after peer re\iew. All work on the resubmission was 
undertaken by John Stanworth and myself in equal proportions. 
'Ethical Issues of T deworking', Business Ethics: A European Review, 6. 1. 1997. pp. 
35-45 (with C. Moon). 
This article developed from a conference paper given jointly by the authors at a 
conference on Ethical Issues and HR.v! at Imperial College. It was written in equal 
collaboration with the other author. 
':\'fana!lin!l an Externaiised Freelance Labour Use in the UK Book 
Publishing Industrv'. Industrial Relations Journal, /8, 1. 1997. pp. 43-55 (with J. 
Stanworth). 
The idea of follow-up interviews with managers of book publishing freelancers was 
mine. The interviews were carried out by B. Granger on a paid sub-contract basis, 
and the transcriptions analysed and written up for the article in equal collaboration 
myself and the other author. 
. Reluctant Entrepreneurs and Their Clients - The Case of Freelancers in the Book 
Pucii.-;hin:2 InJustn . ill/tll'llLIliuna! Smull Business Jou/'l1ui. 10. 1. I 'I'i/. pp. 58-73 
(with 1. Stanworth ). 
This article was written for an international small business audience, and provides an 
overview of the book publishing research as a whole. It was written in equal 
collaboration with the other author. 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER 
STATEMENT OF COLLABORATION IN RESEARCH AND ALLIED 
PUBLICATIONS WITH CELIA STANWORTH DURING THE PERIOD 1988-1998 
In 1988, Celia Stanworth took up the first of a series of Research Fellow posts with the 
Future of Work Research Group at the London Management Centre, Polytechnic of Central 
London (forerunner of the Westminster Business School, University of Westminster). These 
posts have been short-term and mostly fractional. Celia Stanworth brought to the Future of 
Work Research Group firstly an interest in conducting research into teleworking and, 
secondly, a rounded knowledge of the general literature on changing work patterns. 
Celia's early research on teleworking concentrated largely on experiments involving 
corporate teleworking, hence the considerable interest of the Institute of Personnel 
Management in the early years. The attached documents illustrate fairly clearly that my own 
intellectual involvement in the field of teleworking has been relatively modest (see 
particularly a letter from the Chairman of the South West London Branch of the IPM, dated 
11112/89). Given my own wide contact network and reputation as an established academic, 
my role as an enabler undoubtedly aided Celia's work in the early days. Against that, her 
role in joint publications was often understated since mine was the name which some 
publishers (particularly the IPM with whom I had strong contacts) sought. 
When Celia realised that the growth in teleworking in the UK seemed to be involving, not 
in-house staff operating under the corporate umbrella but, rather, teleworkers being used on 
a self-employed basis, our interests converged for a period and resulted in a series of articles 
which involved me as an author on a fairly equal basis. More recently, however, Celia's 
career has developed fairly independently of my own and she is now tending to publish either 
by herself or, alternatively, with her past and present colleagues at the Greenwich Business 
School. At the same time, my own research interests have increasingly been developing in 
the area of franchising (I am currently Director of the International Franchise Research 
Centre at Westminster Business School). It is in this field in particular where I enjoy most 
of my present success and international reputation. 
Celia's sustained interest in issues surrounding teleworking, allied to her success in making 
the most of a string of fractional research contracts at the London Management Centre, ended 
up with her undertaking research projects not substantially different to what would be 
involved in a conventional PhD. I have examined Celia's detailed statement of our 
collaboration on a series of joint publications and am happy with their authenticity. 
Professor John Stanworth 
June, 1998 
Future of Work Research Group Director Professor John Stanworth 
Faculty of BUSiness, r.\anagement and Social Studies 35 Marylebone kxi london f'IW1 5lS 
Telephone 01/1911 5000 Fox 0171 911 5059 Email stanwoj@v.estmlmter ac uk 
() 
---INVESTOR IS l'EOPLi! 
D. M. Jux. 
Director of Personne1. 
Rank H01idays and Recreation. 
439-445. Godstone Road. 
Whyte1eafe. 
Surrey CR3 OYG 
11th December. 1989 
Dear Mr. Jux. 
THE POLYTECHNIC 
OF CENTRAL LONDON 
LONDON MANAGEMENT 
35 Marylebone Road 
London NW1 5LS 
Telephone 01 4865811 
Fax 01 4869778 
Many thanks for your recent 1etter inviting me to address your 
local IPM group on the subject of Te1eworking. I should be 
norma11y be de1ighted but. on this particu1ar topic. I have to 
confess to being something of a passenger. Our principa1 expert is 
actua11y the co-author of the recent Personne1 Management artic1e. 
Ce1ia Stanworth who is a Senior Research Fe110w with our Future of 
Work Research Group. 
Te1eworking is very much Ce1ia's principa1 interest and topic of 
investigation. I have had a word with her and she wou1d be 
de1ighted to address your branch. She is herse1f an IPM member and 
ex-HEO in Personne1 with British Te1ecom. Thus. she shou1d be 
ab1e to re1ate very c1ose1y to the interests of your members. 
I very much hope you wi11 find this arrangement acceptab1e. If so, 
perhaps you wou1d 1et us know the 1ike1y composition of the 
audience, any special areas of interest where te1eworking is 
concerned and the usua1 mode of presentation adopted by speakers. 
For instance, do speakers usua11y bring handouts, make use of an 
overhead projector , etc? 
We have definite1y scheduled for this engagement at 
hope you wi11 be able to confirm from yours. 
Yours sincere1y. 
Professor John Stanworth 
our end and 
T(lex 25964 
TAleg'ams Pol/teCn'lIC LonGon Vi 1 
A company JlmlreO 01; :;;uar:mlee 
Re; 9--8 1 8 E"]'and Reg "'c'2 
309 Regent Sr'ee,' LonO'Jn W1R c:;'4L 
• 
DO 
-:.1 
Patron: HRH The Duke of Edinburgh KG K!J 
Institute of Personnel Management 
South West London Branch 
Head Office: IPM House, Camp Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4UW Telephone: 01-9469100. Telex: 947203 IPMWIM G. 
A Company Limited by Guarantee Registered In England No 198002 Registered Address above 
Please reply to: D. M. Jux, 13 Esher Avenue, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, KTl2 2S: 
5th April, 
Mrs C. Stanworth, 
c/o Professor J. Stanworth, 
The Polytechnic of Central London, 
London Manageent Centre, 
35 Marylebone Road, 
London, 
NWl 5LS 
Dear Celia, 
My sincere apologies for not writing to you sooner and I have 
just realised that I have omitted a basic courtesy, that is 
to thank you very much indeed for giving your time to our Group 
on the 6th March. 
The feedback from members was that it was a very valuable evening 
because it presented both sides of the issue and they felt 
it was one of the most informative and participative evenings 
they have had for some time. 
Thank you once again and I trust we can turn to you again should 
the need arise for any future sessions, in the meantime I shall 
be letting the IPM know of your subject and presentation. 
Yours sincerely, 
D. M. Jux 
Chairman 
Celia Stanworth 
Diverse Production Limited 
6 Corleston Street 
London W148\:5 
Telephone OI-i,O 3 4j(,7 
Telex 211 363 (Divers C) 
Fax () I (d) 3 2 14 H 
London Management School 
Polytechnic of Central London 
35 Marylebone Rd. 
London 
Dear Celia 
16 January 1990 
We were all very grateful to you for your contribution on the 
teleworking programme. 
We now look forward to editing the programme together for 
transmission. If you give the office a ring in a month or so we 
will have a definite transmission date . 
Its a relief to have all the filming out of the way but it was nice 
to see you in person before your interview rather than prolonged 
conversations at the end of a telephone line. 
Yours Sincerely 
Colette Casey 
(Researcher) 
611 11/ 
EMPLOYMENT 
l' 0 DEPARTMENT 
Department of Employment 
Steel House 
Tothill Street 
London SWI H 9NF 
Telephone 01-273 3000 
GTN Code 273 
'1/1" '\ 
Ms C stanworth 
Management Centre 
Faculty of the Environment 
The Polytechnic of Central London 
35 Marylebone Road 
London NWl 
Dear Ms stanworth 
Research into Teleworking 
Telex 915564 
Fax 01-2735124 
Direct line 01-273 4-'-1 C\C\ 
Our ref 
Your ref 
Date Z .OJ 0 
Your name was given to one of my colleagues by Paul Jackson of 
Cambridge University, in connection with your research into 
teleworking. 
The Department of Employment is currently very interested in 
teleworking and is in the process of developing policy on the 
issue. 
In connection with this, we like to keep up-to-date with research 
developments in this area. We are also keen to make contact with 
researchers who have an interest in teleworking so that we can 
bear them in mind for any work which we may decide to commission 
on the subject. 
I would therefore be very grateful for any information that you 
could provide about your own work in this area, or for details 
of any other research that you feel may be of interest to us. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours sincerely 
Lynda Joeman 
Research Officer 
Social science 1 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES 
Mill Lane, Cambridge CB2 1RX 
Telephone 0223 338171 (office) . Fax 0223 338076 
Mrs Celia Stanworth 
Future of Work Research Group 
Polytechnic of Central London 
Marylebone Road 
LONDON 
Dear Celia, 
20 March 1 990 
Many apologies for not writing earlier and many thanks for the info you sent 
last month. The Front Line initiative is quite an interesting exercise I'll be 
interested to see how it works out in the long term. You will find enclosed a 
copy of a book review I've just written on Huws' new book; maybe you've 
seen it already. Its quite comprehensive, although rather dry. 
I've been trying to thrash out a research direction recently and have been 
busy writing a paper for a conference in May. As a dry run for this I'm giving 
as departmental seminar on May 1 s1. If you'd like to get together to discuss 
one or two things you could pop up that day -I'd be grateful for your input. 
Whether or not, I'll send you a copy when its finished to get some "critical 
feedback". 
In the meantime there's a programme on telecottages this Thursday. I 
assume this is the one staring you (albeit for eight seconds or whatever). 
Interesting references I've recently come across: Brocklehurst, Personnel 
Review 1989, and Holti and Stern (1986) Distance working. Both well worth 
reading. I'll be in touch again before too long I hope. 
Best wishes. 
Paul Jackson 
